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This book is dedicated
to my former students and to
younger colleagues in peace research
everywhere who are taking
the analysis of war and peace
to new levels that we could only have dreamt
of when I started my own work



Nils Petter Gleditsch on his way to the Skåla mountain (1843 m) in Loen, Norway to celebrate his
70th birthday in 2012. Photo Eva Koch



Foreword

Nils Petter Gleditsch: A Peace Research Pioneer

From an early date, Nils Petter Gleditsch was a well-known person in the Nordic
peace research community. He had joined the Peace Research Institute, Oslo
(PRIO) in 1964. At that time, as my then fiancée Lena (now wife) and I observed
when we arrived in 1967: PRIO had all the enthusiasm of a pioneering environ-
ment. I did not meet Nils Petter in his own milieu until a year later. In 1967, he was
at one of the centres for peace research at the time: University of Michigan in Ann
Arbor. Its Center for Conflict Resolution is often mentioned as one of the early
originators of peace research in North America (Wiberg 1988). Certainly this is
where the Journal of Conflict Resolution was born, but by this time it was in crisis.
Importantly for Nils Petter Gleditsch and for peace research, this was where
J. David Singer had just initiated the seminal Correlates of War project. It was
exciting in that it used new approaches (systems analysis), new forms of data
collection (punch cards!) and new statistical methodologies.1

In Oslo, however, Johan Galtung was the key person, only 36-years old, but already
the ‘guru’ formany. Fewof us in the younger generation got to knowhim aswell asNils
Petter did. Galtung originally defined himself as research leader, ‘forskningsleder’. The
researchers of the institute were against hierarchy, thus PRIO aimed to have a flat
structure. I encountered skepticism to academic degrees and academic traditions. To be
an independent institute was deemed preferable and gave researchers greater leeway
than in a traditional structure. It certainly did not prevent PRIO researchers from getting
involved with university departments, and Galtung was appointed to the chair in
conflict and peace research that was established at the University of Oslo in 1969.
Galtung told us that he had deliberately not pursued a Ph.D. as a reaction against an
arrogant and conservative system. Nils Petter shared this sentiment. As testimony to

1A volume edited by J. David Singer (1968) provided first insights into the possibilities of
quantitative measures for peace research.
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their brilliance, both these men became professors at universities, without having the
normal entrance ticket to the academic life of a Ph.D. degree!

At this time, Nils Petter was engaged in a project dealing with air travel. He was
mapping the actual routes of commercial airlines in the world. The project aimed to
understand the structure of world interaction with the help of this simple indicator. It
may have said more about PRIO than we realized at the time. The project focused on
‘interaction’ as a key concept. Clearly inspired by recent advances in sociology,
notably Homans (1961), it developed the so-called contact (or exchange) hypothesis,
which talked about the beneficial impact on peace of more contacts. There was
considerable interest in interaction, and my own project at PRIO dealt with the
opposite: sanctions, the breaking off of interaction. One could perhaps even talk about
‘negative’ and ‘positive’ interaction, in line with the description of concepts of peace
in the famous editorial of the first issue of Journal of Peace Research.2We all had read
it, of course, and assumed that it was written by Galtung, although it was not signed.

However, Nils Petter was doing more than the contact hypothesis. He was
concerned with the ‘structure’ of interaction, that is: which parts of the world were
tied together and which ones were not. The message became extra powerful, when
he showed a map of the world in terms of what a more equitable distribution of
world air routes would look like. There would be more connections between South
America, Africa, and Asia than were provided at the time. There was, he explained,
also a ‘rank’ element: the centers were interacting more, the peripheries less. It turns
out that the air routes were a good indicator of global integration or lack thereof.
Nils Petter had found a measurement that is still relevant and the picture can be
confirmed by any traveller today; just by pulling out the airline magazine from the
seat pocket in front of all air passengers. Even today, the patterns Nils Petter
demonstrated remain a testimony to the existence of a solid structure of interaction.

The study appeared in JPR (Gleditsch 1967). It served as an empirical valida-
tion, or, perhaps even as an inspiration, for Galtung’s later works on the structure of
imperialism. From the study of interaction it was not difficult to make sense of the
politically more loaded term of ‘imperialism’ (Galtung 1971).3 Nils Petter certainly
saw this, and in a related article (included in this collection), he suggested the
notion of ‘time imperialism’, how those in the center of interaction networks also
can control the setting of schedules (cf Chap. 3 of this volume). Even today, we can
observe such imperialism by assessing from which spots one can travel the most
comfortably in terms of the daily flight schedule and where one has to board the
plane in the middle of the night.

What is striking in this story is the role JPR already played at this time. First of all,
the journal was widely read. It quickly occupied a central position in the peace
research community. Every issue was read in detail (at least I speak for myself) to see
what new topics, methods, or sources were being used. Critical articles also received
a forum in the journal. Second, the journal’s policy was to invite contributions from

2An Editorial, Journal of Peace Research 1964, 1(1): 1–4.
3This was one of many Galtung articles in this period with the term ‘structure’ in the title.
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young researchers. Nils Petter was 25 when his first article was published, and
several other authors were the same age. Few journals have displayed such strong
support for younger scholars. Third, it also encouraged new milieus of peace
research, by offering them special issues. Certainly a risky approach from a journal’s
perspective as the contributions may vary in quality and not appear on time. Still, it
was very important for aspiring groups to develop credibility in a field that could
have been easily marginalized. Fourth, the logical and empirical strength and
innovation of the articles drew scholarly attention and were widely quoted.

By the late 1960s, Nils Petter Gleditsch was already an established resource at
PRIO. He has remained a backbone of the organization. He personally constitutes
its historical memory. He has served in most functions of the institute, even being
involved in the controversial policy of equalizing the salaries of all employees that
was executed in 1972. He repeatedly served as director of PRIO in the 1970s when
directorships were rotated on an annual basis among leading researchers in the
institute. This was a way to deal with the departure of Galtung, replacing his rule
with a more ‘democratic’ structure. The inner life of PRIO would constitute a
fascinating study of organizational experiments, including what such a test could do
to productivity. The present PRIO incorporates some of the features of those trials,
although on the surface it may look like any other research organization, the history
tells us something different and the person to go to for information is Nils Petter.

Gleditsch’s wisdom came to its optimal expression as the editor of Journal of
Peace Research. JPRwas central to PRIO from the beginning, but Nils Petter made it
crucial not only to peace research but to all social sciences dealing with politically
relevantmatters ofworld affairs. This is no small achievement. He took up the editorial
position in 1983, although having served for a short spell in the 1970s (another
element of the rotation principles that characterized the institute at that time). He held
it for the following three decades. It was a remarkable period of the growth of the
journal. He established it as a leading, high-quality journal. The commitment of the
editor aswell as the editorial staff, themany reviewers and the constant feedback to the
authors made it a preferred outlet for contributions with high ambitions. It expanded
from four to six issues a year in order to accommodate theflowof high-quality articles,
but at the same time providing more space than many other journals.

This coincided with a period where journals also became the preferred form of
publication. Early on in peace research history, working papers, in-house publi-
cations, and occasional works were seen to be enough. They constituted ‘alterna-
tive’ forms of publications. However, it was obvious that they were not read and
had little impact. The same applied to dissertations, particularly in the Anglo-Saxon
tradition where they were not even printed. However, evaluation of scholars was
largely based on their publication record. Journal articles became an appealing
option. The book publishers were also interested. Thus, academically oriented
publishers went into journals. JPR and PRIO made an agreement in 1987 with Sage
and the first issue with this publisher appeared in 1987. It was a path-breaking deal
that was advantageous to all. Nils Petter was at the heart of this negotiation,
resulting eventually in an income that made it possible to sustain editorial staff.
Other journals were to follow, but JPR led the way.
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The journal is also a leader in a number of other regards. Its readership has
grown dramatically; today best indicated by downloads of journal articles around
the world. The new measures that have been developed, notably impact factors, tell
the same story, as do the number of submissions and the rejection rates. The
importance for peace research to have a journal with that very name and with the
recognition for quality cannot be exaggerated.

There are three examples of JPR’s pioneering role: replication of data, publication
of datasets, and data-based articles on novel topics. The first one concerned the
demand that the authors provide replication data. This became a requirement for JPR
authors in 1998 and today seems almost self-evident. If arguments and conclusions
are based on data, and nobody is able to replicate the study, how can it by credible?
Certainly there were embarrassing cases, published in other journals, when the author
could not provide such information, as the original dataset had not been preserved.
There seems still to be more space for actually doing such replication studies.

The second example is the data feature segment of the journal. One of the first such
arrangements was the cooperation between the Uppsala Conflict Data Program
(UCDP) and JPR, beginning with an article in 1993 on armed conflicts since 1989
(Wallensteen and Axell 1993). At this time, UCDP was strengthening its definitions,
not the least by clarifying the notion of incompatibility as central in the concept of
conflict. Thus, the agreement with JPR was a way to publish this new and more valid
understanding. It led to further cooperation, when Nils Petter Gleditsch managed to
secure a grant from theWorld Bank (negotiated with Paul Collier whowas at theWorld
Bank at the time), to ‘backdate’ armed conflicts from 1988 to 1946, thus creating a
dataset for all conflicts since the end of the Second World War.4 The work was done,
and continues to be done, by UCDP (Themnér and Wallensteen 2014). It has retained
the name, however, the UCDP/PRIO dataset, mostly in order to distinguish it from all
the other UCDP data sets of conflicts, actors, peace agreement, etc. The annual pub-
lication of the updated version of this data article, after appropriate review, certainly has
given JPR a wider readership and contributes to the attraction of the journal.

It has been followed by further publications of datasets, which, by today, is one
of the marked features of JPR. Now, almost every issue introduces a new and
significant collection of data. JPR, in other words, has been a leading actor in the
‘data revolution’ that today characterizes social sciences. I would even say JPR has
pioneered this revolution as it pertains to issues of violence, war, and peace.

The third example, providing space for data-based articles on central issues
of the time, is well reflected in this volume. Important recent findings in peace
research have rested on data, notably the hypothesis of the democratic peace. It is
undoubtedly one of the most debated notions in the past decades, and it seems the
dust has still not settled. There are continuous challenges to the thesis that demo-
cratic states do not fight each other and have fewer civil wars. There are notions of a

4A point of departure was a list of candidate cases developed by Håvard Strand at PRIO, while the
criteria and the final version was the work of the UCDP team, see Gleditsch, Wallensteen,
Eriksson, Sollenberg and Strand (2002). For a history of UCDP see Wallensteen (2011: 111–124).
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‘capitalist’ as well as a ‘territorial’ peace. JPR, and Nils Petter Gleditsch personally,
have contributed to this discussion, as can be seen in Chaps. 4 and 8 in this volume.

A similarly data-based discussion is the one on whether wars are declining or
not. Today, it is mainly associated with Steven Pinker (2011), who takes a
long-term historical perspective, but also with the works of Andrew Mack (2005)
and Joshua Goldstein (2011) who focus more narrowly on the post-World War II or
post-Cold War periods. Again, this is a conversation where Nils Petter Gleditsch
has participated (see Chap. 10) and it has not ended conclusively—and can it, ever?

In the 1990s, Nils Petter returned to the geographic variables that were important
in his early days. At that time it was reflected in the study of air routes, but this time
in terms of the connection of climate issues and conflict. A debate framed around
‘environmental security’ had emerged in the 1980s and PRIO was engaged in it
early on, as was the Department in Uppsala. The 2000s saw even more attention to
this issue, particularly with the publications from the Inter-governmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC). JPR, PRIO and Nils Petter Gleditsch have all become
leaders in this field of inquiry. These studies say that, as of now, there is no
convincing evidence of a close connection between changes induced by climate
variables and the onset of war, but there are many elements that need to be sorted
out. This is definitely an issue that is of a lasting nature and will continue to be
challenging. JPR is an important venue for this discussion. The articles on this topic
are among the journal’s most cited and Nils Petter’s contribution in 2012 with a
massive special issue of JPR with an introduction by himself (Chap. 9 in this
volume) is at the very top of the league.

Certainly, this volume illustrates the multifaceted work of one of the pioneers of
peace research. On many accounts, the fundamentals of peace research and of the
scholarly work of Nils Petter Gleditsch have remained the same. There is an
adherence to a precision in terminology, finding indicators that are not only reliable
but also valid for the question at hand, searching for reproducible evidence that can
be scrutinized by others, locating the relevant topics that will be important in the
future for peace research. This is the Nils Petter that I met in the 1960s.

There are also some changes: Peace research now is firmly entrenched within
universities, although the first chair in Scandinavia that was held by Galtung was
lost to the field when he resigned in 1978. Nils Petter was appointed to Norwegian
University of Science and Technology (NTNU) in Trondheim in 1993 and still
retains an affiliation as professor emeritus. With the experiences from Uppsala in
mind, I would say that creating chairs is the only way to establish peace research as
a discipline within the universities and placing peace research on par with other
forms of social science inquiry.

Leading an organization is another unexpected and notable achievement. Nils
Petter Gleditsch held the position as President of the world’s largest professional
organization for international studies, International Studies Association in 2008–
2009. Again, this was a remarkable achievement. Only three ISA Presidents had
been based outside North America before this, and so far, none after his term. Nils
Petter Gleditsch demonstrated that the North American domination could be bro-
ken. Furthermore, very few of the previous presidents have had such a close
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connection to organized peace research. Thus, Nils Petter’s tenure was another
founding experience.

These remarkable achievements have helped bring attention to the advances of
peace research and its continued vitality. Debates and controversies remain, but
today arguments are based on a stronger empirical footing. Nils Petter Gleditsch has
been crucial in attaining this breakthrough. For this and all his other accomplish-
ments those of us engaged in peace research are immensely grateful!

Uppsala, Sweden Peter Wallensteen
January 2015
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On 16 May 1945, just eight days after the German occupation forces in Norway surrendered, the
Military Permit Office in London issued a permit from the Allied Expeditionary Force for Nils
Petter Gleditsch (3) ‘to enter the Zone of the Allied Forces in NW Europe, Norway’. Apparently,
he was exempted from signing.

Nils Petter Gleditsch (3) arrived in Norway for the first time on the British ship Andes on 30 May
1945, safe between his parents and accompanied by his aunt. Photo Unknown press photographer
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With some advance planning, conferences can be combined with outdoor activities. A group of
participants from a PRIO-sponsored conference in Nicosia went hiking in the Trodos mountains on
26 April 2006. Left to right (front row): Ragnhild Nordås, Andrew John Feltham, Halvard Buhaug,
Helga Malmin Binningsbø, Kristian Skrede Gleditsch, David Cunningham, (second row): Jan
Ketil Rød, Håvard Strand, Tove Grete Lie. Photo Nils Petter Gleditsch
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On Nils Petter Gleditsch

Nils Petter Gleditsch delivering his presidential address to the International Studies Association,
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Graphs speak louder than words. A first version of the curve showing the decline in battle-related
deaths (combatants as well as civilians) after World War II was first published in Lacina/Gleditsch
(2005), based on the PRIO Battle Deaths Dataset generated by Bethany Lacina. It has been
reproduced in numerous shapes and forms since then. This updated version shows the UCDP battle
deaths data (1989–2013) and the PRIO data (1946–2008) in two separate time series. The Uppsala
criteria for inclusion are slightly stricter, but the two series are roughly parallel for the 20 years that
they overlap. No best estimate has yet been fixed for the casualties in Syria in 2013, so a high and a
low estimate are given instead. This graph was created by Ida Rudolfsen for Gleditsch et al.
(2015). The on-line appendix to that article includes a similar graph corrected for population size
(i.e. depicting the probability of being killed in battle); it shows an even stronger decline of
violence



Chapter 1
A Life in Peace Research

Non, rien de rien. Non, je ne regrette rien.*

My personal life has been influenced by war in several ways. During the Spanish
Civil War, my parents were active in the solidarity movement for the Republic and
under the auspices of the Norwegian Committee for Spain they helped to support a
hospital in Alcoy and a children’s orphanage in Oliva. Although their efforts didn’t
succeed in saving the Republic, it had the inadvertent happy consequence of adding
a little Spanish girl to our family—so when I was born, I had a lovely older sister.
During the German invasion of Norway in April 1940, my parents were recruited to
the transport of the gold reserves of the Norwegian Central Bank to safekeeping
outside Norway, an operation led by my uncle. As a result, my parents ended up in
England for the duration of the war. I was born in the London area in the summer of
1942 and spent some early years in the company of incoming V1s and V2s. Back in
occupied Norway, two of my close relatives were tortured for their participation in
resistance activity and a third was shot during the emergency in Trondheim when I
was close to three months old (Berg 2007). Obviously, I don’t remember any of
this, so it would be an exaggeration to claim that experiencing war in my formative
years influenced my choice of profession. My parents’ political attitudes and
activities were obviously more influential in leading me to join the peace movement
and the labour movement.1

My professional life (I hesitate to think of it as a career) largely coincides with
the history of peace research in Norway. I joined PRIO as a graduate student of

*Lyrics by Michel Vaucaire in 1956, as immortalized by Edith Piaf in 1960. Regrettably, her
recording was dedicated to the French Foreign Legion http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non,_je_ne_
regrette_rien.

1My parents have described their experiences in Spain and the two-month campaign in Norway
following the German invasion in Gleditsch/Gleditsch (1954). For the rescue of the Norwegian
gold, (see Pearson 2015).
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sociology2 in January 1964 and have remained there until today, with outside
adjunct positions and shorter leaves of absence that have not really interrupted the
continuity. Organized peace research started in Norway in the spring of 1959, with
the formation of the Section for Conflict and Peace Research at the Institute for
Social Research, which became PRIO in 1964 and a fully independent institute in
1966.3

1.1 The Beginnings

For the first five years I followed the activity at a discreet distance, fuelled mainly
by my interest in the writings of Johan Galtung, PRIO’s founder. I joined the
Norwegian section of the War Resisters’ International around 1959. I was greatly
inspired by its pacifist manifesto (Galtung 1959) and became a conscientious
objector. I am unable to put a date to my interest in social science. I grew up in a
family with many natural scientists on my father’s side, including an aunt who was
a professor of chemistry and the second women professor in Norway.4 Consistent
with everyone’s expectations, I enrolled as a science student at the University of
Oslo in fall 1960, but didn’t stay long. After (barely) finishing the introductory
courses, I took a year off, including a four-month peace march from London to
Moscow—the European part of the San Francisco to Moscow Walk for Peace.5 My
ambitious parents had put me in primary school a year early (as a result I was
always the smallest kid in class until the final year of high school)6; now I ‘wasted’
that year. When I went back to the university, it was to study sociology, with minor
degrees in philosophy and economics. Galtung (originally a statistician) and my
father (a civil engineer and geographer) ganged up to try to persuade me to take at

2My ‘defection’ to political science (which I never studied) occurred much later.
3The Section was renamed Peace Research Institute, Oslo in 1964, although it remained part of
ISR. In 1966, PRIO became fully independent and the name was changed to International Peace
Research Institute, Oslo. The acronym was retained. This led to some confusion, which finally
ended in 2010 when the name became Peace Research Institute Oslo (no comma!), with the banner
‘Independent, International, Interdisciplinary’ proudly displayed on the web pages. I will refer to
the institute as PRIO throughout. For a history of PRIO, with an emphasis on its various
engagements with Norwegian authorities, see Forr (2009).
4For brief biographies of Ellen Gleditsch, see www.physics.ucla.edu/*cwp/Phase2/Gleditsch,_
Ellen@842345678.html and www.epigenesys.eu/en/science-and-you/women-in-science/773-ellen-
gleditsch.
5See Lehmann (1966) and Lyttle (1966) for extensive descriptions from two of the participants and
Wernicke/Wittner (1999) for a study by two peace movement historians.
6For a brief retrospective on my high school days, see Gleditsch (2003a).
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least one minor in science, but I was more interested in Galtung’s sociology and
peace research than in his intellectual starting-point. In retrospect, I realize that I
should have taken them more seriously and spent at least a full year studying
mathematics and statistics.

Box 1.1: Brief CV
Born 17 July 1942 in Sutton, Surrey, England by Norwegian parents.

Married (1966) to Kari Skrede, two children (1971, 1973), two grandchildren
(2008, 2010).

Educated at the University of Oslo and University of Michigan. Mag.art.
in sociology from University of Oslo (1968). Co-chair of the campaign
against the Norwegian doctoral degree (1970).

Worked at PRIO since 1964, as research professor since 1988, editor of
JPR (1975–76, 1983–2010). Professor of political science (part-time),
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) (1993–2013).

Served on various editorial boards and committees; president of the
International Studies Association (2008–09).

Member of the Royal Norwegian Society of Sciences and Letters and the
Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters.

Awarded the Lewis F Richardson Lifetime Achievement Award, Award
for Outstanding Research (Møbius Prize) of the Research Council of Norway,
and the Lifetime Achievement Award of the Conflict Processes Section,
American Political Science Association.

Outside academia served as editor of Pax magazine (1962–65), president
of the Norwegian Students’ Association (1966), chair of a local branch of the
Norwegian Labour Party (1980s and 1990s), chair of the board of Bestum
School Band (1986–88), and as a columnist in Aftenposten (1992–99) and in
Forskningspolitikk (2008).

For further details, see www.prio.org/staff/npg.

My first task as a research assistant at PRIO was in a project on nonviolent
national defense. Galtung (1965) contributed an important conceptual article and I
edited a volume in Norwegian featuring historical examples of nonviolent resis-
tance (Gleditsch 1965a), but my contribution to the academic literature was modest
(Gleditsch 1968c). The impressive record of Norwegian civilian resistance to the
nazification of Norwegian society during World War II made the idea of building a
national post-occupation defense seem plausible. Less realistic (as I see it today)
was the idea of building a nonviolent national defense that could deter foreign
invasion. The project petered out after a year or so. But nonviolence has remained
close to my heart, and I am happy that the study on nonviolent resistance as an
alternative to armed insurgency has recently spawned a special issue of Journal of
Peace Research (Chenoweth/Cunningham 2013) and a new PRIO project that has
become part of the ‘family business’ (Rivera Celestino/Gleditsch 2013).
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1.2 International Interaction

Although peace research has been most concerned7 with negative interaction (i.e.
armed conflict), the analysis of positive forms of international interaction occupied
a central position in PRIO’s research program in the first decade. My next project
concerned international aviation. This became a source of some amusement to my
friends, who argued that the Vietnam War was more important—a point that I
didn’t dispute. The study of international organization memberships (Skjelsbæk
1971), international diplomacy (Kvadsheim 1970), and related topics promised to
inform us about the structure of the international system. During a stint of teaching
sociology at FLACSO in Chile, Galtung had observed that in order to fly from one
Latin American country to another, one frequently had to travel via the US. In his
early work, hypotheses from one level of organization transferred seamlessly to
another. The international airline network looked to Galtung like a ‘feudal system’.
The underlings related mainly to the overlord (known as the ‘underdogs’ and the
‘top-dog’ in his terminology, or the ‘serfs’ and the ‘slave-master’ among those a bit
further left politically) and were prevented from organizing or even communicating
between themselves. Data for my project were readily available in international
airline guides. This became the topic of my master thesis (Gleditsch 1967, 1968d)
and it also led me to some work in graph theory (Høivik/Gleditsch 1970), ably
guided by my colleague Tord Høivik, who like Galtung had degrees in statistics as
well as sociology. Chapter 3 on time differences and international interaction is one
of my publications in this area.

A wider significance of international interaction patterns was that at the time
‘positive peace’ (as distinct from ‘negative peace’, the reduction of war) was
somewhat vaguely defined as ‘the integration of human society’ (Galtung 1964: 2).
Thus, studying international interaction patterns was a legitimate and important part
of the study of peace. It was not until much later that peace research started taking
an interest in the idea of liberal peace (Oneal et al. 1996) and connected positive
and negative peace empirically. I don’t think I saw this link clearly at the time.
Neither do I remember being very concerned with ‘the contact hypothesis’, despite
what Peter Wallensteen says in his preface. In fact, even after I became convinced
that there was something to the idea of a democratic peace (Gleditsch 1992c) my
argument was tainted with skepticism about the most pervasive form of positive
peace: Could economic interdependence really have anything to do with reducing
armed conflict?8 My attitude was undoubtedly reinforced by the heated Norwegian
debate on EU membership. I voted ‘no’ in both referenda (1972 and 1994) and in
1971–72 contributed to the fighting spirit of the anti-membership movement by a
series of newspaper comments on the polls. In these articles, several colleagues and
I argued (correctly, as it turned out) that there was a majority against Norwegian
membership and that those who said otherwise were tweaking the data. We

7But not exclusively, cf Gleditsch et al. (2014).
8See Gleditsch (1995b) and Chap. 4, note 16.
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eventually summed this work up in a book (Gleditsch/Hellevik 1977), but at the end
of the day this probably had greater political than academic significance.

Returning for a moment to our early view of democracy, one of the early lessons
from mymentor was to dismiss its importance for peace (Galtung 1967: 29). Galtung
would later characterize democracies as particularly self-righteous and belligerent
(Galtung 1996: Chap. 4), while I moved in the opposite direction. But prior to my
conversion, when in an article (Gleditsch 1977) I listed five key ‘global values’,
democracy (or even good governance) was not one of them.9 We were more con-
cerned with reversing dependency and promoting equality, a trait that was also
reflected for many years in PRIO’s governing structure. When Galtung stepped
down as director in 1970, PRIO adopted a ‘flat’ governing structure, although it
retained a position as director. The salary structure was amended in 1972 to a system
where everyone was on the same ladder and you could only move up by seniority
(Gleditsch 1974a, 1980). But contrary to our hope, the system was never copied by
other scholarly institutions, not even by those that had adopted a more revolutionary
rhetoric.10 When a majority of the researchers tired of equality in practice, PRIO
reverted to a traditional governing structure and salary system for the public sector.

1.3 The Peace Dividend and the Arms Race

Another aspect of my work concerns the peace dividend or, more broadly, the
economic effects of disarmament. In the 1960s, developing countries pressed for
diverting resources from the arms race to development aid and this concern was
picked up by the UN. Early on, I played a minor role in helping to organize a major
conference on this topic (Benoit 1967).11 Much later, I joined forces with two
economists from Statistics Norway and wrote several reports for the UN on dis-
armament and development, eventually resulting in two books on the peace divi-
dend in Norway (Gleditsch et al. 1994) and world-wide (Gleditsch et al. 1996). The
global project was conducted through Project Link, an international network for
econometric modeling. It was a source of some pride that our 1996 book had a
preface by one Nobel laureate (Wassily Leontief) and a chapter by another
(Lawrence Klein). In retrospect, I am now inclined to believe that the key theme of
linking development to disarmament was an intellectual and political mistake. But
the many econometric studies conducted under this rubric certainly contributed to

9The five were welfare, peace, justice, pluralism, and ecological balance, largely copied from a
colleague (Skjelsbæk 1973).
10In fact, many ultra-radical social scientists viewed our salary system as an implementation of
‘cake theory’. This was left-wing jargon for a zero-sum theory of salaries and clear evidence of
‘false consciousness’.
11In a combination of PRIO empire-building and generosity to a student, Galtung put my name on
the title page in the same font as the editor’s. But in fact I did little more than open the envelopes
with the manuscripts of the various chapters and pass them on to the editor.
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undermining facile notions that the arms race was necessary to avoid economic
collapse in market economies. My work in this area was totally dependent on the
insights of my economist colleagues. Although I wasn’t completely a free rider,
intellectually speaking, I chose not to reproduce any of this work here. A brief
introduction can be found in Gleditsch et al. (1983) and my most recent effort (in
Norwegian) is Cappelen/Gleditsch (2012).

The economics of disarmament is, of course, closely related to the arms race.
The Richardson (1960) model of arms races is a true classic in peace research and is
mostly tested by using arms expenditures as the indicator of arming. This model
was challenged in peace research in the 1970s, notably by Senghaas (1979) who
thought of the arms race as inner-directed or ‘autistic’. A PRIO-sponsored con-
ference assessed this debate, leading to an edited volume (Gleditsch/Njølstad 1990).
My own modest contribution was an introductory article (Gleditsch 1990b). In a
review of the book, Andrew Mack generously suggested that my introduction was
something that ‘students would kill for’,12 but no casualties have been reported.

1.4 Norway in the Nuclear Arms Race

I have spent a lot of time (probably too much) looking into the Norwegian con-
tribution to the military side of the East-West conflict. In a sense, this followed
naturally from my early work in the peace movement.13 Norway’s controversial
decision to break with neutralism and join NATO in 1949 was accompanied by a
declaration that foreign bases would not be established on Norwegian soil. This was
meant to assuage Soviet fears that Norwegian territory might become a springboard
for offensive attacks. The establishment of joint NATO commands after the out-
break of the Korean War put this policy under some pressure. But in 1961, after
another heated debate, the social democratic government decided that Norway
would remain nuclear-free. However, through NATO’s infrastructure program and
bilateral arrangements with the US, Norway was littered with foreign-funded mil-
itary electronic installations (radars, transmitters for navigation signals and com-
munication, and stations for intelligence gathering), as well as airfields, all of which
seemed likely to be employed in a nuclear showdown (Gleditsch/Lodgaard 1977).
Some parts of this infrastructure had a clear role in the defense of Norwegian
territory. Others did not, and could in my view only be understood as an exchange
of strategic services: Norway gained in security by sheltering under the nuclear
umbrella of the US, and in turn agreed to contribute to its strategic war-fighting
capability. Some installations that served as peacetime preparations for strategic

12While Andy recalls having written something to this effect (personal communication 28
November 2014), neither of us has been able to locate the source.
13Notably in the peace movement magazine Pax and later the publishing house with the same
name, whose history has just been written (Helsvig 2013).
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nuclear warfare were likely to be taken out in wartime by the Soviet Union, thus
bringing the war to Norway even in the absence of a direct challenge to Norwegian
sovereignty. Such an exchange of strategic services remained controversial
domestically, particularly in the Labour Party. The Norwegian government there-
fore maintained a high level of secrecy and blurred the line between joint NATO
projects and bilateral US operations. Of my work in this area, I am most proud of
collaborative efforts with Owen Wilkes, an unorthodox Kiwi with few formal
credentials but wide knowledge of the relevant science and an extraordinary knack
for extracting information from the publications of the national security establish-
ments. In a book on military navigation (Wilkes/Gleditsch 1987), we showed that
the two transmitters for the Loran-C navigation system were built in Norway in
1960 at the request of the US and in preparation for the deployment of Polaris
ballistic missile submarines in the Norwegian Sea. It had taken 15 years to reveal
this to the Norwegian public, and even then only through investigative research and
the leaking of a secret public inquiry (Schei et al. 1977). The military and political
establishments were not pleased with our work. They would have been even less so,
had they realized that it was I who obtained the secret report from a left-wing
parliamentarian and passed it to the publisher. Indeed, the possibility of prosecuting
us was considered, but no legal basis was found.

Eighteen months later, however, when we published a report on US-funded
intelligence stations in Norway (Wilkes/Gleditsch 1979, 1981), the establishment
struck. We were charged with a national security violation and eventually given a
6 months jail term, suspended by a 3:2 vote on the Norwegian Supreme Court
(Gleditsch 1981a–c, 1982). The legal basis for the conviction was the so-called
‘puzzle doctrine’, originally formulated in a 1954 spy case. Although we claimed to
have worked only with open sources, the combination of such sources could be
detrimental to national security, according to the Court. At the time, the
Conservative Party had just won the election and had committed itself to a public
inquiry of what was going on at PRIO. But the committee appointed to look into the
issue, tackled it in an academic manner (Midgaard et al. 1985), and the conse-
quences for PRIO were limited. However, as a convicted felon I was denied entry
into the US for several years—a somewhat ironic outcome given the stronger
freedom-of-information tradition in the US. Unusually for a Norwegian, I still need
a visa to enter the US, and mine still has several footnotes that have led me into
interesting conversations with immigration officials at various airports.

1.5 Secrecy and Espionage

My encounter with official secrecy in Norway spurred an interest in secrecy leg-
islation in other countries. I obtained a grant for a comparative study of
freedom-of-information legislation in Norway and the US. A young lawyer, later to
become head of Norway’s Economic Crimes Unit, wrote a book on this topic
(Høgetveit 1981) and, with me, an article in English (Gleditsch/Høgetveit 1984).
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When the Arne Treholt spy case broke in January 1984, I was naturally inter-
ested. He and I were of the same generation on the left side of student politics and
his arrest as a spy for the Soviet Union came as an unpleasant surprise to all who
knew him. In his initial police interrogation he confessed to being caught in a trap
well known from the world of espionage: you let an intelligence agent get too close,
and eventually it becomes difficult to pull out. Most of us had been exposed to
Soviet agents, who were very active among young people on the left in the 1960s,
but we had kept our distance or got out in time. Treholt did not. He went on to have
a political career that must have exceeded his handlers’ expectations by a wide
margin. Soon after his arrest, he withdrew his first statements and switched to an
argument that he had only conducted private diplomacy—well hidden to the
Foreign Ministry, his friends, and his family. The limited evidence for his leaking of
material that was seriously detrimental to national security led to further contro-
versy and spawned a host of conspiracy theories. I classified the relevant writings
into traditionalist, revisionist, and post-revisionist, according to a scheme often used
by Cold War historians (Gleditsch 1994b, 1995e). The shorter English article is
Chap. 5 in this volume. The case remains controversial even today. A large number
of new books have appeared, but most of them have contributed more myths than
substance.

Another reason for my concern about the Treholt case was that some of his
defenders drew a parallel between his ‘unofficial diplomacy’ and work undertaken
in research institutes. Given my own conviction under some of the same paragraphs
in the penal code, I was anxious not to let this view stand unopposed. In a short
newspaper article (Gleditsch 1985), I warned against equating research conducted
in full openness with covert contact with intelligence officials. I argued that ‘if for
years you behave like a spy, you must reconcile yourself to the idea that someone
might think that in fact you are one.’ Much to my surprise, this has over the years
become my most frequently cited ‘bon mot’ in Norwegian media. It must have
touched a raw nerve since Treholt (2004: 324, 476) cites it twice (albeit
inaccurately).

Fear of foreign espionage and distrust of left-wing opposition were prime and
intertwined motives behind political surveillance during the Cold War. When a
window of opportunity appeared in 1999, I applied for my ‘secret file’ and even-
tually obtained a substantial sum in reparations for illegal collection and recording
of information about my activities (Gleditsch 2003c). The legal window closed in
2007, and currently no private individuals can apply for their Norwegian intelli-
gence records, however outdated (Gleditsch 2014b). Although measures for the
monitoring of the secret services have been strengthened, traditional habits of
official secrecy are hard to change, and today’s information society invites private
as well as official invasions of privacy. An application for my Stasi file is still
pending and I hope at some point to apply for my FBI file. But perhaps I should be
more concerned about my file at Google.
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1.6 The Waning of War

While peace research initially had an optimistic view of the potentialities of social
science, it was quite pessimistic about the state of the world. In part, peace research
was founded in protest against the nuclear arms race and the dominant position of
realist thinking in international relations. Galtung (1964, 1967) had written that the
twentieth century was the bloodiest in human history and that the world was
moving in the direction of more conflict. There was widespread fear that human
civilization might not survive to see the new millennium. The number of armed
conflicts was rising through most of the Cold War. Rummel (1994) had not yet
taught us that the victims of ‘democide’ (violence by governments against unor-
ganized civilians, mostly their own citizens) by far outnumbered the victims of war.
Had we been more alert and attuned to this form of violence, we would have
worried that the world had just experienced its largest outburst of what we now call
one-sided violence. This was ‘the Great Leap Forward’ in China, with 45 million
deaths over just 4 years (1958–61) (Dikötter 2010). We now know that the rising
number of conflicts in part was an artifact of the decolonization process and the
creation of new and fragile states, that the periodic peaks in the lethality of war
generated by the Korean War, the Vietnam War etc. were progressively lower and
never reached the levels of violence of the World Wars, and that despite Cambodia
(1975), Rwanda (1994), and Darfur (2003), one-sided violence is also on the
wane.14 It was not until the end of the Cold War that we heard Mueller (1989)
arguing that war was obsolescent, and eventually our own data collection efforts
(Gleditsch et al. 2002; Lacina/Gleditsch 2005) helped to persuade us that this was
so. In fact, as Payne (2004) and Pinker (2011) have argued, violence is increasingly
getting discredited as a tool in human interaction. Looking back at the bloody
history of the human race, Pinker and others have even cast serious doubt on the top
rank of the twentieth century on violence if we adjust for population size, in other
words, look at the probability that a random individual will get killed in violence.
Curiously, many peace activists remain skeptical of the good news. My own view is
that the peace movement (in which I am no longer very active) should claim its part
of the credit for the things we have done right. Chapter 10 contains my introduction
to a symposium on Pinker’s book, based on a session at the International Studies
Association convention in 2012.

Another part of my generation’s introduction to peace research was that wars are
increasingly harmful to participants and to civilians. A popular saying in peace
research circles ran roughly like this: In the old days, 90 % of those killed in war
were combatants, today 90 % of those killed are civilians.15 As Roberts (2010) and
Eck (2005) have shown, there is absolutely no scientific basis for these figures,

14See Eck/Hultmann (2007) and annually updated data from the Uppsala Conflict Data Program at
www.pcr.uu.se/research/ucdp/datasets/.
15Or, according to Nobel physicals laureate Max Born (1964: 4), from 95/5 in World War I over
50/50 in World War II to 16/84 in the Korean War—no sources provided.
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though they are still repeated from time to time. We will probably never have
accurate statistics on this, but a more reasonable hypothesis seems to be that the
ratio of civilian to military casualties remains roughly stable over time, although it
probably varies from one conflict to another.

My embracing the waning-of-war argument has led to occasional accusations of
excessive optimism. As noted, peace research was born in an era of considerable
pessimism—reasonable enough when living under a ‘balance of terror’. But after
rereading the articles I have selected for this volume, I readily plead guilty to the
charge of optimism. While the technological enthusiasm of Chap. 3 may now seem
excessive, I have only been strengthened in the environmental optimism that shines
through in Chaps. 6, 9, and 11, as well as in my more recent belief in the global
decline of violence as set out in Chaps. 8 and 10. The two are related, since
environmental degradation (and climate change in particular) is a main contender to
fill the gap in what Mueller (1994) aptly calls the ‘catastrophe quota’.

Of course, we should not be too discouraged when we are proven wrong about
things we believed in during the pioneer period. Indeed, what would be the point of
doing research if we could only confirm what we already knew? Too many social
scientists are satisfied by uttering periodic post hoc statements to the effect that ‘I
am not surprised’. This does not advance the research frontier. We need scholars
who stick their neck out with bold hypotheses and even venture into predictions
(Hegre et al. 2013), even if at first they are not likely to be spot-on or even near
misses.

I am happy to report that there was one widespread myth that we did not
embrace. According to an obscure study, there had been only 292 years of peace
since 3600 BC and 14,531 wars had claimed 3,640,000,000 lives. Moreover, 1,656
arms races had been conducted and all but 16 of them had ended in war. In the late
1950s and early 1960s these numbers made their way through countless newspa-
pers, military journals, and peace movement periodicals. We were warned off this
story by a memorandum from the Rand Corporation (Haydon 1962) that revealed
that the these ‘calculations’ were cited from an article by Norman Cousins (1953)
that reported on ‘an imaginary experiment’ conducted by ‘Dr. P. Storhjerne’ (Dr.
P. Great Brain), a former President of the Norwegian Academy of Science. J. David
Singer, founder of the Correlates of War project, tipped us about this memo when
he spent a sabbatical in Oslo in 1963–64.16 Later, we advised Readers’ Digest not
to give further publicity to this tale when (to their credit) they looked for Norwegian
sources to verify it.

16See Singer/Small (1972: 10–11) and Gleditsch (1964). Jongman/van der Dennen (1988) were
able to trace the figures used by Cousins back all the way to 1864. Despite the debunking,
Fine/O’Neill (2010) report the US Secretary of the Navy using the figures as late as 2007.
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1.7 Publish or Perish

A high point in the pioneer period was the launch of JPR in 1964. The journal was
originally planned as Journal of Peace and Conflict Research, in line with PRIO’s
own name and as a concession to those who still remained skeptical of ‘peace’ as an
academic topic. However, Galtung finally settled for Journal of Peace Research
and deleted ‘conflict’ from PRIO’s name. The first publisher, Norwegian University
Press, was probably more skeptical about the economic prospects than about the
name, and PRIO remained responsible for the finances of the journal. For over
22 years we (or rather the Research Council of Norway) paid them a subsidy for
their publication services. Not until we put the journal out for competitive bidding
on the international market in 1986, did we realize that, at least by then, the
publisher should be paying us! Today, owning JPR, or any reputable journal, is a
profitable enterprise.

Shortly after having been present at the creation, I was enlisted as an assistant
editor in 1965 and served as editor for some 28 years (1975–76, 1983–2010). I also
had the privilege of handpicking my successor, Henrik Urdal. Under his steady
hand the journal has continued to go from strength to strength (Urdal et al. 2014).
Over the years, I have written various shorter pieces about the use of referees
(Gleditsch 1989c), the most-cited articles in JPR (Gleditsch 1993), the pros and
cons of double-blind reviewing (Gleditsch 2002b), the importance of posting rep-
lication data (Gleditsch et al. 2003), open access Gleditsch (2012f), and the gender
gap (Østby et al. 2013). Our article on replication showed empirically that those
who posted their data were more likely to become famous (or at least be cited more
frequently) than to be scooped. JPR also acquired a reputation as a leader in the
replication movement. The gender article revealed a continuing but lessening
gender gap among JPR’s authors, but no evidence of gender discrimination.
Obviously one cannot serve as journal editor for such a long time without spending
a lot of time pondering the importance of publishing and Chap. 7 on JPR’s review
process is one example.

One of the things I learned from my mentor was the importance of publishing at
an early age, and in visible channels. My first JPR article (Gleditsch 1967) was
published when I was 2517—although in retrospect I can see that it wouldn’t have
hurt to have had it subjected to outside review (not common at the time) and leave
at least a few more weeks for revision and polishing. Much later, I was able to
publicize Erich Weede’s publication law (‘my personal rejection rate in journals is
about 50 % and if I fall below that level, I haven’t been sufficiently ambitious in
where I submit my articles’), after its author had forgotten it (Schneider 2005: 258).
Although any incentive system has its share of perverse outcomes, I am basically
favorable to the Norwegian system for funding based on publication units
(Gleditsch 2007a, b).

17I was beaten by Peter Wallensteen and Raimo Väyrynen, both 23 when publishing in JPR for the
first time.
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1.8 About This Volume

My nine articles reprinted in this volume were written over a period of 40 years
(1974–2014). I decided to reprint only single-authored work. Obviously, much of
my most important and certainly my most highly-cited work was published in
jointly authored articles, such as Gleditsch et al. (2002) and Hegre et al. (2001).
I strongly support collaborative writing and joint publication and have co-authored
with over 100 different people. However, I don’t want to appear here as a peacock
in borrowed garb, so I accept the risk of being exposed as a mere jackdaw (Aesop,
appr 600 BC/1820: 53). In this introduction, I have tried to place these articles in a
broader context. They are republished here in the original form, except that I have
corrected obvious typos and spelling errors and amended the citations and refer-
ences to current JPR style. Where appropriate, I have also added references to a few
published articles that were originally cited as unpublished papers. A comparison of
the years of publication of the cited and the citing article will make it obvious where
references have been added or updated. Beyond that, my work appears as it was
originally published, warts and all.

1.9 Paying My Debts

I am grateful to Johan Galtung, founder of PRIO and JPR, for bringing me and
many other young people into peace research 50 years ago. We were offered access
to a demanding and stimulating research environment. It will be obvious to the
discerning reader that Galtung and I have gone our separate ways on a number of
issues. I tend to think that I am still faithful to important values that Galtung taught
me in the mid-1960s, while he probably leans to the view so beautifully expressed
in a the title of a Norwegian science fiction novel (Bringsværd 1974), The one who
has both feet planted on the ground stands still. I am also grateful to my young
Norwegian and Nordic colleagues in the pioneer days, several of whom became
life-long associates and friends. Because they were so many, I hesitate to name any,
but I make exceptions for three life-long collaborators, Peter Wallensteen (author of
the preface to this volume), Andrew Mack (an Australian, but also an honorary
Nordic), and Håkan Wiberg (former director of the Copenhagen Peace Research
Institute, who sadly passed away in 2010).

Since the revival of a more traditional governing style at PRIO in 1986, four
successive directors (Sverre Lodgaard, Dan Smith, Stein Tønnesson, and currently
Kristian Berg Harpviken) have maintained the tradition of encouraging researchers
at PRIO to develop their own projects and allowing a wide freedom of expression,
with obvious (but perhaps not always visible or acknowledged) benefits for my own
work.

For many years (and particularly since joining the faculty at NTNU in
Trondheim on a part-time basis in 1993) I have been privileged to work with a large
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number of gifted students and younger colleagues. With their peers the world over,
many of them are now taking the analysis of war and peace to new heights. This
book is collectively dedicated to them.18 I don’t want to claim a major share of the
credit for their achievements, but I hope I have paid back to the collective some of
what I owe to my own mentors.

Before my time, several close relatives succumbed to tuberculosis. Another
uncle, a medical doctor, became a leading figure in the Norwegian fight against the
disease. Towards the end of his life, he witnessed the closing of one after another of
his old hospitals and the virtual eradication of TB in Norway. Even if it would be
premature to claim an equally happy ending to my own professional life as a
student of conflict and peace, I’m hopeful that the next generation of scholars can
record another notch in the waning of war.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Part II
Key Texts by Nils Petter Gleditsch



Chapter 3
Time Differences and International
Interaction

Physical distance appears to act as a restraint on interaction at all levels of social
organization.1 However, there is one specific problem connected with high-speed
interaction over great distance in the international system—that of time differences.2

In international travel the ‘jet lag’ causes fatigue and related phenomena. (The
problem of a sudden change of climate associated with rapid North–South move-
ments has not been studied to the same degree, but appears to be less serious.) In
attempting to circumvent these unpleasant effects by interacting through telecom-
munication (moving information rather than moving people), one runs into a related
problem—that of non-overlapping office hours. Informal data from several orga-
nizations with international activities are cited as examples of how these problems
are dealt with. Technological and social ‘solutions’ to the problem of time differ-
ences are discussed. Several of these raise new problems, among them the possi-
bility of an emerging ‘time imperialism’—with dominant nations, organizations,
and individuals imposing their own time cycles on their dependent individuals and
groups—seems particularly ominous.

1This article was originally published in Cooperation and Conflict 9(1): 35–51, 1974.
2This article is the result of work done over a long time with many interruptions. Most of the data
on time zones were collected while the author was a research associate of the Dimensionality of
Nations Project, University of Hawaii, in 1969. The rest of the work was done at the International
Peace Research Institute, Oslo and the article can be identified as PRIO publication no. 21–23.
Previous versions have been presented to the Nordic conference in peace research, Fagerfjell,
Norway, February 1972; a PRIO seminar, May 1972; and the IX Congress of the International
Political Science Association, August 1973. I am grateful to Jon Naustdalslid for research assis-
tance and to various professional colleagues for comments, particularly Johan Galtung, Johan
Jørgen Holst, Tord Høivik, Arden Johnson, and Robert Klitgaard. I am also grateful to various
people in business and government in Oslo for giving of their time to discuss these problems.
Economic support has been provided by the Norwegian Council for Research in Science and the
Humanities (NAVF) and the Norwegian Research Council for Conflict and Peace (RKF).—
Postscript 2014: Two of the people who provided information on handling time differences in
politics and business, were former Norwegian prime minister Einar Gerhardsen and Jan P. Syse,
then a senior executive in Wilhelmsen’s shipping line, and later also a prime minister. Why they
were not thanked by name, I can no longer remember.

© The Author(s) 2015
N.P. Gleditsch, Nils Petter Gleditsch: Pioneer in the Analysis of War
and Peace, SpringerBriefs on Pioneers in Science and Practice 29,
DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-03820-9_3
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3.1 Introduction

To winter sports enthusiasts in Norway, the XI Winter Olympic Games in Sapporo,
Japan in February 1972 provided a free introduction to the ‘Brave New World’ in
one interesting respect: Televising of the events started at 5:25 in the morning. This
is interesting for two reasons: First of all, it was the first time since the Second
World War that the Winter Olympic Games had been held outside Europe or the US
—yet there was no question of European viewers not getting their full share of
‘instant’ news. 10 years earlier this could not have been done—15 years earlier the
whole idea would still have been science fiction. Secondly, the transmissions could
have been instantaneous but, in fact, were not. This was not because of any tech-
nical limitation of satellite communication; it must have been a conscious decision
on the part of the Norwegian broadcasting corporation (NRK) that 5:25 was the
earliest time one could decently shake Norwegian viewers out of bed. (For some
reason, radio transmissions started at 5 am.) The reports were seen or heard by
hundreds of thousands of Norwegians—according to a poll, 21.1 % of the popu-
lation heard at least one early morning radio report and 33 % saw at least one TV
program between 5:25 and 6:00.3 For all these people, the NRK decision deter-
mined their daily sleep cycle for at least a day, in many cases for the best part of
2 weeks. A technological breakthrough led to a temporary change of life-style.

Just as remarkable as these two points are in themselves is the fact that all this
occasioned very little comment. It was not, of course, the first time that a major
sports event had been televised world-wide. For that matter, Norway had only had
television for a little over a decade. But adjustment to the technological break-
through had been so rapid that the changes in life-style that they required were
hardly remarkable any more.

This example may serve as an introduction to the more general problem: What
are some of the consequences of a rapid increase in the speed of communication?
These consequences are often discussed under the heading of ‘the shrinking globe’
or ‘the decreasing significance of distance in the international system’. We turn first
to an examination of the concept of distance.

3.2 Geographical Distance: Horizontal and Vertical

At all levels of social organization, physical distance has a restraining impact on
interaction. In a cafeteria, you may more easily—everything else being equal—fall
into conversation with someone who shares your table than with someone across
the room. In an apartment building, you will more easily get to know those who
pass by your door on their way in or out (Festinger et al. 1949). That a similar
relationship holds for the international system should come as no great surprise.

3According to a survey carried out by the Central Bureau of Statistics (1972).
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In recent years, it has become fashionable to proclaim the shrinking world and
the decreasing importance of distance in the international system. However, con-
trary to common thinking (and my own initial expectations), I found in a previous
study that distance had increased its correlation with one form of international
interaction (scheduled international flights) over the period 1930–65 (Gleditsch
1969).

Clearly, geographical distance itself is not the mechanism at work. Straight-line
distance does not necessarily equal functional distance. First, the actual impediment
to interaction may be time or economic cost and these may depend on a route
structure in an existing interaction network or on physical factors. For pedestrians in
a city, city-block distance is a more realistic measure of travel time than bee-line
distance. For international air travelers, the belated introduction in 1967 of an air
link across the Soviet Union cut travel time between Europe and Japan by as much
as 25 %. But distance, and demand on facilities in turn, influence the route struc-
ture. Pedestrian passageways can be constructed through buildings in extremely
busy sections of a town. When in 1965 Western Samoa was not linked to Australia
except via American Samoa or the Fiji Islands, it was presumably because the
demand was not heavy enough to justify a direct link across 2,847 miles.

Quite apart from the problem of defining and measuring functional distance in
any social system, there is a specific peculiarity about distance in the international
system: This is the basic distinction between vertical distance, or North–South
distance, and horizontal distance, or East–West distance. Travelling in an East–
West direction one has to overcome a difference in local time. In the North–South
direction the difference in local climate is a corresponding hurdle. Table 3.1 spells
out in detail some salient characteristics of the two.

The impact of vertical distance on international interaction will not be exten-
sively discussed here. This problem occurs only when persons or goods are moved,
not with the movement of information. In some cases it can be quite serious.
A sudden change in climate (temperature, humidity) or in vegetation can have a
marked physical effect on general well-being or specific diseases (such as allergy

Table 3.1 The two components of distance in the international system

North/South East/West

Direction Vertical Horizontal

Climate Dissimilar Similar

Local time Similar Dissimilar

Functional distance Curved,
continuous

Monotonic,
stepwise

Creates problems in moving persons (travel) Yes Yes

Creates problems in moving goods (trade) Yes No

Creates problems in moving information (communication) No Yes

Problem is aggravated as functional distance decreases Yes Yes

Problem comes into existence only when the speed of
movement is very high

No Yes
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conditions). For the community which receives the traveler, it also increases the risk
of spreading epidemics. While a Near Eastern cholera epidemic a few decades ago
could only have spread to Scandinavia via the intermediate European countries (and
probably would have stopped or have been stopped on its way), it can spread today
via, e.g., tourist charter flights. Since a flight is completed much faster than the
incubation period for a disease, isolating the infected traveler at the point of des-
tination is no longer a viable solution.

However, there are other effective measures for the prevention of epidemics, e.g.
mass inoculation. Also, the increased speed of communication has been accom-
panied by an improvement in medical skills and (for the developed world, at least)
an increase in the general health level to a point where epidemics are no longer so
serious. More drastic and specific countermeasures are also available, such as
disinfecting the planes and the requirement of specific vaccination for travel to
certain countries (Leuschner 1965). Vaccination obviously provides a restraint on
North–South travel, partly because it involves some physical discomfort, and partly
because it involves a time lag for the first visit. This effectively rules out mass
tourism. The problems of adjustment to the climatic difference for the traveler
himself—although they may be serious in individual cases—are not generally
serious enough either to warrant much concern. Indeed, in many cases the climatic
difference may be the whole point of the trip, as in modem mass tourism from the
Scandinavian countries to the Mediterranean in winter. In general, vertical distance
is clearly a less important impediment to international interaction than horizontal
distance. In the next section we turn to a closer examination of the problem created
by time differences.

3.3 Time Difference and International Interaction

3.3.1 International Travel

Modern man increasingly lives by the clock, thus necessitating a stricter regulation
of time. For an increasing number of people (although still a small minority in the
rich countries and an even tinier minority on a global scale) time is replacing money
as the most important scarce resource (Linder 1969). One of the strongest forces for
standardization is precisely the improved means of communications. Each town or
little area used to have its own time, but with the railroad this quickly became
impractical. There were 75 different ‘railway times’ in the US before 1883, when
US railroad managers set up their own standardized time zones for the purpose of
simplifying their schedules. At the same time a movement for standardization was
under way in Europe, motivated more by scientific than by commercial consider-
ation. Eventually, within a few decades, most nations adopted one or more standard
time zones (Schroeter 1926: II). A few countries, mainly Arab, still stick to ‘sun
time’.
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A more basic standardization of time is, of course, the daily (diurnal, circadian)
cycle. Figure 3.1 gives a generalized picture of the cycle. It applies to such bodily
phenomena as rectal temperature, heart rate, ion excretion, as well as psychological
phenomena such as fatigue. The periodicity is partly exogenous to the organism,
regulated by such cues as light or darkness and human activities (eating, going to sleep),
and partly endogenous, regulated by a biological clock with its own natural period.

A number of experimental studies on people living in dark caves without
timepieces have confirmed that the natural period does not equal 24 h, which is why
it is frequently called ‘circadian’. One set of studies, for instance, determined the
natural cycle to be 25.2 h (cf. Pöppel 1972). The endogenous signals can be
modified experimentally and can adapt even to quite drastic changes. One such
change is the modern East–West flight.

As any air traveler knows, rapid displacement over several time zones causes
considerable discomfort. A number of recent studies indicate that at least part of this
discomfort is associated with the time shift itself.4,5 Estimates vary, but the evi-
dence suggests that it takes anything from three days to a week to achieve complete
readjustment after a transatlantic flight. For the return trip, readjustment is more
rapid. The feeling of fatigue is overcome sooner than its physiological basis and
some other psychological functions (decision-making ability, numerical ability)
have not been shown to be decisively affected at all. The various studies are
not unanimous in their assessment of the significance of time differences. Some

Fig. 3.1 Representative
diurnal curve. Source Siegel
et al. (1969: 6)

4Most of the research in this area has not been concerned with the well-being of the passenger, but
with the fatigue of the airline crew. This is not an unimportant point in aviation safety: ‘One
BOAC pilot kept a careful log of his rest and sleep for 18 months … His passengers would not
have been reassured to learn that in a representative spell of flying on North Atlantic routes this
particular pilot had one period of sustained wakefulness lasting 23 h, another of 33 h except for a
2 h nap, and that he fell asleep for some minutes half an hour before the time for landing.’
5Blatt/Quinlan (1972: 507) distinguish between dysrhythmia—disparity between the internal
clocks and the external temporal referents—and desynchronization—disparities between the
internal rhythms. In this article we have not made this distinction.
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researchers feel that loss of sleep and travel fatigue are more important than the
circadian shift (cf. Evans 1970).

The readjustment problems vary with age, the most serious arising for persons
whose daily cycle is closely regulated for medical or other reasons, e.g. diabetics.6

It is a disputed point whether East–West or West–East flights represent the
greatest strain on the organism. On theoretical grounds, it has been argued that it
should be easier to adapt to East–West flights because one can more readily sup-
press than advance sleep (and other periodic phenomena) for a few hours (Siegel
et al. 1969: 7). However, the opposite theoretical prediction has also been made,
and the experimental results are somewhat contradictory. A behavioral point which
I have not found in the medical literature on this issue is that it is far more common
to stretch out the day into the night (whether for business or social reasons) than to
prolong the day by getting up very early in the morning. That this psychologically
facilitates similar behavior after long distance flights seems likely. Furthermore,
departures in the West–East direction are often in the evening, with arrival in the
early morning. One reason for this is that a 6 h flight means a 12 h difference in
local time (because one ‘loses time’ when travelling from West to East) and
therefore difficult to fit a long flight into a normal day. West–East departures across
the Atlantic, for instance, tend to be crowded into a few hours whereas the return
flights are spread out over a greater part of the day. Psychologically, there is also a
temptation to try to make up for the time ‘lost’ in West–East travel by travelling
overnight.

The problem of rapid movement across several time zones is well-known to the
experienced traveler. How large this group is, one cannot judge accurately. I am not
aware of even rough estimates of what fraction of the population of the world or
even of a particular country have had personal experience of the ‘jet lag’.7

However, the role of traveler is becoming sufficiently institutionalized for the

6The following informal rendering of a doctor’s prescription for his patient’s behavior following
arrival in Rome at noon (local time) after a flight from Tulsa, Oklahoma may serve as an illus-
tration: Upon arrival in Rome, sleep 2 or 3 h. Awake approximately 24 h after last daily injection
of 22 units of NPH insulin. Run a sugar-urine test. Go downstairs and find out where a meal can be
obtained so you will know where and when food will be available. Return to room, take 10 units of
regular insulin. Eat a dinner within 30 min. Take a walk, see the fountains, sit down under
sixteenth century arch to study the fourth century church, and listen to a twentieth century election
campaign, loud PA system, records of choir singing. Before retiring, probably ten or eleven Rome
time, run a sugar-urine test. Then run an acetone test. Ignore high urine-sugar under these cir-
cumstances, but if you show acetone, take 4 units of Regular-Insulin before going to bed. Keep
sugar lumps on the table by your bed at night and in your pocket by day. Awake in the morning to
a real Roman morning. Run sugar-urine and acetone tests. Take usual 22 units of NPH insulin. Eat
breakfast Roman-style, enjoy the hard bread and the caffe latta (sic!) with your usual 2 units of
protein. At this point, insulin time is synchronized with Rome time and you are on your own.
Source Carney (1968: 10). Alternate plans deleted. This author accepts no medical responsibility
for the plan!.
7The number of transatlantic passengers in 1971 was 11.3 million, rising 16 % p.a. over the
preceding decade, according to IATA and related statistics. From the US we know that air travel
has a very skewed distribution. In 1962 the top 25 % of business travelers accounted for 73 % of
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problems to be felt as an institutional problem, too. Business organizations and
foreign ministries and other bureaucracies with a high number of ‘jet set’ executives
are beginning to have to face the problem. We shall return later to some of the
solutions that have tentatively been introduced in order to deal with the problem.
Let it suffice to note here that the diffused awareness of the problem makes it not
unlikely that it may have a muffling effect on enthusiasm for international air travel
across several time zones and that, conceivably, the effect may be read off directly
in travel rates.

The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has summed up the strain
on the international air traveler and the required rest period in the following for-
mula, sometimes called Buley’s formula (cf. Finkelstein 1972):

10R = tt/2 + (tz – 4) + dep coeff + arr coeff
(or 10R = tt/2 + dep coeff + arr coeff for trips across less than four time zones)
where
R is the rest period in days, rounded upwards to the nearest 1/* day
tt is travel time in hours,
tz is the number of time zones crossed,
dep coeff is a special departure coefficient
and arr coeff is a special arrival coefficient.
As an example, an air traveler leaving Montreal at 1800 local time is scheduled

to arrive in Paris at 08:00 local time. The rest period is then (9/2 + 1 + 3 + 4)/
10 = 1.25 or rounded off to 1.5 days. The two coefficients give some weight to
departures and arrivals at inconvenient hours, to compensate for lost hours of
sleep.8

The formula further gives greater weight to travel time generally, than to the
East–West factor. Vibrations in the plane, the lack of movement in a restricted
space, the drop in air pressure (even in pressurized cabins) and many other factors
which apply to all flights, lead to a feeling of fatigue. However, it is at least
conceivable that these factors may be eliminated by new technological develop-
ments. There is no similar way of eliminating the time difference although tech-
nological attacks on the effects of time differences are being attempted, too—as we
shall see presently.

There is no built-in compensation for the effect of climate differences in the
ICAO formula. A 1965 study carried out by the Office of Aviation Medicine of the
US Federal Aviation Agency (Hauty/Adams 1965: 1) concluded that the North–
South flight did not lead to a shift in the circadian cycle, but that it did lead to an

(Footnote 7 continued)

all business air trips and the top 6 % for 26 % of all non-business air trips (Lansing et al. 1964: 96).
However, one can only guess how many different people have crossed the Atlantic in a given year.
8Thus, a poor arrival time on any other standard can be made into a virtue. An SAS advertisement
explains that arriving in Tokyo 09:05 on Sunday morning is just ideal since it gives one a whole
day to relax and adjust.
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increase in ‘subjective fatigue’. In no study that I have seen have the three effects of
time difference, climate difference and travel time been systematically untangled.

There is, of course, nothing magical about the ICAO formula. However, it sums
up the perception of an important international agency of the magnitude of the
problem.9 Conceivably, there could be important effects from the perception in the
travelling community of the effects of time differences, even if the image did not
have sound medical bases. The only way to study this would be by a thorough
examination of travel rates in all directions. Here, we shall only report a preliminary
test.

We have computed correlations for seven measures of distance (functional and
otherwise) for one form of interaction, international flights. Table 3.2 surveys the
variables.

Correlations were computed between these variables for 24,090 nation dyads
and a typal analysis performed on the correlation matrix. Figure 3.2 depicts the
statistical relationship between the variables. The only high correlations (>0.75) are
between great circle distance, ICAO travel fatigue, East–West distance, and time
difference. The correlation between East–West distance and great circle distance

Table 3.2 Seven measures of distance and one form of international interaction, variable
definitions and source

Concept Measure Year Source

Horizontal
distance

Difference in longitude 1969 Gleditsch (1969)

Vertical
distance

Difference in latitude 1969 Gleditsch (1969)

Bee-line
distance

Great circle distance 1969 Gleditsch (1969)

Climate
difference

Similarity/non-similarity on
Köppen’s climate scale

1960 Köppen (1900); Rumney (1968)

Wealth
difference

Difference in GNP/cap 1965 UN statistics

Travel
fatigue

ICAO formula See above, p. 43

Time
difference

Absolute difference between
time zones

1969 Time zones coded from airline
schedules and reference works

International
flights

No. of weekly scheduled
flights between the two
countries

Gleditsch (1969)

9However, the acceptance is not unanimous. Secretariat members tend to push for longer rest
periods, whereas the personnel office tends to prefer more conservative estimates. Other special
agencies of the UN have not, so far, accepted the ICAO formula, nor does this appear to be the
case in national bureaucracies with much international travel. The importance of rest is well
known, of course. In travelling to China in 1972, President Nixon made overnight stops both in
Honolulu and Guam.
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(0.9) greatly exceeds that between North–South distance and great circle distance
(0.35). This, incidentally, tells one something about the geographical structure of
the world: most countries are distributed along a relatively broad band on both sides
of the Equator. There are no capitals north or south of the polar circles and very few
north of 60° or south of 40°. Hence, if travel was randomly distributed between
countries, there would be more travel in the East–West direction than North–South.
In this sense also, time difference becomes a more important problem in interna-
tional interaction than climate difference.

As one would expect, climate dissimilarity and wealth dissimilarity are statis-
tically associated with vertical distance. However, the linear correlations are gen-
erally low.

The correlations with the indicator of international interaction (international
flights) are not high either. In a linear model, the distance measures have a multiple
correlation of only 0.2 with flights. Previous studies have shown that multiplicative
models of size and distance variables usually account for more variance in inter-
action than linear models (Gleditsch 1969 and references therein). However, mul-
tiplicative models have not been tried out in this case. Great circle distance and
East–West distance are the two variables which together account for most of the

Fig. 3.2 Statistical relationship between seven measures of distance and international flights,
1965. Based on product-moment correlations and a ‘typal analysis’ (McQuitty 1961) of the
correlation matrix. The relationship A → B means that variable A has a higher correlation with B
than with any other variable (negative correlation in the case of flights). Broken lines indicate other
correlations ≥0.75. All remaining correlations are ≤35. The full correlation matrix is reproduced in
the Appendix
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variance in flights. But other variables beyond the first add little to the variance
reduction.

As is evident from a glance at a world map, more countries extend in the North–
South direction than East–West. Hence, for purposes of intra-national travel, ver-
tical distance is more relevant than horizontal. (Where the ‘social axis’ of the
country is East–West, even though the country extends geographically North–South
—such as in Chile—the East–West distances are likely to be small, and no problem
arises.) But more important and for precisely the same reason, because the three
great oceans (Indian, Atlantic, and Pacific) divide vertically between nations rather
than horizontally, distances between nations tend to be horizontal rather than ver-
tical. It is to be expected, then, that great circle distance and East–West distance
should be highly correlated (0.9). However, the lack of data on national product for
many countries in the South and the lack of a climatic classification for a number of
countries, exaggerates this correlation somewhat. Countries for which no data were
available on one or more variables had to be excluded from the analysis, and more
of these were in the South than in the North.

This tentative analysis supports the greater emphasis of the ICAO formula on
geographical distance than on East–West distance. However, in a stepwise
regression analysis, East–West distance was found to be the second most important
predictor of flights. We conclude then, that while there are certainly many other
important factors in determining global interaction patterns, medical research and a
preliminary analysis of interaction rates agree that geographical distance is still an
impediment to interaction and that horizontal distance is a more important
impediment than vertical distance.

The increasing speed and decreasing (relative) cost of travel, have removed
some of the negative effects of distance but the problem of travel fatigue, etc., in
long-distance travel generally and East–West travel in particular, is only aggravated
by the same trend.

One possible solution to the whole problem would be to reduce the importance
of travel, and rely more on telecommunication, communicating symbolic infor-
mation rather than persons. This possibility is examined in the next section.

3.3.2 Communication without Travel

A great deal of technological innovation is now geared toward this end. The letter
and the cable were the first primitive steps and both are now rapidly decreasing in
importance. The telephone and telex are currently the most important modes of
communication for decisions of great significance or decisions which have to be
made fast. Telex makes possible a practically instantaneous communication of
written messages. The telephone message permits greater flexibility because it is
oral and the lack of any record of the message permits greater freedom of
expression. However, telephone messages can also be recorded for future use if
desired (and, as we have now learned the hard way, even if not desired). The
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conference phone extends the use of this medium from bilateral to multilateral
conversations. The conference videophone is merely an extrapolation of techno-
logical capabilities,10 while the smelling picture phone probably requires some new
technology (and, in any case, seems less important). Communication satellites and
other technological innovations have multiplied the number of available channels
for long distance telecommunication. Telecommunication networks no longer know
any insurmountable hurdles in terms of geographical distance, although the quality
of the network varies considerably with, e.g., the economic level of different
countries. In effect, then, quite complex transactions can be carried out without
moving the agents physically.

However, there are limitations to this. As any businessman knows, difficult
negotiations can be helped along by a good dinner, a relaxing drink or a lively
evening out. Electronic communications media have no satisfactory substitute for
these icebreakers. To a certain extent, just as the telephone and telex have replaced
the letter as the business mode of non-personal communication, the airplane has
replaced the railroad and the ship in the movement of persons. This does not
necessarily alter the mix of face-to-face and non-personal communication.
Technology has an edge now, since a phone call or a telex message can be relayed
faster than one can fly to the point in question. In the old days a letter was no
quicker than the steamship or the railway and then one might as well have travelled
in person. Furthermore, the telephone (but not the telex) will permit instant
two-way communication, which comes much closer to face-to-face communication
than the letter does.

But in actual fact, the two modes of communication appear to increase in volume
together, rather than compete for demand. Routine business and items which
require a very fast reaction can be handled by symbolic communication, while more
basic transactions which take time anyway can still best be taken care of by
face-to-face communication. The initial ‘acquaintance process’ in particular needs
face-to-face communication. If at least one of the interacting partners belongs to a
culture with a high personnel turnover in the relevant roles, the need for face-to-face
meetings in order to ‘get to know each other’, will be more or less constant.
Besides, vital messages cannot always be sent by telephone if the line is not
secure.11

10A trial effort has been set up by the General Post Office in Britain under the name of
‘Confravision’. So far the system only links Gresham St in the City of London with a post office
research station near Wembley. However, a fully developed UK network is being planned,
complete with tape recorders, photocopying machines, and scramblers. The suggested price is
120 pounds per hour between London and Manchester. An interesting psychological point in
connection with ‘Confravision’ is that it will—at least in the beginning—impart a sense of urgency
and contribute to a streamlining of the discussion (cf. Baxter et al. 1970: 93–97).
11‘Office work is conducted with only the rarest recourse to the telephone. Washington does not
call because when it is noon in Washington it is midnight in New Delhi, give or take an hour or so,
and the line is not secure’ (Galbraith 1970).
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Thus, we do not believe that the problem of overcoming the restraining effect of
distance in general and time differences in particular can be overcome by switching
to non-personal communication. However, it is possible that the ratio of
non-personal to face-to-face communication may increase somewhat.

This does not eliminate the problem of time difference, however. Time differ-
ences also mean non-overlapping working hours. There is no overlap in the normal
working day between Tokyo and New York City or between Tokyo and the capitals
of Western Europe.12 This means that one cannot use the telephone for less than
vital messages. A telex message from London to Tokyo will arrive after hours and
can only be dealt with the next day. When Tokyo gets around to replying, London
is off work. The effect of all this is that we are back to one-way communication
patterns which are not significantly faster than the movement of persons. Thus, if
the matter is urgent, an executive may as well fly from New York to Tokyo or vice
versa for a consultation, rather than send a telex message.13

The exception to this rule lies, of course, in the possibility of calling outside
normal office hours. There are strong norms against doing this within the same city
or country where there is no time difference. There is a strong and mutual interest
among decision-makers, business or otherwise, in safeguarding the privacy of one’s
home (or the privacy of one’s spare time). In international communication, how-
ever, the problem of non-overlapping business hours complicates the issue.

As technological possibilities improve, two-way communication (phone calls)
outside regular business hours will no doubt become a more common phenomenon.
At the same time, the volume of one-way communication will also increase. The
wire services will send out messages on a 24 h schedule, particularly as events that
are universally defined as ‘news’ are produced in more countries all over the world.
There will be increasing pressure on the radio and television stations in all countries
to continue to extend their program time (as they have done in the past) for news
programs, but also for relaxation, as the number of working hours decreases. There
may be political decisions to delay events by a suitable number of hours to fit the
news schedules in the receiving country, as the introductory example of the
Olympic Games demonstrates, but as one medium competes with another the sit-
uation will be increasingly difficult for those who always lag behind. In the case of
the Norwegian coverage of the 1972 winter Olympics, for instance, the main results
would frequently be known from the radio before the television program even
started. Enthusiasts who listened to East German radio might even have heard the
results before going to bed at 1 am. In the long run, this kind of competition will
probably give a country or a medium the image of always being ‘last with the news’

12Among the 219 nations and territories in the world in 1969, the number of non-overlapping
countries ranged from 30 (France and other countries on Central European Time) to 169 (Fiji and
others). This was calculated with exact knowledge of the time position of each country but with the
naive assumption that all countries had working hours from 09:00 to 17:00 local time.
13The working day is de-synchronized even more by the variation in lunch hour habits. In Europe
alone, the lunch break varies in length from 20 min to 3½ h, and nominal starting time is different
from country to country, too.
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and it is difficult to imagine that this will not lead to pressure—internal as well as
external—to take up the challenge.

Business information will be a particularly important form of news transmitted
on a 24 h basis. The Associated Press/Dow Jones Economic Report, for instance,
provides around-the-clock information from news rooms in New York and London.
Once the information is available in a country (as it was in Norway in 1971–72)
there may probably be local pressures for dispersing it within the country.

Clearly, the problems associated with time differences call for inventiveness,
technological or social or both. But before we attempt a systematic discussion of
possible (desirable and undesirable) responses, we shall give two examples of how
two large organizations have experienced these problems and attempted to handle
them.14

3.4 Examples

3.4.1 An International Business Organization

The domination of one wall in the telex room by half a dozen clocks indicating the
time in different places all over the globe, serves as an instant reminder that a
shipping organization is extremely sensitive to the problem of time differences.
Executives, in fact, call the telex room quite frequently, asking the time in Tokyo or
Cape Town, rather than taking the risk of making an error in their private calcu-
lations. The shipping market is an international one and its centers have shifted after
the war from Europe (particularly London) to New York and Tokyo. Moreover, it is
a market where big decisions have to be made fast.15 This is particularly true in
cargo chartering (as opposed to the line trade). A customer may want to charter a
100,000 ton ship for 3–5 years and the decision has to be made while the agent is on

14In addition to non-overlapping working hours, there is also the problem of non-overlapping
public holidays. For instance, Norway has three public holidays at Easter—not counting Palm
Sunday and Easter Sunday—while many other Christian countries have none. The New Year is
celebrated at several different times in different cultures. Goody (1968: 37) reports that Brazil has
18 bank holidays, Britain 6, and Bulgaria 5. The example indicates a certain rationalization in
‘modern’ societies (i.e. in this context, societies where time is scarce). Throughout antiquity and
the Middle Ages, there used to be no less than 115 public holidays during the year (Craven 1933
[quoted from Linder 1969: 26]). Now, public holidays are removed while vacations are increased.
Still, a major financial institution has found it necessary to issue a list of Bank and public holidays
throughout the world (New York, Morgan Guarantee Trust Company, Ltd. 1965). And in Norway
in early 1972 an international gang systematically exploited a Swedish bank holiday to pass forged
Swedish checks in Oslo banks (cf. Aftenposten, ev. ed. 7 February 1972).
15This is not limited to shipping, of course: ‘In 2 min this man buys and sells more money than you
could make in twenty lifetimes. The man is Jan Gorski. Chemical Bank’s chief foreign exchange
trader in New York. In 2 min, recently, Jan and one of his staff bought and sold one hundred
million Deutsche marks …’ (from a Chemical Bank advertisement).
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the phone from New York or Tokyo. The price of the phone call is not a factor in
cases like these, but time is.

In order to cope with increasing international communication, this shipping
agency has joined with a Japanese firm in an interesting international operation. The
working day for this international firm starts in Tokyo. At the end of the working
day in Tokyo a long report is sent by telex to Oslo. Here, the information is passed
directly on to London (technically this is done by feeding the output paper tape
from the telex into the input tape reading unit of the telex—thus, only a minimal
time lag is involved). At the end of the Oslo working day information and control
are passed on to New York and then again to Tokyo for a new day. This is, in a
sense, a form of international three-shift working system. However, the three
centers are not completely equal. Oslo wants to retain ultimate control and Tokyo
and New York (and London) only have limited discretion. For bigger contracts, the
branch offices have to consult with their counterparts in Oslo. The instant decision
on a 100,000 ton ship may therefore have to be made at two o’clock in the morning.
Not only does the shipping agency maintain a regular telex watch until seven
o’clock in the evening, but quite frequently the telex lines well be held open far into
the night if an important message is expected. Executives call the cable office at
seven o’clock and at ten o’clock in the evening (as well as three times on Saturdays
and twice on Sundays) to check incoming cables. The cable office also holds
standing instructions to call executives at their homes if important cables are
received (such as notification of accidents).

An interesting aspect of this particular international operation is that an orga-
nization in a small and peripheral country is the dominant center of the joint
operation. The normal pattern would be for the dominant partner to be located in a
dominant country (e.g. the IBM or the ITT with their head offices in the US and a
number of branches in foreign countries). In this case, there can be little question as
to who wakes whom: The dominant partner contacts the dominated partner at an
hour convenient to the former, but there is no disturbing the peace in reverse unless
absolutely necessary. In other words, the dominated and peripheral partner yields to
the daily cycle of the dominant and central partner. However, in the case just
mentioned, the dominant partner has to adapt to the time pattern of the dominated.
The country dominance factor appears to be more important than the organizational
dominances. In part this may be because organizations in dominant countries are
used to determine other people’s time, rather than have the reverse happen to them.
But a more important explanation is probably that the organization in the peripheral
country has to adjust to the market, which in turn is adjusted to the dominant
country. Of course, this may vary between one form of interaction and another. In
shipping, the central decision-maker must be available at all times. In other mul-
tinational ventures, it may be more important for the peripheral parts of the orga-
nization to be available to respond to the whims of the center.
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3.4.2 The Foreign Ministry of a Small Country

The structure of information gathering in foreign ministries has changed in the
postwar period with decreasing emphasis on the traditional formal reports and
increased use of telex, cables, and telephone communication. Personal meetings—
often in stopovers before or after another meeting or conference—are also more
frequent and, as a result, much less formal than before (fewer dinners, more
political talks).

However, so far this has not led to any drastic change in the working habits of
the Norwegian foreign ministry. Evening meetings are quite common—two to three
times a week at the top level in the fall season (which is the busiest because of the
UN General Assembly). But the overwhelming number of such meetings are held
because of a general scarcity of time and because other commitments sometimes do
not permit undisturbed meetings during the office day.

Even so, it is not unusual for foreign ministry officials and politicians to have to
make sudden decisions outside working hours, and even in the middle of the night.
This is particularly frequent during sessions of the General Assembly. But rather
than channeling new instructions through the regular foreign ministry network, a
member of the New York delegations will call a top official or politician at his home
directly.

So far only the UN has presented a significant number of problems which
demand an urgent decision. But similar problems were anticipated at the time of the
interview in connection with the UNCTAD III conference in Chile, ‘9 h away’ from
Norway.

Bilateral contacts with other foreign ministries by telex, telephone or cable are
extremely rare. Personal meetings on a bilateral basis are somewhat more frequent,
but less numerous than multilateral contacts (in the UN and NATO particularly,
now also MBFR, CSCE, etc.). But the traditional channel of communication,
through the embassies, still remains the most important.

Intra-Scandinavian contacts are an exception. Here, telephone calls are quite
common, from the foreign ministry level down to preparatory clerical level.
Ordinary telex lines are also used frequently. There is a great deal of mutual
confidence, and officials are often on first name terms. When such personal contacts
are made outside Scandinavia, on the other hand, there is something dramatic about
them, they are news. A prime example was a cable sent in December 1971 to the
Norwegian Prime Minister from the British Prime Minister urging moderation in
the negotiations with the European Community.

Compared with international business decision-making, as described above,
international foreign policy decision-making takes on a somewhat old-fashioned
tinge. One cannot escape the feeling that just as the intra-Scandinavian embassies
are increasingly irrelevant for important political decisions, extra-Scandinavian
contacts will also have to be made on a more direct basis at some point. This is, of
course, particularly true for crisis situations but even in non-crisis times the contrast
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with business decision-making and with intra-Scandinavian decision-making will
probably make itself felt.

Another structural factor of some importance is that the foreign ministry is
centralizing. The central administration is strengthened and the embassies to foreign
countries—as distinct from representations at international organizations—are
reduced in importance, if not in number. (In any case, their number has not kept
pace with the growth in independent countries.) At the same time, increasing for-
eign travel for diplomats stationed at home is explicitly foreseen. This means that
the problem of long-distance travel will have to be faced more seriously. So far, no
formula like that of the ICAO has been applied by the foreign ministry and an
official who wants to extend a visit in order to incorporate a rest period, may run
into administrative problems. At the same time the lack of permanent representation
in a number of important cities will necessitate more frequent use of
telecommunication.

3.5 Technological ‘Solutions’

If a worn-out phrase like ‘a technological age’ should be applied to our time, the
most appropriate reason would seem to be our tendency to look first for techno-
logical solutions whenever new problems arise. This is particularly true when the
problem occurs in the first place as the result of a technological innovation. Even
though, as we have stressed before, the problem of time differences is only
beginning to make itself felt, a number of wheels have already been set in motion to
break the back of the problem.

As the previous discussion indicates, there are two separate problems: (1) the
circadian shift in international travel, and (2) the problem of non-overlapping
working hours in telecommunication. Of the four technological solutions we shall
discuss in the following, the first three refer to international travel, the last to
telecommunication.

3.5.1 The Pill

If there were no diurnal cycle, there would be no problem. But man would also be a
rather different animal. I have not come across any suggestion to eliminate the
diurnal cycle. But travelers are frequently advised to try to adjust to the problems of
time shifts (don’t drink too much, don’t eat heavy meals, depart in a rested state,
rest after arrival, take it easy during the asynchronous period, etc.). Apparently all
this is not enough, for there is at least one project to develop ‘a pill’ which will
expedite the adjustment of the cycle to a new time zone. No serious discussion of
the effectiveness of such a pill or of possible side effects has yet come to my
attention but as a skeptical layman I feel inclined to think that there must be side
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effects which would probably be harmless for a few trips per year across the
Atlantic, but not for travel several times per week.16

3.5.2 Transcendental Meditation

Recently, according to a report in the New Scientist, a number of papers have
appeared in learned journals about the physiological changes accompanying tran-
scendental meditation. These changes include a decrease in metabolic rate and in
breathing rate, an increase in skin resistance, a reduction in heart output, etc. In
short, in the words of a leading spokesman, ‘the body is deeply rested, but the mind
remains alert’. TM has been used to cut down on smoking and the use of tran-
quilizers and stimulants and even drugs. The latest claim is that it enables its
practitioner to avoid the unpleasant consequences of jet lag.17

3.5.3 Sticking to One’s ‘Home Time’

For those who frequently travel across several time zones, the best strategy may be
to try to stick to their ‘home time’ and make their stay short enough to return to base
before the organism has time to adjust.18 This in a sense is a social and not a
technological solution, but it is one which is backed up with a great deal of tech-
nology and is therefore dealt with in this section. The most important technological
innovation geared to this strategy is probably the SST. An objection often made of
the SST project is that it does not make much difference if one crosses the Atlantic
in 3 h rather than seven. The objection would probably be muted if it was a matter
of cutting in half one’s own daily travel time to work or even the weekly travel time
to a summer place in the country, etc. Furthermore, many flights are considerably
longer than the Atlantic crossing. By late 1972, the Los Angeles to Hong Kong
record (7,677 miles) was 14¾ h. But what is perhaps more important, the SST
opens up the possibility of travel, e.g., across the Atlantic on one’s home time.
Table 3.3 sets out a hypothetical travel and conference schedule from New York to

16The development of such a pill at the Syntex Corporation appears to be running into difficulties,
and marketing of such a product is way into the future. Kahn/Wiener (1967) also mention ‘con-
trolled or supereffective relaxation and sleep’ as likely inventions in this century.
17New Scientist (1973).
18Henry Kissinger, in twelve secret visits to Paris during the Vietnam negotiations, made the trips so
short that his absences from Washington would not be noticed (and were not!) He ‘kept his watch
onWashington time’ in order to minimize the effects of the time lag. A few of these round trips were
completed in 22 h, and he occasionally arrived back in Washington so late that the ‘post-mortem’
with President Nixon was held in the latter’s bedroom. Time Magazine, 7 February 1972.
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London and return. A busy American can travel to London, have a three hour
conference, and return to New York, all in a not unreasonably long day.19

It can be argued that this type of lifestyle applies only to a minute fraction of the
population in the two countries involved and that the benefits are greatly out-
weighed by the environmental hazards of the SST, which have consequences for
nearly everyone. This would be a valid point if there were to be a referendum on the
SST, but it carries relatively little weight if all the relevant decision-makers belong
to the jet set.20

With the reduction of flying time, ground time occupies an increasing fraction of
total travel time. There will also be consumer pressure for simplification of airport
procedures and for more efficient mass transit between airports and population
centers. The increasing size of airports and the tendency to locate them further away
from cities will, however, work in the opposite direction.

The ‘sticking to one’s home time’ strategy is being applied already, even without
SSTs. According to a news report,21 the International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation holds monthly European meetings for 150 top managers from Europe
and the US.’ The windows are curtained to banish time. Most members of the
Manhattan contingent, who fly over by chartered Pan American 707 jet, keep their
watches on Eastern Standard Time.22 There is no smoking allowed and only
mineral water is available.

Table 3.3 A hypothetical
day trip to London for a busy
American after the
introduction of SST

New York local time Scheduled
item

London local
time

8 Depart 13

11 Arrive 16

15 Depart 20

18 Arrive 23

19Although this example was made up, I was gratified to find later that the Director-General of
SAS has made the same point: ‘What is really the advantage of SSTs?—You fly to America in
about 4 h and can get back the same day after lunch and work. This is what you do today when you
go to London, Stockholm, Copenhagen, or Paris. I think it will be just as necessary and natural in
10 years to fly to the US on the same basis.’ (Hagrup 1973).
20For those who argue that the high costs of supersonic service will prove its demise, a US survey
by Market Facts (as reported in Flight International, 10 May 1973) offers scant hope: 239 business
travelers were interviewed. They had made a total of 743 business trips in the previous 12 months,
of which 553 were economy class. Some 70 % of the economy class passengers indicated that they
were prepared to pay a 40 % higher fare to fly in a one-class Concorde. It was further estimated
that 12 % more trips would have been made in 1972 if a Concorde service had been available. In
other words, the business community is highly responsive to cuts in travel time. The explosion in
charter traffic shows that there is another market which is more responsive to price cuts.
21Story and quotation from Time Magazine, 20 December 1971.
22Provided, of course, that they have not purchased the new Accutron wrist-watch with 2 h hands,
one of which ‘tells the time where your mind is’, the other ‘the time where your body is’ (as
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This strategy is only possible if the stay is made relatively short and even then it
helps to shut out external cues like daylight, which would set the cycle change in
motion. For industrial workers on all-day shifts, such a strategy may actually have
negative effects: ‘Industrial workers who start shift work often change their sleeping
hours only on days when this is imperative and on off-days continue to sleep at
night, trying to live according to normal time routines whenever possible, with the
result that they never adjust. Consequently, their circadian temperature may merely
flatten, leaving them below their best potential while at work.’23

Finally, while ‘solving’ the problem of adjusting to international travel, this
strategy shifts the problem into the other area discussed previously, that of
non-overlapping working hours. If the traveler will not yield, his host may have
to.24

3.5.4 Changing the Light Cycle

It would be simple, of course, if one could change the cycle of night and day so that
all countries would be on exactly the same schedule. In theory there is no great
problem in designing a set of gigantic mirrors which would reflect the sun evenly
all over the globe at the same time (and perhaps absorb the energy from the light for
the night period). In practice, this idea belongs to science fiction, although the idea
of illuminating parts of a country was discussed in connection with the Vietnam
War.

3.6 Social ‘Solutions’

Technological solutions to the problem of time differences appear to raise (at least)
as many problems as they solve. But are there any social responses, solutions that
involve a particular organization of world society or a particular life-style for its
members? Of course technological innovations may be part of such solutions, but
the focus here is on the social innovation. All of these ‘solutions’ apply to the

(Footnote 22 continued)

advertised in Playboy). Or the $575 computerized Bulova clock which on demand will flash the
time of day in any major capital (as marketed by a US airline) etc.
23The quotation is from an editorial in the British Medical Journal (1970: 760). The three-shift
system, 1 week to a shift, may be the worst of all possible systems. If it takes a week to adjust to an
8 h change, the shift worker will be in a constant state of adjustment to his current schedule.
24‘Sticking to one’s home time’ as a response to time differences has a parallel as far as climate
differences are concerned: the increasing use of climate control for buildings and even whole cities,
will enable the traveler to stay in his ‘home climate’ or at least a ‘standard international climate’ for
the duration of the trip.
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problem of non-overlap in working hours. The third and the fourth are also relevant
to the problem of travel.

3.6.1 Time Imperialism25

The most likely development seems to be the imposition on small countries of the
time cycle of the dominant countries. It is illuminating that for branches of inter-
national businesses located in Norway—whether dominated or dominant inside the
organization business—the Norwegians are the ones to be awakened. International
stratification seems to take precedence over organizational dominance. The eco-
nomic and political dominance system of the world extends itself into other areas
like ‘time’. It is typical that when the standardization of time on a world-wide basis
was first seriously discussed in the 1880s, one of the more prominent proposals was
for a world day which would begin with midnight in Greenwich. The proposal was
rejected, however, because of the inconvenience of beginning work at nominally
different hours in different places. The actual outcome of the standardization—the
24 time zones—is also centered around the observatory in the capital of the
dominating country of the day—but in a less drastic way. Time was not ripe for the
more drastic solution of the ‘world day’.26 In a few years’ time, however, the world
may be ripe (not by decision, but through practice) for an infinitely more drastic

25The use of the word ‘imperialism’ in this context should be understood as a characterization
of inter-personal relations as much as inter-nation relations. Raimo Väyrynen has criticized
the present paper for directing attention to the problems which still mainly concern a tiny élite
whereas the problems of three shift workers, etc., are discussed only parenthetically. If time
imperialism were the central focus of this paper, this criticism would be justified. In 1971 it
was found in a survey of three Norwegian male cohorts (1921, 1931, 1941) that 10–15 % of those
employed had irregular working hours, with little variation between cohorts. Nearly 10 % were
weekly commuters. (Unpublished data from the Norwegian Occupational Life History Study,
Institute of Applied Social Research.) It must be assumed that for the vast majority of them this
irregularity is other-imposed rather than self-imposed, as for many artists, intellectuals, etc.
Whether domestic time imperialism will still be more important than the inter-nation variety
in the long run (e.g. half a century from now) I feel less certain about. At least the two will become
more strongly intertwined. It should also be remembered that even if long-distance travel
and occupations with international involvement are (still) mainly concerns of the elite, interna-
tional mass communication is not. The TV and radio transmission of the Olympic Games were
mentioned initially. Other programs that come to mind are ‘European pop jury’ and the Eurovision
song contest. And in the future the global song contest and international televised political
debates? If the Security Council and the General Assembly of the UN were more like national
parliament in that they made decisions that were (a) important, (b) in some degree unpredictable,
then there would be a better case for televising such debates globally.
26The argument which could still be advanced in favor of such a proposal is that it might serve to
increase global awareness and belongingness.
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solution where people’s daily cycle of work, sleep, etc., is not governed by light and
dark but by the work habits of their counterparts in a dominant country.

It is hard to imagine that a major part of, say, the Norwegian population
increasingly will work at night. A more likely outcome is that the distinction
between leisure time and work time will be eroded for more and more people in the
dominated countries—particularly for those in the service sectors which cater to an
international market and in industries dominated by foreign interests.

3.6.2 Multilateral Control over Decision-Making

If control over decisions could be shared multilaterally, there might not be need for
more than periodic consultation between the various centers. The example of the
shipping organization suggests such a solution: when normal working hours close,
all relevant information is transmitted to a point where the working-day is starting
and from then decisions are made there until it’s time to pass everything on to the
next point, etc. The example discussed also suggests the problem with this proce-
dure, however: the dominant center does not trust the other points to make the right
decisions. They are therefore granted limited authority. Solving this problem is about
equivalent to any other problem of real equality in organizations, no more, no less.

3.6.3 Move Everyone (Who Counts) to the Same Place

A curious aspect of the modern nation-state is the concurrent development of
modern communications technology (which in theory should permit rapid and
effective communication between all parts of the country) and concentration of
population in a few great centers. If the same development occurred at the inter-
national level, it would certainly solve the problem of time differences. It is not that
everybody has to move, only the people who want to be party to the decisions that
are made at the international level.

3.6.4 Ignore Time Differences

While the problem of time differences still only affects a small part of the popu-
lation, there is no necessity that it will spread to larger groups. A counter-culture
may arise deciding to fight the kind of lifestyle which creates the problems dis-
cussed here. Such a counter-culture might prefer a certain reduction of material
welfare if this meant less of a scarcity of time, a less hectic life, etc. The answer to
the problem of time differences in this kind of culture would be: so what? A letter
would be considered fast enough for non-personal communication and a ship would
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be fast enough for travel. The perspective would then not be that of solving the
problem of time differences, but that of actively fighting the life-style of the jet set.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.

Appendix: Correlation Matrix for Seven Measures
of Distance and One Form of International Interaction

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. North–South distance 1.00 – – – – – – –

2. East–West distance 0.08 1.00 – – – – – –

3. Great circle distance 0.35 0.90 1.00 – – – – –

4. Climate similarity – −0.16 −0.07 −0.10 1.00 – – –

5. Wealth difference 0.32 −0.01 −0.00 −0.12 1.00 – – –

6. Travel fatigue 0.24 0.88 0.95 −0.09 −0.00 1.00 – –

7. Time difference – 0.11 0.78 0.80 −0.07 −0.01 0.01 1.00

8. Flights −0.11 −0.11 −0.16 0.08 0.03 −0.13 −0.12 1.00

(n = 5,671)
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Chapter 4
Democracy and Peace

The observation that democracies rarely if ever fight each other was made by Dean Babst
nearly three decades ago, but has had little impact on the literature on peace research and
international relations until recently. But now every volume of the leading journals contains
articles on minor and major aspects of this theme. Professional jealousy and confusion of
levels of analysis are possible explanations for the late acceptance of the idea of a dem-
ocratic peace, but above all it seems to have been hampered by the Cold War. Erich Weede
has taken a bold step in reconsidering his own previous view and other should follow. The
Cold War has ended in the real world, and it should end in peace research, too.

‘Democracy encourages peaceful interaction among states’.1 This proposition
flourished during the Enlightenment—it was, for instance, a central part of the
political debates which surrounded the American and French revolutions. As early as
1795 Immanuel Kant described a ‘pacific federation’ or ‘pacific union’ created by
liberal republics.2 Much more recently this topic has become the subject of sys-
tematic empirical observation. In this issue of JPR we publish four articles on the
relationship between democracy and peace. In the first, Weede (1992) reconsiders
his previously published view (1984, 1989) that extended deterrence and subordi-
nation to superpowers are the major pacifying conditions in the international system.
He now joins the emerging consensus that ‘democracies do not fight each other’, that
democracies have established a ‘separate peace’. Forsythe (1992), while accepting
this conclusion, has a different main concern: to investigate a semi-deviant case, how
democracies may substitute covert action for overt force against popularly elected
governments which pursue policies strongly disliked by the United States or other
major democratic powers. Sørensen (1992) accepts the Kantian vision, while
wishing to retain some basic insights of neorealism. Russett/Antholis (1992) attempt

1This article was originally published as a ‘Focus On’ article in Journal of Peace Research 29(4):
369–376, 1992 and served as an introduction to a section with articles by Weede, Forsythe,
Sørensen, and Russett/Antholis. The abstract has been added.
2I would like to thank Bruce Russett, Anne Julie Semb, Harvey Starr, Erich Weede, and several
members of the editorial committee of the JPR, particularly Torbjørn L. Knutsen, for excellent
comments on an earlier draft. Since I am also the editor of the JPR, it is particularly appropriate to
emphasize that views expressed in this column are solely the responsibility of the author.
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to extend the coverage of the proposition that democracies rarely fight each other to
the ancient Greek city-states. Two issues ago, Starr (1992) sought to link relatively
recent empirical findings about the lack of war among democracies to more estab-
lished theoretical ideas about pluralistic security communities (Deutsch et al. 1957).

These are but a few examples from a burgeoning literature. Every recent volume
of the leading journals in international relations and peace research contains articles
on some major or minor aspect of this theme.

The observation that democracies do not fight each other was made almost three
decades ago by Babst (1964, 1972).3 Babst had examined data on 116 major wars
from 1789 to 1941 from Wright (1965) and found that ‘no wars have been fought
between independent nations with elective governments’ (1964: 10). Applying a
probabilistic argument to the two world wars of this century, he concluded that it
was extremely unlikely all the elective governments (10 out of the 33 independent
nations participating in World War I; 14 out of 52 in World War II) should be on
the same side purely by chance.

A second round of debate was initiated by Rummel (1983), who argued that
‘libertarian’ states were more peaceful and that libertarian states never fought each
other.4 His argument quickly led to rejoinders by Chan (1984), Weede (1984), and
others. At the same time, Doyle (1983, 1986) was developing an argument based on
the views of Kant.

After nearly a decade of debate following Doyle’s and Rummel’s articles, there
is now a near-consensus on two points: that there is little difference in the amount of
war participation between democracies and non-democracies (Rummel being the
major dissenter here) but that wars (or even military conflicts short of war) are
non-existent (or very rare) among democracies. Indeed, several scholars have
echoed Levy’s statement that this ‘absence of war between democratic states comes
as close as anything we have to an empirical law in international relations’ (Levy
1989: 270). This empirical regularity has never been seriously called into question.

Enthusiasm for this remarkable finding should be tempered with an appreciation
that it applies only in cases where a relatively high threshold is set for both
‘democracy’ and ‘war’. Take democracy first: Most scholars have followed (more or
less) the criteria carefully specified by Small/Singer (1976): (a) free elections with
opposition parties, (b) a minimum suffrage (10 %); and (c) a parliament either in
control of the executive or at least enjoying parity with it. Schweller (1992: 240)

3According to Doyle (1986: 1166) this empirical regularity was noted by Streit (1938: 88, 90–92),
but his book appears to have had little fall-out in the academic literature.
4Rummel’s views had been stated earlier, in vol. 4 (1979) and vol. 5 (1981), in his magnum opus
Understanding Conflict and War. In 1979 his proposition 16.11 (Joint Freedom) read: ‘Libertarian
systems mutually preclude violence’ (1979: 277) and he cited Babst’s work as evidence. But this
was merely one out of 33 wide-ranging propositions within a gigantic philosophical scheme
summed up later (1981: 279) in his ‘Grand Master Principle’: Promote freedom with three cor-
ollaries, including no. 3: Freedom maximizes peace from violence. The immoderate pretensions of
this scheme, along with Rummel’s unrelenting liberalism and extremely hawkish views on
defense, may have deterred readers from noticing what was in fact the strongest proposition in the
series.
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applauds Doyle’s definition of ‘representative government’ with the suffrage level
raised to at least 30 % (and female suffrage granted within a generation of its initial
demand) and further requires the government to be (d) ‘internally sovereign over
military and foreign affairs’ and (e) stable (in existence for at least 3 years). He also
adds (f) individual civil rights and—more controversially perhaps—(g) private
property and a free-enterprise economy. Attempts to lower the thresholds in empirical
studies have not been successful: During the PeloponnesianWars, ‘democracies were
slightly more likely to fight one another than to fight any other type of regime’
(Russett/Antholis 1992: 424) even though a norm was found to be emerging among
democracies against fighting other democracies. Using cross-cultural ethnographic
evidence from the Human Relations Area Files, Ember et al. (1992) found more
supportive evidence, but the hypothesis had to be substantially revised to be testable
on these data.5 Even in the modern age, lowering the suffrage threshold makes an
anomalous case of the British-American war of 1812.6

Lowering the threshold for war below the 1,000 battle deaths used in the
Correlates of War datasets on international and extrasystemic wars also produces
less clear-cut results. Maoz/Abdolali (1989) and Maoz/Russett (1992) have tested
propositions about democracy and war on the dataset on ‘militarized interstate
disputes’, also generated within the COW project (Gochman/Maoz 1984). In the
latest of these studies, 15 cases of disputes between democracies have to be
accounted for. To forestall criticism that war is so rare an event that ‘it is difficult to
demonstrate the effectiveness of pacifying conditions’ (p. 380), Weede extends his
study, too, to the militarized disputes dataset. This yields one such dispute between
two democracies, Finland and Norway! Weede fails to find this dispute in other
comparable datasets and raises questions about the coding scheme of the militarized
disputes data. However, there was in fact a dispute between Finland and Norway in
1976–77 (about German NATO forces in Norway) and this discussion also referred
to the friendship treaty between Finland and the USSR, which might be invoked in
the case of a new threat from Germany. It may or may not be reasonable to
characterize this as a ‘militarized dispute’; in any case, such incidents are so far
from war that it is unreasonable to assume they should be accounted for by the same
factors.7

‘Democracies don’t fight each other’—why was such a simple observation not
made in the great classical studies of war? Richardson (1960) did not touch this
topic at all. Wright (1965) dealt at some length with the relationship between

5The proposition tested was that internal warfare was lower in political units with widespread
political participation (Ember et al. 1992: 9).
6According to Small/Singer (1976: 54, n. 8) British suffrage did not exceed 3 % until 1867.
7After I wrote this, Weede reported that the incident is coded as having taken place in 1965, but
has no further information. Those responsible for the dataset have been unable to supply any
clarification, neither have Finnish researchers whom I have consulted on this problem. Similar
episodes to the one mentioned from 1976–77 did occur in the 1960s, although not as serious, and
one of them could have resulted in this mysterious coding.
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democracy and war, but did not comment on the lack of war between democracies.8

And why, when this striking regularity was noticed in the early 1960s, did it take
nearly thirty years before it became widely acknowledged?

One answer to the latter question may be professional jealousy. Babst was a
criminologist and generally published in journals which must be regarded as
extremely obscure from a peace research point of view. Nevertheless, his second
article was spotted by professional students of war. In a frequently quoted article,
Small/Singer (1976: 51) lampooned Babst’s finding: ‘In a less academic enterprise,
a recent issue… prominently featured an analysis that allegedly ends the debate [on
regime-type and foreign conflict behavior] forever.’ Such a ‘seductive proposition’
was likely ‘to be accepted uncritically by those searching for some ray of hope in
the generally bleak picture of contemporary international relations’. Since they
found some of Babst’s coding rules to be ‘invisible’ they generated a new dataset
from their own Correlates of War project in order to examine Babst’s ‘superficially
credible proposition’.

A second reason for the late acceptance may be methodological. A number of
early contributions to the literature confuse the issue of a national-level proposition
(democracies are more peaceful) and a dyadic-level proposition (democracies don’t
fight each other). Babst argued strictly in terms of the latter (as Kant had done,
169 years earlier), but Singer & Small, in their polemic against Babst, set out to
demolish in some detail a proposition of the first type, ‘the innate peacefulness of
the bourgeois democracies’. Thus, Small & Singer really knocked down a straw
man. But so persuasive was their article that for a long while no one pursued this
lead. When Rummel joined the battle he chose to defend the very thesis that Small
& Singer had disconfirmed, that ‘libertarian’ states were inherently more peaceful.
This drew attention away from his second thesis on dyadic peace between liber-
tarian states.

Despite the increasing methodological sophistication of research on international
violence, the difference between a main effect and an interaction effect is not always
grasped. Moreover, with an increasing number of nations, the idea of conducting
research at the dyadic level—where the number of units of analysis is roughly the
square of the number of nations—is not especially appealing, either to research
directors or funding agencies.

While the concept of an interaction effect may be too complicated, the finding
that democracies don’t fight each other may also be seen as too simple, even
simplistic. In the midst of regression analyses, factor analyses, and numerous other
multivariate techniques, the idea that one variable alone is a sufficient (but not
necessary) condition for a state of peace in the sense of non-war seems ridiculously
naive. For instance, towards the end of their article Small/Singer (1976: 67) did

8Wright concluded that continuous war undoubtedly favors despotism. The more democracies,
therefore, the greater the value of war to the despots. ‘The greater the number of sheep, the better
hunting for the wolves’ (p. 266). In a pure balance of power system, democracy probably cannot
survive. However, he also noted that democracies are better suited to fight long wars because they
have stronger economies.
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admit that they could only find two very marginal cases of ‘bourgeois democracies’
fighting each other, but they dismissed this ‘superficial proof of the innate peace-
fulness of the bourgeois democracies’ with a comment that this might perhaps be
accounted for by geographical proximity, since wars tended to be fought between
neighbors and few democracies had common borders. This is only the first of many
attempts to explain away the idea of a separate peace among democracies with
reference to third variables—many of which have recently been put to rest by
Maoz/Russett (1992). Testing for third variables brings the issue into the normal
grind of research practice, but such tests for ‘statistical artifacts’ are less meaningful
in the case of perfect or near-perfect correlations.9 Regardless of the variables used
to subdivide a population of nation-pairs, a zero in the cell for joint democracy will
remain zero in any subdivision. It is possible, of course, that a third variable might
be found which would account for joint democracy as well as for nonwar. But the
only third variables which could perform such a feat would themselves need to have
a perfect relationship with both the other variables. A little reflection should suffice
to show that geographical distance is not such a variable: most wars have been
between neighbors, but certainly not all. And although most democracies are not
neighbors, some are. In fact, in more than 25 years of research on ‘Correlates of
War’ no one has come up with any relationship nearly as strong as the dyadic
relationship between democracy and nonwar. Therefore, it seems extremely unli-
kely that such an underlying causal factor will be identified. Of course, it will not be
hard to find separate third-variable explanations for each separate peace, deterrence
here, distance there, and so on. Such explanations will be advanced with particular
fervor by those hostile to any quantitative analysis.10 In fact, by their very diversity
they do little to bolster the many armchair generalizations, frequently single-factor
ones, about the war-making of democracies.

As far as third variables are concerned, the perfect or near-perfect correlation
between democracy and nonwar in dyads should soon begin to have a very different
effect: all research on the causes of war in modern times will be regarded as suspect
if it is not first corrected for this factor. In fact, I would argue that most behavioral
research on conditions for war and peace in the modern world can now be thrown
on the scrap-heap of history, and researchers can start all over again on a new basis.
Despite mental resistance to such an idea, this is exactly as it should be in a
cumulative discipline. A similar caution must be exercised in formulating new
hypotheses about war. For instance, a number of authors are currently urging that
environmental problems are a major factor in causing war.11 This general thesis
seems extremely implausible if it is meant to include war over environmental issues
between democratic countries. As Diehl (1992: 340) points out, some relationships

9As will be recalled, Maoz/Russett (1992) found a significant number of democratic dyads
engaging not in war but in ‘militarized disputes’—otherwise their exercise would have been futile.
10A good case in point—well-argued in its genre—is Cohen (1991).
11For particularly clear examples, see Colinvaux (1980) and Ehrlich/Ehrlich (1972). For more
skeptical views see Deudney (1990, 1991) and Lipschutz/Holdren (1989).
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are so powerful that they supersede any other conditions for war. The proper
approach here would be first to sort out the double democratic dyads and then to
look at the environmental factors in outbreaks of war in the remaining dyads.12 Ten
years from now, the finding that democratic countries don’t war with each other will
probably be regarded as extremely trivial in a research design—a factor to be
corrected for before we get on with the real job of accounting for the wars that do
occur. By then, ‘antipositivists’ who now reject the democracy-nonwar relationship
may revert to their second line of defense, that quantitative research can do nothing
but belabor the obvious.

A further reason for discounting the dyadic relationship between democracy and
peace was that it seemed to be based, on the one hand, on rather raw empiricism
(Babst, Rummel) and, on the other, on airy philosophical principles (Kant, Doyle).
Schweller (1992: 235) argues that much of the literature is ‘data-driven’ and Lake
(1992: 24) feels that ‘No theory presently exists that can account for this striking
empirical regularity’. While this criticismmight have been true in the 1970s, it would
no longer seem to hold. Fairly elaborate theoretical arguments have been made in
terms of constraints on decision-makers in democracies, in terms of democracy as an
exercise in non-violent domestic conflict resolution which can be extended to
international affairs if a suitable (i.e. democratic) counterpart is found, in terms of
democracies seeing the mutual relationships as positive- sum rather than zero-sum, or
in terms of state rent-seeking, which creates an imperialist bias in a country’s foreign
policy, but less so in democracies.13 While there is as yet no consensus on which
theoretical rationale accounts best for the observed relationship—or on how to sep-
arate them empirically—there is at least no lack of convincing theories.

The apparent discrepancy between findings at the nation level and at the dyadic
level also calls for explanation. Theoretically, of course, the two can easily be linked:
the simplest way to do so is to assume that non-democratic nations tend to attack
peaceful democratic nations and that the wars fought by democratic countries are
always defensive. In this way, the war participation of the democracies becomes as
high as that of the non-democracies, even though the former are more peaceful.

12Like Weede and many others, but contrary to Rummel, I refrain from concluding that the
democratic peace is a deterministic relationship, thus making it possible for a single contrary case
to falsify the relationship. The various points made here hold even if wars between democracies
are only extremely rare and not zero. If there are deviant cases, however, it makes sense to look for
third variables to account for those cases.
13Lake (1992: 24) conceives of the state as a profit-maximizing firm trading services (mainly
protection) for revenues. Autocratic states exhort exorbitant rents at the expense of their societies
and therefore tend towards imperialism.
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Small/Singer (1976: 66), however, found no differences between democratic and
non-democratic countries with respect to war initiation. More recently, Schweller
(1992: 249) hypothesized ‘that only authoritarian regimes initiate preventive war and
that they do so regardless of whether the challenger is democratic or authoritarian’,
he found the empirical evidence to be ‘overwhelming’ from Sparta to Nazi
Germany.14 Declining democratic leaders tend to seek accommodation when faced
by democratic challengers, and a defensive alliance when challenged by a nonde-
mocracy. Schweller found Israel to be the leading candidate for a deviant case from
the latter regularity—one, however, which does not contradict the main regularity
that we are discussing here. Morgan/Schwebach (1992: 312) also concluded ‘that
democratic states are less likely to escalate disputes than are non-democracies’. Lake
(1992: 30), on the other hand, maintains that ‘democracies are not only less likely to
wage war with each other’, but that ‘they are also significantly more likely to win the
wars they fight against autocracies’, a regularity which no doubt has contributed to
skepticism about the peacefulness of democracies. The debate on this and other
theoretical issues will obviously continue—hopefully some of it will take place in
this journal!

A fifth reason for not taking much account of the democracy-war relationship at
the dyadic level is that when it was first proposed by Kant there were only three
liberal regimes in existence (Switzerland, France, and the USA; Doyle 1986: 1164).
Thus, Kant’s writings might be dismissed as theoretical speculation about a
hypothetical future world with no empirical evidence and without much conse-
quence in a world of despots. In the two centuries since then a ‘separate peace’ has
spread to an increasing number of states: roughly 50 for the period since 1945,
according to Doyle. Not only are there more democracies around, but their numbers
are increasing. When 10 % of the world’s nations were democracies (roughly the
state of affairs in the 19th century) only close to 1 % of all nation-pairs were
excluded from war.15 With 50 % democracies—not an unrealistic target for the
close of this century—the separate peace encompasses close to 25 % of all pairs.
This, then, is the basis for the ‘obsolescence of war in the developed world’ her-
alded by Mueller (1989).

And finally, a more political explanation for the tardy response of the research
community to the idea of the separate democratic peace: Virtually all systematic
research concerned with causes of war has taken place in countries affected by the

14His systematic database included great-power preventive wars from 1665.
15Actually, because nations do not engage in wars with themselves, the correct percentage is (25x–
100)/(x–1), where x is the number of nations in the international system. As x increases, this comes
very close to 25 %. For instance, with 180 nations in the state system (a reasonable description of
the present system, although there are some ambiguous cases) the percentage is 24.6. If we also
assume that democratic nations are unlikely to engage in civil wars, then the percentage of pairs
excluded from war in a world with 10 % democratic nations is exactly 1 %. (And, more generally,
y% democratic countries yields y square % pairs excluded from war.)
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Cold War. Research attributing major importance to political democracy seemed
propagandistic to many peace researchers who subscribed to a ‘third way’ in the
Cold War and disliked anything that smacked of one-sided propaganda for ‘the free
world’.16 Babst’s original article was not entirely free of this preaching when it
suggested that democracy was a great force for peace and that ‘diplomatic efforts at
war prevention might well be directed toward further accelerating’ the growth of
elective governments. Small/Singer (1976: 51, n. 3) suggested, however, that
Babst’s prescription ‘could, paradoxically enough, turn out to be a major stimulus
to war’, an observation compatible with at least some of the rhetoric in the 1991
Gulf War. Among the potentially important policy implications of Rummel’s work
on this topic, Vincent (1987: 104) singled out one he clearly regarded as unsavory:
‘that American covert and overt interventions for the purpose of democratizing a
society would help promote peace in the world system’. The debate about impe-
rialism in the 1970s focused, unsurprisingly, more on the war-mongering nature of
several democracies than on their peacefulness. But the idea of a democratic sep-
arate peace seemed too soft for the realists, who felt more comfortable with
deterrence and strict bipolarity (and still do, as is evidenced by the doomsday
predictions for Europe after the Cold War in a celebrated article by Mearsheimer
1990).17 As a former member of the deterrence school of thought, Weede has taken
a bold step in reconsidering his own views. Peace researchers who rejected the link
between democracy and peace from a radically different paradigm should not be
less forthright. The strong finding about the ‘democratic peace’ may to some extent
have been a victim of the Cold War. No wonder then that it fell to an ‘innocent
criminologist’ to observe that the emperors had no clothes. The Cold War has now
ended in the real world; it should end in peace research, too.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.

16Of course, many countries in the ‘free world’ were neither free nor peaceful.
17A third group which may be reluctant for political reasons to acknowledge the persistence of the
dyadic relationship between democracy and peace is the functional (or integrationist) school of
thought. Conventional wisdom has it that the creation of the Common Market has helped preserve
the peace between the traditional enemies Germany and France. Although the idea of the
impossibility of war between highly interdependent countries—put forward with much fanfare by
Angell (1910)—should have been thoroughly discredited by World War I, it continues to have
strong backing in political thinking on both sides of the Atlantic. If the idea of a separate peace
between independent democracies holds, then it has no direct bearing on war and peace if these
countries continue in the present European Community, develop it into a European Union, or leave
it altogether. Neither does it have any significance if additional democratic countries join a
European Union or not—although this may be a good (or a bad) idea, for a number of other
reasons. On the other hand, if countries with fragile democracies are allowed to join the European
Community and if membership in the EC helps to stabilize their democratic government—two big
ifs!—then the European Community may nevertheless function as a peace factor. The same
argument can be applied to postwar Germany, Italy, and possibly other European states.
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Chapter 5
The Treholt Case

The spy charges and court case against Arne Treholt, a Norwegian civil servant and
politician, have led to a long-standing controversy in the Norwegian media.1 This article
examines the literature on the Treholt case for the first ten years after his arrest. The
literature is classified under a scheme borrowed from Cold War history: traditionalist (‘Arne
Treholt was the greatest spy ever caught in Norway’), revisionist (‘Treholt was a victim of a
political vendetta against the left’), and post-revisionism (studies using greater historical
distance and declassified archives to gain a more independent perspective – and it remains
to be seen what the conclusion will be). Most of the published literature is revisionist, but
none of the books classified under this heading offer a fully satisfactory answer to the
traditionalist account. In particular, the revisionist literature fails to explain plausibly why
Treholt and his case officers engaged in so much risky and covert behavior if all they did
was to exchange political views. The effects of Treholt’s espionage in the sense of tradi-
tional national security may have been overestimated; his value as a political informer was
probably far greater.

5.1 Introduction

The Treholt case is, arguably, the most serious political spy case to be revealed in
the West after the Second World War. Of course, in several NATO countries spies
within the military establishment and in the intelligence agencies have had access to
more sensitive national security material than Treholt in Norway and the oppor-
tunity to pass along greater volumes of it. But one is hard put to name a spy with a
higher political position than Arne Treholt, who served as a state secretary (the
second highest political position) in Norway’s Ministry of Ocean Law, and before

1This article was originally published in Intelligence and National Security 10(3): 529–538. The
abstract has been added. The past 20 years have seen a large increase in writings on the Treholt
case, few of which add materially to the substance. The remaining portions of the verdict have now
been declassified.
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that as Political Secretary to the same minister, then Minister of Commerce and, as
such, a member of the exclusive Security Committee of the Norwegian Cabinet. In
1978 the tasks of the Ministry of Ocean Law were completed, the Ministry was
incorporated into the Foreign Ministry, and Treholt—then already on the short list
of suspected spies—became a regular Foreign Service officer, although he con-
tinued to play an informal role in Labor Party politics. Treholt held higher formal
office than Günther Guillaume, although the politician to which he had attached his
career, Jens Evensen, was not as centrally placed as Willy Brandt and the country in
which he operated was of course much smaller and more peripheral than West
Germany. Nevertheless, he has been characterized by Oleg Gordievsky as one of
the KGB’s ten most important agents.

In Norway the Treholt case came as a big shock when revealed to the public on
21 January 1984, the day after his arrest at Oslo airport while on his way to a
meeting in Vienna with his case officer, KGB General Gennadi Titov. The case has
remained embroiled in political controversy, much like the Rosenberg case in the
USA or the Petrov case in Australia.

The first book with Treholt’s picture on the front cover was published just a few
months after his arrest. His wife published a revealing book about a year later,
before the trial started, and by the summer of 1994 my count had reached 17
non-fiction books dealing exclusively with the Treholt case. Add to this two slightly
disguised novels on the case, and a half a dozen non-fiction books where the
Treholt case played a major role. In addition, Norwegian law journals have pub-
lished relevant articles, and there have been two debates in Parliament, one of them
preceded by a lengthy committee report on why Treholt was admitted as a student
at the Norwegian National Defense College. I have provided an extensive bibli-
ography in an article for a Norwegian journal, along with a more detailed discussion
of the literature2 and will limit myself here to the more important contributions to
the debate, as well as the few contributions available in English.

The Treholt case belongs to the Cold War and it seems appropriate to interpret it
within the framework of the tri-partite division of the literature on the Cold War:
There is, first, the traditionalist school, an explanation of and to a large measure an
apology for the official Western position. Then there is the revisionist school of
critical studies, frequently coming close to an apology for the other side, and finally,
there is the postrevisionist school, with a diverse set of studies using greater his-
torical distance and recently opened archives to gain a more independent
perspective.

2Gleditsch (1994).
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5.2 Traditionalism

The two most important works in the traditionalist literature are the verdict
(Eidsivating Lagmannsrett 1985)3 and the volume by Michael Grundt Spang.4 The
lower court verdict (which eventually became final) was published as a 250-page
book and there is also an English translation—although it is not as readily acces-
sible.5 Michael Grundt Spang, a senior journalist in Norway’s largest newspaper
VG, has based his account on the extremely detailed reports of his paper. Since
verbatim court records are not available from Norwegian trials, the VG reports and
other news reporting, will remain the major source of what was said at the trial.6

Spang’s views are close to views of the prosecutor, ‘a betrayal of dizzying pro-
portions’, and his conclusion close to that of the court which imposed the maximum
of penalty of 20 years. Treholt was convicted of handing over to KGB represen-
tatives a great deal of information to which he had access in the line of duty, and
which was judged to be detrimental to national security. A great deal of this
information he acquired while a student at the Defense College, which he attended
as an official of the Foreign Ministry. In addition, he was also convicted for
espionage for Iraq.

Other important books in the same tradition are the memoirs of Haarstad (1988),
head of the Norwegian Special Branch for most of the seven-year period when
Treholt was under investigation, and Tofte (1987), the Special Branch veteran who
led the investigation, made the arrest, and conducted most of the interrogation. The
two books of Treholt’s (now former) wife, which provide ample documentation of
how Treholt kept family and friends completely in the dark, must be included in the
same category.

The most troublesome point in the traditionalist literature concerns the proof for
the actual transmission of sensitive information. Although Treholt initially con-
fessed to being caught in a trap by the KGB (he later retracted this) he never
admitted having handed over national security information. Broadly speaking, the
stronger the evidence for transmission—or attempted transmission, the less sig-
nificance for national security. For example, the 66 documents found in Treholt’s
briefcase when he was arrested, were judged by the court not to be relevant to
national security, either separately or as a whole.7

3Further material from the verdict was declassified on 23 August 1991 and is available from the
Norwegian Special Branch, Politiets Overvåkingstjeneste.
4Spang (1986).
5I obtained my copy from the Norwegian Foreign Ministry.
6Extensive records of court sessions in early 1986 recording evidence for the (later aborted)
Supreme Court review of the case are, however, available for inspection in the Special Branch.
7The Norwegian Supreme Court has laid down a doctrine (‘the combination principle’ or ‘the
puzzle principle’) whereby pieces of information which separately are not judged to have national
security implications may have such implications if revealed together. This doctrine, when applied
to information revealed publicly rather than transmitted to case officers in secret, has some trou-
bling implications for freedom of expression. Cf. Gleditsch (1987) and Gleditsch/Wolland (1991).
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In the end, the verdict relied heavily on the damage done by the transmission to
the KGB of information Treholt acquired at the Defense College. By the time he
was admitted to the Defense College he was under very strong suspicion, although
definitive evidence to convict him was still lacking. Thus, the question arises
whether the Norwegian authorities should not have prevented his term at the
Defense College. Sending Treholt to the Defense College was the idea of a Foreign
Ministry colleague in charge of finding suitable entrants who was not cleared for the
information about Treholt’s probable espionage.

Another weakness (more from a historical than from a legal point of view) of the
traditionalist literature is that it assumes that Treholt needed a motive for espionage,
but fails to establish conclusive what that motive might be. Initially, the prosecution
placed great emphasis on Treholt’s own confession (the one he had later retracted)
which told in detail how as a student political activist he became involved in a
relationship which he lost control of. Towards the end of the case, the profit motive
came to the fore and the verdict explicitly rejected the idea that he was pressured by
the Russians. These two motives might, of course, apply to different phases of his
secret life. There was never any suggestion of pressure in the case of his espionage
for Iraq, and this belongs to the late phase. The uncertainty about motives derives in
great measure from Treholt’s retraction of his first statements to the police. By
insisting that he was acting freely at all times, and insisting on full acquittal, Treholt
and his lawyers awarded a walkover victory to the prosecution. However, for
anyone who attempts to comprehend why the career of a talented and ambitious
young politician ended in such a tragedy, the traditionalist literature seems
ambiguous and incomplete. The second book by his estranged wife reveals that one
of the FBI officers assigned to his case (posing as a friendly neighbor in Manhattan)
thought that he was a communist; such ideological motives find little support in the
Norwegian literature.

5.3 The Revisionist Critique

In the dozen revisionist works it is not simple to point to the main contributions. Jo
Bech-Karlsen8 covered the court case for a left-wing weekly and his book is a good
summary which includes the many second thoughts and question-marks that many
radicals had about the case, once the initial shock (and condemnation) had receded
into the background. Treholt’s own book9 about the arrest and interrogation is a
literary masterpiece, which received a prize in a non-fiction literature competition.
His argument is so self-serving, however, and some of his excuses so transparent
that the book might have been better submitted in a competition for fiction. A very

8Bech-Karlsen (1985).
9Treholt (1985).
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interesting book by Calmeyer (1993) about political surveillance in the Norwegian
labor movement attempts to link this to the Treholt case, but not very successfully.

A separate strand of revisionist literature deals with the pre-trial publicity. This
literature provides extensive documentation that there was a massive pre-trial
condemnation of Treholt in quasi-legal terms from politicians and the media, with
Prime Minister Kåre Willoch as the most prominent example. This has led to a great
deal of self-criticism in the journalistic profession, and to a lesser extent among
politicians. However, it is impossible to assess the significance of this publicity for
the verdict. Treholt’s status as a media star (even before his arrest) clearly works
both ways. Quite apart from the pre-trial condemnation, he has also had a very
active circle of friends who have argued his case publicly, a degree of public
support not enjoyed by any other Norwegian charged with espionage.

The mainstream revisionist critique of the verdict relates to lack of concrete
proof for the transmission of national security information, as well as the unfor-
tunate admission of Treholt to the Defense College. Some go beyond this to argue
that his term at the Defense College was a deliberate trap that the government set in
order to obtain sufficient evidence to convict him. This question was extensively
investigated by Parliament and the weight of the evidence clearly indicates that his
admission was a bureaucratic error, although there is disagreement about how the
error might have been prevented, by whom, and at what stage.

Several law professors have criticized various aspects of the investigation and
the trial, notably the legality of a secret raid on Treholt’s apartment in Oslo, on the
interpretation of the relevant paragraphs in the penal code, on the question of intent,
etc. To a non-lawyer like myself, much of this criticism seems sufficiently
well-founded to make it a reasonable expectation that the Supreme Court would
have reduced the sentence, perhaps significantly. Treholt actively prevented this, by
with-drawing his appeal after the Supreme Court proceedings had started (as a
reaction to some procedural decisions of the court which went against him). Instead,
he put his trust in a full new review on the lower court (a strategy which was
unsuccessful) and eventually in asking for a pardon (finally granted on 3 July
1992). Some revisionists consider that the Court should have limited the verdict to
the Civil Service Act (which Treholt clearly had violated), such violations have an
upper limit of three years; while others portray him merely as an unconventional
diplomat carrying out the kind of private diplomacy and openness which has been
publicly applauded after the demise of the East-West conflict. Calmeyer, among
others, interprets the persecution of Treholt as the culmination of a long struggle for
power within the Labor Party, through which the establishment was finally able to
discredit the left wing.

A detailed discussion of the revisionist position would easily lead to a new book.
However, a couple of frequently made points are worth mentioning. First, it has
become a favorite theme for the revisionists that Treholt cannot be a major spy
because he was photographed with his case officers in restaurants. Given how
frequently spies have met their case officers in restaurants and the origin of that
covertly obtained picture (taken apparently, by Norwegian Special Branch opera-
tives using a camera hidden in a baby carriage) this argument does not have much
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force. Treholt’s extensive ‘home archive’ has also been adduced as proof that he
cannot have been much of a spy because he failed to take elementary precautions.
This argument overlooks the most important aspect of his home archive: that it does
not contain any notes from his meetings with his case officers, even though Treholt
was a compulsive note-taker. His calendar entries about the time for next meetings
were carefully coded, although the Special Branch broke the code after they had
covertly obtained copies of his calendars. This ultimate consequence of this line of
argument is that no one can be a major spy if he is ever caught. Or in other words: If
there is no evidence of espionage, the defendant must of course be acquitted. If
there is evidence, he is unprofessional and therefore not a major spy, and therefore
must also be acquitted.

The charge that the Treholt case was a politically manipulated move, relies on a
supposition that other leftist politicians behaved in the same way as Treholt. No
one, however, has been able to point to another left-wing politicians who conducted
secret meetings with senior KGB officials (one of whom had been publicly expelled
from Norway because of his involvement in an earlier Foreign Ministry spy case)
behind the back of his friends, family, and colleagues. In fact, the authorities were
careful to stress the uniqueness of the Treholt case and the faint beginnings of a
political witchhunt were squashed very quickly. Thus, the Treholt case is very
different from the British saga of the Cambridge ring, with its endless quest for the
third man, etc. When a few people on the Left have equated Treholt’s modus
operandi with standard political practice on the Left, they have invited a crimi-
nalization of their own political activity—an invitation their political opponents, not
to speak of the prosecuting authorities, have declined to accept.10

The greatest problem with the revisionist literature, however, is that it contains
no plausible explanation of why Treholt and General Titov should take the trouble,
risk, and expense of meeting covertly in Helsinki and Vienna if all they ever did
was to exchange political generalities which Treholt never even bothered to record
or pass on to anyone. While the revisionists have a point when they criticize the
court for not entertaining rival interpretations to the espionage hypothesis, they
themselves have been unable to suggest any plausible hypothesis for Treholt’s
behavior, or for Titov’s.

10Shawcross (1986) speculates that ‘the politics of the time’, particularly anti-Americanism was an
important motive behind Treholt’s espionage. He cites an anonymous Norwegian official to the
effect that ‘If Treholt could do it, how many more like him are there who grew up in his generation,
not only in Norway but in all of Europe?’ Eight years later there is a great deal of political debate
about the politics of the Left during the Cold War, but little evidence for the idea that this created a
generation of spies.
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5.4 A Post-revisionist Synthesis?

By and large, the existing literature is strongly polarized and rather unsatisfactory.
The revisionist writings are the most voluminous and also contain the strongest
exaggerations. This proves nothing about the case itself but illustrates the common
phenomenon that while the establishment rules, the opposition argues. There is an
asymmetry in exaggeration: the establishment rules to excess, by sending Treholt to
jail for an unprecedentedly long period and on somewhat shaky evidence, the
opposition engages in conspiracy theories and other strained theorizing.

Norwegian historians, now actively involved in several studies of the connec-
tions between the intelligence services and political surveillance in the postwar
period, have not yet tackled the Treholt case. Short treatments in a popular history
of the postwar period by radio journalist Yngvar Ustvedt (1992) as well as the entry
in the leading Norwegian encyclopedia Store norske konversasjonsleksikon (1987)
have a mildly revisionist flavor. Apart from a book by Arne Treholt’s father, a
former Cabinet Minister,11 politicians’ memoirs have not yet shed any light on the
case. Kåre Willoch’s half-page treatment of the Treholt case in his volume from his
5½ years as Prime Minister12 (when the decision was made to let Treholt into the
Defense College, and later to arrest him) is reminiscent of Harold Wilson’s cursory
treatment of the secret services in his memoirs. More recently, a biography of
Thorvald Stoltenberg,13 a close colleague in the Labor Party, dealt more extensively
with the case—but without providing any significant new information.

Excellent post-revisionist works exist for the politically controversial Rosenberg
of 1946 case14 and the equally controversial Petrov case of 1955 in Australia.15

Both of these books made extensive use of previously unavailable archival material.
While the main positions of the revisionist critiques—that the Rosenbergs were not
spies and that the Petrov case was a plot to discredit the Australian Labour Party—
were refuted in these works, the traditionalist position was modified in very sig-
nificant ways, What are the prospects for a post-revisionist reinterpretation of the
Treholt case?

To some extent the future is already here. The volume on the KGB by
Christopher Andrew and Oleg Gordievsky published in 199016 provided the first
confirmation from inside the KGB of Treholt’s perceived value as a spy. Some of
this information had been revealed in a secret session in the Treholt trial, but it was
then presented in extremely veiled terms because Gordievsky was still in place. The
book does not provide much new information on the case (in fact it relies mostly on
Tofte’s memoirs and does not even cite the more extensive and authoritative court

11Treholt/Hegge (1989).
12Willoch (1990).
13Salvesen (1994).
14Radosh/Milton (1983).
15Manne (1987).
16Andrew/Gordievsky (1990).
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verdict); the force lies in Gordievsky’s personal observations and his authority as an
official of the KGB department dealing with Scandinavian affairs. Two years later,
another KGB officer, Mikhail Butkov,17 who had left the sinking ship in 1991,
published a volume of memoirs augmenting Gordievsky’s information. While
Butkov was much less senior, he had been stationed in Oslo after the Treholt trial
and confirms that official policy of the KGB was to deny Treholt’s status as an
agent and that it was seen as a publicity victory for the KGB when Calmeyer
published an interview with Titov in Arbeiderbladet in 1990. It may safely be
assumed that journalists of all persuasions have conducted a fairly intensive search
for former KGB officials willing to talk about the Treholt case. Apart from the
rather unconvincing interview with Titov (and another interview with Treholt’s case
officer in during the UN period, Vladimir Zhizhin, published in Aftenposten in
1993, in which he refused to talk about the Treholt case) all such revelations to date
have gone in Treholt’s disfavor.

Statements by former KGB officials about Treholt’s significance as an agent are
very destructive for the revisionist interpretation, but do not necessarily provide any
support for the traditionalists. The ex-KGB’niks have provided no new documen-
tation of Treholt revelations which concern national security. In fact, Gordievsky has
emphasized Treholt’s role as an agent of influence and as a collector of political
intelligence.18 But Treholt was not charged with such offenses, and apart from vio-
lating his obligations as a civil servant it is very hard to see what charges they could
have led to. If there had been concrete evidence, for instance, of leaks from Treholt of
Norwegian negotiating positions during the talks on the delimitation of the economic
zone on the Barents Sea (in which Treholt played a key role andwhich ended in a very
controversial agreement) the political condemnation would have been massive, but it
is not obvious that this would have been a chargeable offence under the espionage
legislation. The prosecution did make an attempt to extend the concept of a secret as
described in the penal code, but this attempt was largely rejected by the court, in line
with the argument by a minority of the court-appointed experts.

In August 1991 the Court declassified information from 18 pages of the secret
part of the Treholt verdict. Even though the new information does in my view add
to the evidence for his technical guilt under these particular paragraphs, still,
approximately 100 pages of the verdict remain wholly or partly classified. Treholt’s
defense lawyer has argued that increased openness about the verdict and the court
proceedings will speak to the defendant’s favor. This may be correct in the limited
sense that some of the mystique about the closed sessions evaporates. However, so
far Treholt has not had much more success with either Norwegian or Russian
glasnost’ than the sons of the Rosenbergs have had with Khrushchev’s unexpur-
gated memoirs, Sadupletov’s memoirs, or and other new information on the
Rosenberg case.

17Butkov (1992). As far as I have been able to ascertain, Butkov has not published anything in
English.
18Andrew/Gordievsky (1990: 476) and my interview with Gordievsky in London, 30 March 1992.
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An uncertain factor is whether the authorities possessed any information which
they refrained from presenting in court. The fact that they revealed some of
Gordievsky’s information (even though it occurred in a super-secret session and
though he was not named, he must have been exposed to considerable danger) and
presented the illegally obtained evidence from the search of Treholt’s apartment in
court, indicates that the prosecution was hard pressed to make its case stick. However,
if the authorities had had access to signals intelligence, it seems very likely that it
would not have been kept outside the courtroom, in order not to endanger ‘sources and
methods’. We know that signals intelligence—the Venona material—played an
important role behind the scenes in the Rosenberg case. A slight preview of a possible
future development in the Treholt case was provided byØrnulf Tofte, who is cited by
Treholt as having said in an early interrogation that there was a significant increase in
radio traffic from the Soviet embassy in 1973–74, that is, several years after Treholt
was recruited and when he was first employed in an official position (as politically
secretary to Jens Evensen during the negotiations for a trade agreement between
Norway and the Common Market). It is not known whether reference was made to
such traffic analyses in closed sessions of the trial, but it would in any case be a large
step from that to reveal the contents of decrypted intelligence, if any such exists.

In spy cases prosecuting authorities have been known to cut corners. They rep-
resent the collective anger of the nation over treasonous activities, they ‘know’ that
the defendant lies through his teeth, they may know more than they can reveal to the
court, technical guilt is notoriously hard to establish, and the secrecy of the pro-
ceedings provide a golden opportunity for getting away with more than would be
possible in other criminal cases.When, as in the Rosenberg and Treholt trials, they get
free points from the defense lawyers by unrealistic insistence on total acquittal, the
outcome may turn out to be unduly harsh. My tentative guess about a post-revisionist
literature on the Treholt case is that hemay be seen to have provided the Russians with
much more information than included in the charges, while the legal basis for his
conviction under the national security paragraphs of the penal code was nevertheless
weaker than the verdict made out. The drastic conclusion here may be that an
involuntary alliance of Cold War crusaders on both sides sent Treholt to prison for
much longer than would have been justified, had the complete evidence been publicly
available, but that he may have been let off too lightly in the political arena.

When the Norwegian book market is overloaded with Treholt books, the
available English-language information is remarkably sparse.19 So while waiting
for the post-revisionist revelations, a solid journalistic book in English could serve a
useful function.

19A short early summary of the case can be found in Ausland (1984). A more recent assessment is
Shawcross (1988). A short treatment of the Treholt case in Brook-Shepherd (1988: 275) contains
several major errors. There must have been a fair amount of coverage in English-language
newspapers at the time, but searches on National Newspaper Index and Magazine Index on Dialog
yielded only 16 and 4 items respectively. Apart from the information attributed to Gordievsky in
his joint book with Andrew, I am not aware of any first-hand material in the English-language
literature on the case.
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Chapter 6
Armed Conflict and the Environment

Conflict over scarce resources, such as minerals, fish, water, and particularly territory, is a
traditional source of armed struggle. Recently, wide-ranging claims have been made to the
effect that environmental degradation will increase resource scarcity and therefore con-
tribute to an increase in armed conflict. So far, there has been much controversy and little
relevant systematic study of this phenomenon. Most scholarship on the relationship
between resources, the environment, and armed conflict suffers from one or more of the
following problems: (1) there is a lack of clarity over what is meant by ‘environmental
conflict’; (2) researchers engage in definitional and polemical exercises rather than analysis;
(3) important variables are neglected, notably political and economic factors which have a
strong influence on conflict and mediate the influence of resource and environmental fac-
tors; (4) some models become so large and complex that they are virtually untestable;
(5) cases are selected on values of the dependent variable; (6) the causality of the rela-
tionship is reversed; (7) postulated events in the future are cited as empirical evidence;
(8) studies fail to distinguish between foreign and domestic conflict; and (9) confusion
reigns about the appropriate level of analysis. While no publications are characterized by all
of these problems, many have several of them. This article identifies a few lights in the
wilderness and briefly outlines a program of research.

6.1 War, Resources, and the Environment

‘Nations have often fought to assert or resist control over war materials, energy
supplies, land, river basins, sea passages and other key environmental resources.’1

This passage from the World Commission on Environment and Development

1This article was originally published in Journal of Peace Research 35(3): 381–400, 1998. As can
be seen in the bibliography in this volume, no other article of mine has been reprinted so many
times.
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(Brundtland 1987: 290) summarizes a common view of armed conflict.2 Thus,
Renner et al. (1991: 109) claim that ‘throughout human history, but particularly
since the system of sovereign nation states, struggles over access to and control
over natural resources … have been a root cause of tension and conflict’ and that
‘history provides numerous examples of how states and nations were destabilized
by environmental collapse leading to famine, migration and rebellion’. Galtung
(1982: 99) has argued that ‘wars are often over resources’. Brock (1991: 409)
asserts that ‘control over natural resources has always been important in enabling a
country to wage war’, citing as an example the Pacific War (1879–84) between
Chile and Peru over guano deposits. Westing (1986: particularly Chap. 1 and
Appendix 2) has examined how resource competition has contributed to the onset
of twelve armed confrontations in the 20th century, ranging from the two World
Wars to the Anglo–Icelandic ‘Cod Wars’ of 1972–73. A more ambitious claim is
made by Colinvaux (1980: 10), who asserts that ‘history has been a long pro-
gression of changing ways of life and changing population’, with ‘wars, trade and
empire’ as the results. Ehrlich/Ehrlich (1972: 425) argue that ‘population-related
problems seem to be increasing the probability of triggering a thermonuclear
Armageddon’.

Since the emergence of environmental issues on the international political
agenda in the early 1970s, there has been increasing concern that environmental
disruption is likely to increase the number of disputes originating from competition
for scarce resources.3 Galtung (1982: 99) has argued that ‘destruction of the
environment may lead to more wars over resources’, and suggests that ‘environ-
mental effects make a country more offensive because it is more vulnerable to attack
and because it may wish to make up for the deficit by extending the eco-cycles
abroad, diluting and hiding the pollution, getting access to new resources’. After the
end of the Cold War, similar statements have become very common. Opschoor
(1989: 137) asserts that ‘ecological stress and the consequences thereof may
exacerbate tension within and between countries’, and Lodgaard (1992: 119) has
said that ‘where there is environmental degradation, or acute scarcity of vital
resources, war may follow’. Similarly, the then Norwegian Defense Minister Johan
Jorgen Holst (1989: 123) argued that environmental stress seems likely to become
an increasingly potent contributing factor to major conflicts between nations. In

2Earlier versions of this article were presented at a NATO Advanced Research Workshop ‘Conflict
and the Environment’ at Bolkesjø, Norway; a meeting of the NATO Committee on the Challenges
of the Modern Society Pilot Study Meeting on Environmental Security in Ankara; the Fifth
National Conference in Political Science at Geilo, Norway; at the 38th Annual Convention of the
International Studies Association, Toronto; and at the 1997 Open Meeting of the Human
Dimensions of Global Environmental Change Research Community at Laxenburg, Austria.
Financial support from the United States Institute of Peace is gratefully acknowledged, as is
assistance from Norunn Grande, Håvard Hegre, Cecilie Sundby, and Bjørn Otto Sverdrup. I am
also grateful for comments from guest editor Paul Diehl and two anonymous JPR referees, as well
as Tanja Ellingsen, Scott Gates, Dan Smith, and a number of participants at the various
conferences.
3Recent literature surveys are found in Rønnfeldt (1997) and Smith/Østreng (1997).
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addition, ‘environmental degradation may be viewed as a contribution to armed
conflict in the sense of exacerbating conflicts or adding new dimensions’.
McMichael (1993: 321) believes that ‘the end-stage of unequal power relations and
economic exploitation in the world will be tension and struggle over life-sustaining
resources. Fossil fuels, freshwater, farming and fish have already become the foci of
armed struggles’. Also on an alarmist note, Kaplan (1994), in a widely publicized
article in the Atlantic Monthly, predicted a coming world anarchy—sparked in large
measure by environmental degradation. The Secretary-General of the Habitat
conference in 1996 told participants that ‘the scarcity of water is replacing oil as a
flashpoint for conflict between nations…’ (Lonergan 1997: 375).

To this thinking, the prime resource seen as worth fighting for is obviously
territory, as in the conflict-filled expansion of European settlers in North America or
the border conflicts between China and several neighbors. A more recent variety of
territorial conflict concerns the economic zone on the continental shelf, a matter of
dispute between most countries which are neighbors at sea and which may raise tiny
islands to monumental importance because of their consequences for boundaries at
sea. Thus, there are no less than six claimants to all or part of the Spratly Islands in
the South China Sea (Denoon/Brams 1997), and the use of force cannot be ruled
out. Another is strategic raw materials: the strategic importance accorded to
Indochina in the 1950s was justified by US President Eisenhower—in the statement
that made famous the ‘domino theory’—with reference to the importance of raw
materials such as tin, tungsten, and rubber.4 Some such raw materials are closely
tied to arms production, others are simply seen as essential to the economy. A third
is sources of energy, the most obvious example being oil supplies from the Persian
Gulf, a factor in several recent conflicts. A fourth is water, such as the Atatürk dam
project in Turkey, which may result in a water shortage in Syria; or the Nile project,
which might provoke a serious downstream-upstream conflict between Egypt and
Ethiopia. A UN study identified 214 major river systems shared by two or more
countries, many of them subject to unresolved disputes (Renner 1996: 619). A fifth
resource is food, including grains and fisheries. Disagreements regarding shared
fisheries resources have occasioned numerous confrontations between fishing
vessels and armed vessels of coastal states, including three ‘Cod Wars’ between
Iceland and the United Kingdom in the period 1958–76 (Bailey 1997). Increasing
food prices have given rise to domestic violent riots; at the international level, food
sales have been used for strategic leverage.

The basic causal chain in this argument runs as follows: population growth &
high resource consumption per capita → deteriorated environmental condi-
tions → increasing resource scarcity → harsher resource competition → greater
risk of violence.

4Statement made by President Eisenhower in a press conference on 7 April 1954, cf. (1954) Public
Papers of the Presidents of the United States. Eisenhower: 382, quoted from LaFeber (1980: 163).
For other statements by US policymakers in the same vein, see Kolko (1985: 76), who finds such
references to raw materials to be ‘integral to American policy considerations from the inception’.
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Not everyone includes all the elements of this causal chain or puts the emphasis
in the same place. Biologists frequently single out population growth as the key
causal factor; environmentalists tend to start with environmental degradation; and
critics of capitalism tend to emphasize excessive consumption in the First World
and the need for the First World to restrict its consumption if the Third World is to
be allowed to catch up. There is not necessarily any contradiction between these
positions, but they stress different parts of the causal chain. Homer-Dixon and
associates use a tripartite division of scarcity (Percival/Homer-Dixon 1998: 282–
285): supply-induced (which corresponds to environmental deterioration above),
demand-induced (resulting from population growth), and structural (due to
inequality, which is not included in the model above).

Despite numerous pronouncements on the relationship between conflict and the
environment, there is no consensus on the causal mechanisms. Indeed, several
writers have questioned the overall argument. Deudney (1991) and Simon (1996)
have listed a number of problems with the notion of increasing resource scarcity.5

First, it ignores human inventiveness and technological change, both of which have
vastly increased agricultural yields and the rate of resource extraction from raw
material lodes. Modern industry is high on processing, which essentially means
intensive in capital, technology, and energy, rather in raw materials like minerals.
Second, the pessimistic argument overlooks the role of international trade; most
scarcities are local rather than universal. Third, raw materials can be substituted, so
being dependent on a particular resource today is not the same as being vulnerable
tomorrow if the supply lines should be choked off. Fourth, in the event of increasing
scarcity, prices are likely to rise, leading to greater economizing, and further
technological change, trade, and substitution. In fact, however, these processes have
been sufficiently effective in recent decades for raw materials prices to fall even
though global consumption of natural resources has increased. Thus, while the
international best-seller The Limits to Growth (Meadows et al. 1972) predicted
imminent scarcities in a number of minerals, such as copper, the trend since then
has in fact been in the opposite direction.

Even in the event of scarcities which could theoretically be overcome by
imperialist behavior, the major powers have learnt—from Vietnam, Afghanistan,
and a number of other wars in the Third World—that subduing a resisting popu-
lation, however technologically backward, is a very costly affair. On the basis of an
overall ‘cornucopian’ view where the human being is the most essential resource,
Simon (1989) argues that, rather than furthering war, population growth is likely to
end it. Instead of armed conflict, Deudney argues, conflicts over resources such as
water may lead to joint exploitation of the resources and a network of common
interests. Similarly, resource scarcity based on environmental degradation would
encourage joint efforts to halt the degradation. Levy (1995) also argues that

5For general broadsides against environmental pessimism, see Maddox (1972), Bolch/Lyons
(1993), Bailey (1995), and Easterbrook (1995). A recent response is found in Ehrlich/Ehrlich
(1996).
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environmental degradation is unlikely on its own to be a major cause of armed
conflict; further, that it is not a national security issue for the United States, and is
even unlikely to prove interesting as a research area unless seen in conjunction with
other causes of armed conflict.

Many of the more balanced statements on environmental factors in conflict are
rather cautious about drawing causal links. Westing (1986: 6), for instance, con-
cludes only that ‘what the ultimate cause or causes of war might be defies simple
explanation and is, at any rate, far beyond the scope of this analysis’. Brock (1991:
410) concedes that the importance of natural resources as a source of conflict is
easily exaggerated, citing Lipschutz/Holdren (1990: 121), who argue that despite
Eisenhower’s famous ‘domino’ statement and numerous other policy pronounce-
ments, the problem of access to resources has not ‘really played such a central role
in shaping US foreign and military policy in recent decades’. The same holds for
other nations, Lipschutz/Holdren argue, although resources have frequently served
as rationalizations for public consumption ‘in support of policies with much more
elaborate origins’ (Lipschutz/Holdren 1990: 123).

Nevertheless, the overall impression of this literature is one of strong pessimism,
stated with considerable force. The object of this article is to examine the research
foundations for such claims. I begin with a brief summary of systematic research in
this area, and go on to discuss nine common theoretical and methodological
problems in the extant literature. Finally, I point to some recent work which seems
to be moving in a promising direction and outline some priorities for developing
this work further.

6.2 Systematic Research

Neither in the environmental literature nor in studies of the causes of war or civil
war has there been much systematic research (quantitative or comparative) on the
relationship between resources and environmental factors and armed conflict.

A number of studies summarized in Tir/Diehl (1998) have related population
density and population growth to conflict and violence. Strictly speaking, these are
not measures of either resource scarcity or environmental degradation. But they
may provide a good indirect measure, in that a high value indicates a high or
increasing load on resources and the environment. Tir and Diehl found that the
literature did suggest a link between population variables and international conflict,
but that there was little theoretical or empirical consensus beyond that. In their own
empirical study of all nations for the period 1930–89, they conclude that there is a
significant but fairly weak relationship between population growth and interstate
militarized conflict and war, but that population density has no effect.

Territory is undoubtedly the resource studied most extensively in the context of
conflict. Numerous studies, including several quantitative ones, have underlined the
role of territorial issues in armed conflict. For example, Holsti (1991: 307) con-
cludes that among interstate wars in the period 1648–1989, territorial issues were by
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far the most important single issue category: initially figuring in about half the wars,
they eventually declined eventually to one-third in the post-World War II period.
Only for the period 1815–1914 is territory tied for first place with an issue he calls
‘maintain integrity of state/empire’, arguably in itself a form of territorial conflict.
Reanalyzing Holsti’s data, Vasquez (1993: 130; 1995: 284) finds that between 79
and 93 % of wars over the five time periods involve territorially-related issues. Huth
(1996: 5) in a study of territorial disputes 1950–90 characterizes this issue as ‘one
of the enduring features of international politics’. The territorial explanation of war
also fits in with the finding that most interstate violence occurs between neighbors
(Bremer 1992) or proximate countries (Gleditsch 1995). It is not always obvious
why such conflicts occur—is it because neighbors are more easily available for
conflict than other states, because of friction in their day-to-day interaction, or
because of disputed boundaries or territories? However, Vasquez (1995) presents a
strong case for the territorial explanation.

On the other hand, even where territory is conclusively shown to be a significant
factor in armed conflict, the question remains whether the territory itself is at issue,
or the resources which may be found on it. For the general question which we
investigate here, either version will do. But for more precise theorizing about the
link between resources and conflict, we need to understand exactly which resource
is decisive. Some resources are probably too trivial to fight over, while a resource
such as oil might be seen as economically essential. The territory itself might be
seen as important to the identity of a people and the symbolic function might be
more important than any material value. In a study of modern border disputes,
Mandel (1980: 435) hypothesized that ethnically-oriented border disputes would be
more severe than resource-oriented ones because ethnic issues seemed less tracta-
ble, more emotional, and less conducive to compromise. He was able to confirm his
hypothesis in a study of interstate border disputes after World War II, using data
from Butterworth (1976). To extend the concept of ‘resources’ to include ethnic
affiliation or the symbolic value of ‘the land of our fathers’, would be possible, but
strained.

A rare empirical investigation of resource imperialism is found in a study by
Hammarström (1986, 1997), which examined how interventions in the Third World
by three major Western powers (France, UK, and the USA) in the period 1951–77
might be accounted for by the presence of economically and militarily essential
minerals in the less developed country. Hammarström’s results were essentially
negative: the importance of the less developed country as a supplier of minerals did
not affect the likelihood of intervention from the USA and the UK, and affected it
only slightly in the case of France. This finding also held for the subset of countries
within the sphere of influence of the major power, for the subset of minerals upon
which the major power was extremely dependent, and for regions rather than
individual countries. Hammarström cautions that he has tested the theory on the
basis of the theory of economic imperialism only, and that it might also have been
analyzed from the perspective of the East-West conflict. But since the major
Socialist powers had been largely self-sufficient in raw materials, he felt that such a
test would be unlikely to produce very different results.
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Anthropologists have studied the influence of environmental factors on tribal
warfare in single cases. For instance, Graham (1975) attributes considerable
importance to environmental factors in the explanation of the endemic intertribal
warfare among the Yuman societies of the Colorado and Gila rivers. As far as
modern warfare is concerned, however, there appears to be little systematic evi-
dence. For example, the comprehensive Handbook of War Studies (Midlarsky
1989) does not list ‘ecology’, ‘environment’, ‘land’, ‘raw materials’, or ‘water’ in
its index.6 Neither do the indices of such classical studies of war as Richardson
(1960) or Wright (1942/1965).7 Within the Correlates of War project—the largest
modern research project of its kind—one article finds limited support for the idea
that population pressure may be a factor in war initiation (Bremer et al. 1973); but
generally environmental factors do not seem to have attracted much attention.
Choucri/North (1975) have also investigated the effects of population growth in the
international processes that led up to World War I. However, in a more recent
wide-ranging book by North (1990), both the environment and war are discussed
extensively but the two seem hardly to intersect. In general, those who have
researched the general patterns of war have been much more concerned with alli-
ances, power configurations, and other elements of realist theory (and more recently
with democracy, economic interdependence, and other elements of liberal theory)
than with environmental factors. It is possible, of course, that this is because
environmental factors simply do not play much of a role in warfare—but one would
feel more confident of this conclusion if environmental hypotheses had at least been
tested. Another explanation for the relative neglect of these factors could be that the
environmental boundaries of state policy have not been central to the grand political
debate until quite recently. Moreover, most research on international conflict has
focused on national, dyadic, and systematic attributes for understanding interna-
tional behavior, whereas the issues involved in conflict have generally been ignored
—including, presumably, environmental issues (Diehl 1992).

Domestic armed conflict is dominant in the single case studies on the effects of
environmental degradation. But there is even less comparative and quantitative
work here than in relation to interstate conflict. Wallensteen/Sollenberg (1997:
343), in a study of armed conflicts after the Cold War (the vast majority of which
have been domestic) show that in slightly more than half the conflicts the basic
incompatibility concerned territory rather than government. Conflicts over territory
were less frequently terminated (or only tentatively terminated with a ceasefire) and
were less frequently the subject of peace agreements. The article by Hauge/
Ellingsen (1998) stands out as fairly unique in trying to integrate environmental

6More recently, Midlarsky (1995) has investigated how the lack of warfare and two environmental
variables (rainfall and sea borders) exert positive effects on democracy and the impact of
democracy on environmental policies (1998).
7With the exception that Wright’s book contains a few references to environmental factors in
‘primitive warfare’, for example, that ‘primitive peoples in extremely cold and extremely hot
climates tend to ‘be unwarlike’, while in general ‘a temperate or warm, somewhat variable and
stimulating climate favors warlikencss’ (Wright 1965: 63, 552–554).
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degradation into a more general model of civil war and test it in a large-N mode.
They conclude that environmental degradation does stimulate the incidence of
conflict, but less so than political or economic variables and that the severity of such
conflicts is better accounted for by military spending. Their study is limited to three
types of environmental degradation which mainly affect poor countries and covers a
relatively limited time-span (1990–92).

6.3 Nine Common Problems

Apart from the role of population factors and territory in armed conflict there is,
then, a notable lack of systematic research on the effects or resource or environ-
mental factors on armed conflict. In the absence of solid evidence, the field has been
left wide open to speculation and conjecture. Thus, in debating population pressure,
even serious academics are driven to support their respective positions in the US
debate by referring to the sparsity of population that anyone can observe out of an
airplane window (Bolch/Lyons 1993: 27) or the obvious overpopulation which is
evident when one drives in a major city at rush hour (Ehrlich/Ehrlich 1996: 211).
Such low standards of evidence make it difficult to assess the state of the art. In
what follows, I will concentrate on work with more solid claims to seriousness.
Even within this literature, however, there are many problems. This article dis-
cusses nine of them, in no particular order.

6.3.1 Resource Scarcity or Environmental Degradation?

Many of the references to ‘environmental’ factors that are posited as capable of
stimulating an arms race or triggering a war are unclear as to whether the causal
factor is absolute resource scarcity or environmental degradation. Virtually all
resources are ‘scarce’—to some degree, at some times, or in some places. By
definition, scarcity leads to conflict in the sense of conflict of interest. It can even be
argued that all conflicts of interest derive from scarcity. However, not all resource
conflicts lead to overt conflict behavior, and even fewer to the use of force.
Environmental degradation may exacerbate resource conflicts because it reduces the
quantity or quality or the resource in question. Pollution of a river, for instance,
reduces the quality of the water; but it can also be interpreted as reducing the
quantity of clean water, and therefore contributing to increased scarcity. Similarly,
air pollution in a city degrades the quality of the air and changes an unlimited public
good (clean air) into a scarce one.

Libiszewski (1992: 2) argues that simple resource conflicts are very common,
but that the concept of environmental conflict calls for a more restricted use. The
latter he defines as a conflict caused by a human-made disturbance of the normal
regeneration rate of a renewable resource (Libiszewski 1992: 6). Thus, a conflict
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over agricultural land is an ‘environmental conflict’ if the land becomes an object of
contention as a result of soil erosion, climate change, and so on, but not in the case
of an ordinary territorial or colonial conflict or an anti-regime civil war aiming at
the redistribution of land. Non-renewable natural resources (such as oil) are not
integrated in any eco-system. Their depletion may lead to economic problems, but
they are not in themselves environmental problems, so conflicts over such resources
should not be considered environmental conflicts.

Libiszewski’s distinction between those conflicts which result from simple
resource scarcity and those which result from environmental degradation is useful.
When, for instance, Homer-Dixon (1991, 1994) refers to ‘environmental scarcity’,
the terminology itself muddies the waters. In the following, within the bounds of the
practical, I will try to keep the two apart. However, I find it more difficult to follow
Libiszewski in linking environmental conflict to the concept of an eco-system, with
its questionable overtones of balance and equilibrium.8

Even the distinction between simple resource scarcity and environmental deg-
radation raises some problems. Today’s simple scarcity may well be the result of
environmental mismanagement in the past. The lack of forests around Madrid may
be seen as a fact of nature today, but can be interpreted as a result of excessive
ship-building in the 16th century, and thus as an old case of environmental deg-
radation. Most, if not all, territorial conflict can be seen as the result of past
population policies (or a lack thereof) which have permitted groups to multiply
beyond what their traditional territories could support. As far as the present is
concerned, however, this distinction sets a useful standard.

6.3.2 Definitions and Polemics

The term environmental security was launched to place the environment on the
agenda of ‘high politics’ (Lodgaard 1992: 113). If one adopts a broad conception of
security as ‘the assurance people have that they will continue to enjoy those things
that are most important to their survival and well-being’ (Soroos 1997a: 236), it can
be plausibly argued that serious environmental degradation can indeed threaten
security. This would be particularly true if the most serious warnings about global
warming or holes in the ozone layer turn out to be correct, but even more traditional
environmental concerns like air and water pollution can kill more people than
smaller armed conflicts or even wars. Politically, then, it makes sense to give such

8Libiszewski speaks (1992: 3) of ‘a dynamic equilibrium oscillating around an ideal average’.
Whether such equilibria exist in anything but the short term, seems questionable. At least it is
implausible that only human intervention can change them. Otherwise, it would be difficult to
explain the disappearance of the dinosaurs and other animals long before human beings were
numerous enough to have much influence on the global environment, or even before human beings
existed. Or should we see the emergence of the dinosaurs, as well as their subsequent disap-
pearance, as part of an ‘ideal’ world?
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issues very high priority. Like common security, structural violence, or sustainable
development, environmental security made a good slogan—so successful that the
US Department of Defense now has a position called ‘Principal Deputy
Undersecretary of Defense (Environmental Security)’, the NATO Science
Committee is running a series of workshops on environmental security (Gleditsch
1997), and NATO’s Committee on the Challenges of Modern Society is conducting
a pilot study on the same topic (Carius et al. 1996). Defense establishments in many
countries in NATO and among the cooperating partners in East and Central Europe
are rushing to acquire a green image by improving their environmental performance.

But political success does not necessarily make a slogan into a workable
research tool (Graeger 1996). Merging two objectives like security and environ-
mental protection into a joint term does not give us new theoretical or empirical
insight into whether the two are mutually supportive—or in competition. Those
who on the basis of the broad definition of security deliberately disregard the
question of armed conflict are in a sense on fairly safe ground.9 But most of the
literature cannot resist the temptation to bring the danger of armed conflict back in,
as a consequence of environmental degradation (Gleditsch 1997; Lodgaard 1992).
Indeed, why else would armed forces and military alliances be so interested in
environmental security?

On this point, the critical literature (Deudney 1990; Levy 1993) does not take us
much further. In part, this literature engages in similar definitional exercises in order
to prove the futility of the concept of environmental security. In addition, it dem-
onstrates theoretical and empirical problems in the writings on the environment and
security. Some of the critical points are well taken, but if they do not end up in an
alternative or improved research design, they are of little help.

6.3.3 Overlooking Important Variables

If we could prove that human activity could shift the average global temperature by,
for example, 5°, this would be a very important finding. No climate researcher
would argue, however, that human activity is the one and only determinant of
global temperature. Anyone who correlated emissions of greenhouse gases with
temperatures recorded monthly would seem patently ridiculous, since the effect of
human activity is likely to be completely swamped by long-established seasonal
variations. In the social sciences, such caution is often thrown to the winds. Far too
many analyses of conflict and the environment are based not only on bivariate
analysis but also on overly simplistic reasoning.

9There is still a danger of conceptual slippage, by including all manner of environmental problems
in the concept of environmental security, and not just those which are serious enough to be treated
on a par with war destruction. This development is reminiscent of the fate of the concept of
structural violence (Galtung 1969), which was so successful in the short term that it came to
include any social ill—and eventually self-destructed.
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The greatest weakness in this respect is that much of this literature ignores
political, economic, and cultural variables. When writers on environmental conflict
refer to the ‘214 shared river systems’ as potential sources of conflict, they rarely
distinguish between rivers which run through poor, undemocratic, politically
unstable countries ridden by ethnic tensions, and rivers running through stable and
affluent countries. It is tacitly assumed that resource conflicts have a high potential
for violence, regardless of the countries’ political system or economic orientation.
Since democracies rarely if ever fight one another (Gleditsch/Hegre 1997; Russett
1993) and since they rarely experience civil war (Hegre et al. 2001) there is no
reason to believe that they will suddenly start fighting over resource issues between
themselves, or internally, any more than over other issues. Moreover, if it is correct
that democracies generally display more benign environmental behavior than do
non-democracies,10 then democracies are also less likely to generate the kind of
extreme environmental degradation which may be assumed to generate violent
conflict. Thus, democracy may have a double effect in preventing armed conflict
over the environment: it generates fewer serious problems, and it provides other
means of conflict resolution once these problems have arisen.

Most work on environmental conflict does not discuss how regime type may
influence such conflict. For example, in the many case studies published as project
reports by Homer-Dixon and his associates, there are general references to ‘key
social and political factors’ (Percival/Homer-Dixon 1993: 3), to corruption,
weakened legitimacy, resource capture by elites, and so on. However, words such
as ‘democracy’ or ‘autocracy’ do not occur in the model. In view of the extensive
theoretical and empirical literature relating the degree of democracy to civil vio-
lence in an inverted U-curve (Muller/Weede 1990) a democracy variable should
have been included explicitly. The reports frequently hover around the idea that
democratic procedures might have something to do with the level of conflict. Yet,
none of the reports clearly state that democracy matters, or in what way.
Furthermore, the work by Homer-Dixon and his associates is on the whole more
sensitive to political variables than most studies in this field.

Many of the militarized interstate disputes between democracies have been over
resources—or more specifically over one particular resource, fish (Bailey 1997;
Russett 1993: 21) At sea, boundaries between states are not yet well settled, and
even where they are established by law or by custom, they are not visible. The
fluidity of any sea boundary makes it more conflict-prone than an established land
boundary. Moreover, fish stocks straddle national boundaries and migrate across
them with the seasons, with no concern for the consequences for human conflict. It
is not surprising, then, that international fisheries should be ridden with conflict.
However, even if fisheries conflicts between democracies may involve some use of
force or threats to use it, such conflicts rarely, if ever, escalate to the point where
human life is lost. Since ‘war’ is usually defined as a conflict with more than 1,000

10As argued by Payne (1995), Gleditsch/Sverdrup (1995), and Gleditsch (1997a); Midlarsky
(1998) is more sceptical.
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dead (Small/Singer 1982; Wallensteen/Sollenberg 1997), terms such as ‘cod war’ or
‘turbot war’ (Soroos 1997b) are misnomers. Moreover, these conflicts usually
involve one private party (a fishing vessel) against representatives of another state
(a warship or a coastguard vessel). When such conflicts occur between democra-
cies, the two states take particular care not to engage in force or threats of force
between their own representatives. Thus, as far as the militarized part of the con-
flicts is concerned, these disputes are not really ‘interstate’.

A similar point holds for economic variables. Much of the environmental lit-
erature lacks explicit recognition of the fact that material deprivation is one of the
strongest predictors of civil war. Moreover, economically highly developed coun-
tries rarely fight one another (Mueller 1989), although this regularity is less absolute
than the democratic peace. Finally, while economic development does tend to
exacerbate certain environmental problems (such as pollution and excessive
resource extraction) up to a point, the most advanced industrial economies also tend
to be relatively more resource-friendly. Hence, resource competition is likely to be
less fierce domestically as well as externally among the most highly developed
countries. Going back to the example of shared water resources, highly developed
countries have very strong economic motives for not fighting over scarce water
resources; instead, they use technology to expand the resources or find cooperative
solutions in exploiting them. Poor countries generate more local environmental
problems, which in turn may exacerbate their poverty and which is also conducive
to conflict. Certain types of environmental degradation—like deforestation, lack of
water and sanitation, and soil erosion—are part and parcel of underdevelopment.

6.3.4 Untestable Models

While there is much single-factor reasoning, some work goes to the opposite
extreme. In a series of reports and articles which represent some of the most solid
case-oriented work in the field, Homer-Dixon (1991, 1994) employs a very com-
plex theoretical scheme, where four basic social effects of environmental disruption
(decreased regional agricultural production, population displacement, decreased
economic productivity, and disruption of institutions) may produce scarcity con-
flicts, group-identity conflicts, and relative-deprivation conflicts. This model has
been reproduced in various forms in a number of publications from the Toronto
Group, and by others (cf. Hauge/Ellingsen 1998: 301).

Some problematic aspects of these complex models are clearly seen in the case
studies from Homer-Dixon and his associates. The rebellion in Chiapas
(Howard/Homer-Dixon 1995), for example, is explained by seven (mostly eco-
nomic) independent variables acting through nine intervening variables and one
additional independent variable. Violence in Gaza (Kelly/Homer-Dixon 1995)
involves an explanatory scheme of eight independent and intervening variables,
which in turn draw on a six-variable scheme for explaining three kinds of water
scarcity and a ten-variable scheme for explaining the increasing level of grievance
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against the Palestine National Authority. Whether in a large-N or a comparative
case study mode, such a comprehensive scheme would be very difficult to test.
Empirical testing is not helped by the fact that many of the variables are rather
imprecise, such as ‘health problems’. Similar problems can be found in the work of
Lee (1996) who has done interesting case studies of Sudan and Bangladesh.

Of course, single-factor reasoning and overly complex models do not go toge-
ther. But the joint effect of the two phenomena is a lack of modestly multivariate
analyses and of a gradualistic approach to model-building. This is not an argument
against the development of large and complex models, like those developed in
macroeconomics, some of which have also been applied to environmental problems
(Nordhaus 1994). But such models must be built gradually, with more limited
modules being put to the test first.

6.3.5 The Lack of a Control Group

Qualitative and quantitative research serve the same logic of inference, although
their styles are different (King et al. 1994: 3). In the literature on the environment
and armed conflict, the case study has been by far the dominant approach.
Homer-Dixon (1991: 83) criticized earlier writing on this topic as ‘anecdotal’ and
has added (Homer-Dixon 1994) a number of carefully documented case studies
analyzed on the basis of his detailed theoretical scheme. Levy (1995: 56) argues
that Homer-Dixon’s case studies offer ‘more anecdotes, but not more understand-
ing’. Recent studies from Homer-Dixon’s project deal with Gaza (Kelly/Homer-
Dixon 1995), South Africa (Percival/Homer-Dixon 1995, 1998) and Chiapas
(Howard/Homer-Dixon 1995). Similarly, the Environment and Conflicts Project at
the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology has carried out a number of case studies,
recently published in three volumes (Bächler et al. 1996).

The charge that such case studies are anecdotal cannot easily be dismissed, in
that all of them are single case studies of ‘environmental scarcity and violent
conflict’. They offer no variation on the dependent variable,11 thus violating an
important principle of research design, whether the approach is qualitative or
quantitative (King et al. 1994: 108). Other projects based on single case studies (e.g.
Lee 1996) suffer from the same problem. Regardless of the accuracy of the his-
torical description and the excellence of the theoretical model, these studies fail to
provide an empirical basis for comparison. In the Toronto Group’s study of
Chiapas, for example, ‘weak property rights’ is a factor in creating ‘persistent
structural scarcities’ which in turn contributes to the outbreak of rebellion
(Howard/Homer-Dixon 1995: 23). But in order to evaluate the causal nature of this
link, we need to examine cases without conflict, many of which will certainly also

11Nor, for that matter, do they provide any variation on the independent variable, but that is not
necessarily a problem in the research design, cf. King et al. (1994: 137).
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be characterized by weak property rights. Only when we know that conflict occurs
more frequently in the former group, can we even begin to think about causal links.

Homer-Dixon and associates justify this method by arguing that ‘biased case
selection enhances understanding of the complex relationships among variables in
highly interactive social, political, economic, and environmental systems’
(Percival/Homer-Dixon 1998: 279; Homer-Dixon 1996). There are two problems
with this argument. One is that it seems to imply that environmental problems are
more complex than other social (or for that matter physical) phenomena that
researchers study. No justification is given for this view. I would argue, on the
contrary, that any social system is as complex as the theory developed to study it. In
other words, the complexity is in the mind of the beholder rather than in the
phenomenon itself. Second, almost any methodological limitation can be justified at
an exploratory stage. The problem arises if the project does not move on to the next
stage, but instead concludes on the basis of the exploratory case studies that
‘environmental scarcity causes violent conflict’ (Homer-Dixon 1994: 39).

Even some of the best quantitative studies on resources and war, those on
territorial conflict, suffer from the same problem. Both Holsti (1991) and Vasquez
(1993) derive their findings concerning the territorial basis of armed conflict from
an examination of the issues involved in the armed conflict. However, they do not
examine situations which did not escalate to armed conflict to see if also they
contained unresolved territorial issues. Huth (1996), who studies territorial disputes
and not just wars, does not include territorial claims which are not expressed
publicly (Huth 1996: 24, 239). For example, the question of the Finnish territories
conquered by the Soviet Union in the Winter War of 1939–40 could not be raised
during the Cold War due to Finland’s somewhat precarious position. Thus, if one
wanted to test a hypothesis about conditions under which territorial disagreements
are completely suppressed, Huth’s dataset would not be suitable.12

In examining only cases of conflict, one is likely to find at least partial confir-
mation of whatever one is looking for, unless there are very clearly specified criteria
for the threshold level of the independent variable assumed to lead to violence. No
society is completely free of environmental degradation, nor is any society com-
pletely free of ethnic fragmentation, religious differences, economic inequalities, or
problems of governance. From a set of armed conflicts, one may variously conclude
that they are all environmental conflicts, ethnic conflicts, clashes of civilizations, or
products of bad governance. Indeed, conflicts like the internationalized civil war in
Ethiopia from the mid-1970s have been described in most of these terms. Only by
adopting a research design where cases of conflict and non-conflict are contrasted
can the influence of the various factors be sorted out.

12Another problem, peculiar to the literature on territory and armed conflict, is that regardless of
the issue which started the conflict, the contestants need a territorial base to deploy force of any
size; even guerrillas need some sort of safe haven. Thus, armed conflicts, domestic as well as
international, at least when they escalate to a certain size, become conflicts over territory even if
territory was not the most salient issue from the start.
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6.3.6 Reverse Causality

It is well established—and in a sense not very surprising—that modern war wreaks
havoc on the environment (see e.g. Westing 1990, 1997). The Vietnam War
brought this issue to public attention, although earlier large wars had also caused
destruction of vital infra-structure and generated other negative environmental
effects. More recently, the prospect of a ‘nuclear winter’ pointed to the prospect of
the obliteration of human activity on the Northern hemisphere as a result of the
environmental effects of a nuclear war. For instance, Sagan/Turco (1993) main-
tained that a global nuclear war could lead to a worldwide fall in temperature of 15–
20 °C. Even more optimistic scenarios than this could put the earth’s climate back
to the most recent ice age. These environmental effects could be worse than the
direct impact of nuclear war such as blast, fire, and radioactive fallout. Today, the
campaign to abolish landmines has focused public attention on the long-term
environmental effects of a weapon long after its military utility has gone.

This war-environment relationship is sometimes confused with the possibility
that environmental degradation causes armed conflict and war. For instance, in
arguing for a link from the environment to violent conflict, Holst (1989: 126) points
out that five of the six countries on the UN list of countries most seriously affected
by hunger had experienced civil war (Ethiopia, Sudan, Chad, Mozambique, and
Angola). However, it is highly probable that the violent uprising contributed to the
hunger, or even that starvation was used as a weapon of war in some of these
conflicts. Thus the most important causal link is very likely the opposite of that
indicated by Holst.

A slightly more complicated relationship is suggested by McMichael (1993:
322) as a positive feedback process: ‘environmental destruction and resource
scarcity promote war which, when it breaks out, further increases environmental
destruction and resource depletion’. However, a somewhat different feedback
process seems more likely:

war ! environmental destruction ! resource conflict
! exacerbated armed conflict

This process starts from a well-documented relationship rather than from a more
conjectural one. It also contains in the endpoints the process of violence repeating
itself over time, which has been found to be highly significant in studies of inter-
state war (Raknerud/Hegre 1997) as well as civil war (Hegre et al. 2001). Of course,
if the process were to continue indefinitely, these two feedback cycles would be
identical. Moreover, the world would have entered a process of accelerating dete-
rioration and violence. Studies of interstate war and civil war indicate that violence
is repeated, but not always, and not as a rule with increased intensity. Rather, it may
be thought of as an echo, always weaker than the signal it reflects, and petering out
in the end. Thus, it does matter whether the process starts with war or with envi-
ronmental degradation.
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6.3.7 Using the Future as Evidence

Homer-Dixon, and many other authors in this area, have stressed the potential for
violent conflict in the future. There is a lack of empirical study of armed conflicts in
the past as well as a lack of explicit theorizing for if and why resource scarcities
should have a higher violence-generating potential in the future than in the past.
Much of the literature deals with conflicts of interest involving potential violence
rather than with actual violence. For example, no one is really arguing that any
armed conflict in the past has occurred mainly because of water issues. To argue
that water has been a main issue in the many conflicts in the Middle East, and
specifically in the wars between Israel and its neighbors, would be to seriously
underestimate the explosive ethnic and territorial issues in the region (Lonergan
1997: 383). The argument is entirely in terms of future wars which may happen. In
Silent Spring, arguably the most influential environmentalist book ever published,
Carson (1962: Chap. 1) described in the past tense ‘a town in the heart of America’
hit by mysterious diseases caused by the excessive use of pesticides, but in fact this
was ‘a fable for tomorrow’. Similarly, when Ehrlich/Ehrlich (1968: 11) started The
Population Bomb with a statement that ‘The battle to feed all of humanity is over’,
went on to predict that hundreds of millions of people would starve to death, and
then discussed the political consequences, they were arguing from future empirical
‘evidence’ which in fact turned out to be wrong. While they now hold that the
principal problem ‘of course’ is not acute famine, but malnutrition (Ehrlich/Ehrlich
1996: 76), they also argue that there is every reason to think that the limits to the
expansion of plant yields is not far off (Ehrlich/Ehrlich 1996: 80) and liken the
human race to animal populations which grow beyond their carrying capacity until
they ‘crash’ to a far lower size (Ehrlich/Ehrlich 1968: 67). These are hypotheses
based on controversial theory and debatable extrapolations, rather than ‘data’ which
may confirm the predictions.

In principle, the future may always differ from the past. Despite whatever
painstaking empirical mapping we may have made of past wars, future wars may
run a different course. Environmental organizations and other advocacy movements
are prone to argue that we are now at a turning-point in human history and that
patterns from the past may no longer hold in the future. In saying this, one may
easily slip into prophecy. ‘There will be water wars in the future’ is no more a
testable statement than the proverbial ‘The End of the World is at Hand!’, unless
terms such as ‘the future’ and ‘at hand’ are clearly specified. In an effort to make
pessimistic environmental predictions more precise (and to prove them wrong) the
economist Julian Simon has repeatedly challenged his opponents to place bets on
resource issues. Three environmentalists took him up on this in 1980 and bet that
the price of a basket of five metals would rise over a ten-year period. Simon, who
thought they would decline, ended up winning the bet (Myers/Simon 1994: 99,
206). To my knowledge, no one has issued bets on environmental degradation and
warfare, but conceivably this might be a useful strategy in order to provoke greater
scholarly precision.
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6.3.8 Foreign and Domestic Conflict

Since the end of World War II a large majority of wars have been domestic rather
than interstate (Gleditsch 1996: 294). Although the number of domestic armed
conflicts, whether the smaller ones or the larger conflicts conventionally called
‘wars’, has declined slightly after the end of the Cold War (Wallensteen/Sollenberg
1997), they remain much more numerous than international armed conflicts. This
pattern is unlikely to be broken in the foreseeable future.

Homer-Dixon’s work is explicitly related to domestic conflicts, and Tir/Diehl
(1998: 319) argue that most studies of population pressures and war focus on
internal conflict. Yet, much of the reasoning about the prevalence of scarce
resources as a factor in war is built on lessons from the study of interstate war, as
my literature review above indicates. Both at the theoretical and empirical level, the
study of interstate conflict has been conducted largely separately from the study of
civil war. Some factors are similar, but one cannot easily generalize from one to the
other. An obvious difference is that many theories of war at the interstate level are
related to the absence of any overarching system of power, i.e. what realists call
international anarchy. At the domestic level, war is often related to revolt against
excessive state power or its abuse. Many issues which stimulate armed conflicts at
the interstate level may be too weak to force a break within a society held together
by a central authority. Theories linking environmental degradation to violence
therefore need to be quite specific concerning whether they are addressing domestic
or interstate violence. At this stage it is probably appropriate to have separate
explanatory models for the two phenomena—at least in the absence of some bold
theoretical thinking concerning how to link theories of violence at the domestic and
interstate levels.

6.3.9 Levels of Analysis

Studies of war require precision about the unit of analysis. For example, in studies
of democratic peace, it is frequently assumed that if democracies do not fight one
another, then there will be more peace as the fraction of democracies grows. I have
shown elsewhere (Gleditsch/Hegre 1997), that this holds true only under certain
conditions. Under a plausible set of assumptions, an increase in the number of
democracies is more likely to lead initially to an increase in the frequency of war in
the system. Only later, after the degree of democracy is above a certain level, will
further democratization decrease the probability of war. Similarly, we cannot
automatically generalize theories and empirical evidence concerning resource and
environmental factors from one level to another. Below, follow three hypotheses
about interstate armed conflict using the same independent and dependent variables,
but at different levels of analysis:
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(1) System level: In a world with high resource constraints, there will be more
interstate conflict.

(2) Nation level: Countries with high resource constraints are more likely to be
involved in conflicts with other countries.

(3) Dyadic level: Countries with high resource constraints are likely to be
involved in conflict with countries with an ample supply of the same resource,
and even (but to a lesser extent) with other countries with the same resource
constraints.

Although these three hypotheses are derived from the same kind of thinking, the
one does not logically follow from the other. If we assume that the overall fre-
quency of interstate war is regulated mostly by systemic factors (such as the balance
of power), or that states’ propensity to war is largely determined by national
characteristics like regime type or wealth, resource factors may still determine the
direction of warfare (i.e. dyadic war). Thus, even if resource scarcities are relevant
for ‘who fights whom’, that is not equivalent to saying that global resource scarcity
determines the overall level of armed conflict. This problem of levels is not, to my
knowledge, dealt with at any length in the relevant literature, which freely jumps
between the dyad, the nation, and the system levels for theory as well as empirical
evidence.

6.4 The Way Ahead

The nine problems discussed above add up to a fairly pessimistic assessment of the
state of the study of environmental causes of conflict. Even leading studies in the
field come up against fairly elementary problems in theory construction or empirical
testing. Critical studies, like those of Deudney and Levy, are valuable in pointing
out some of these problems. But the critique will serve to advance the field only if it
stimulates more satisfactory research.

Systematic cross-national study by social scientists of any aspect of the envi-
ronment is in its infancy. On the positive side, we may note that economists have
done a great deal of research on how economic development drives environmental
stress. A common finding in this literature is that the rate of emissions of envi-
ronmentally harmful products increases with growing wealth, but not linearly;
rather the environmental damage tapers off at high levels of development. It is clear
that for some noxious emissions (such as SO2) there is a significant decrease at very
high levels of economic development, because rich countries can afford to acquire
modern technology and also because their decision-makers put a higher premium
on a clean environment.13

In recent work on democracy and the environment (Gleditsch/Sverdrup 2002;
Midlarsky 1998) attempts have been made to relate indicators of the environmental

13Dietz/Rose (1997) provide a brief survey of recent writings.
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performance of nations to their regime characteristics. The conclusions from these
two empirical analysis are at some variance with one another. Generally, the study
of political predictors of environmental degradation lags far behind the study of
economic factors.

There is even less rigorous work using environmental degradation as a predictor
to conflict. The work by Tir/Diehl (1998) and Hauge/Ellingsen (1998) is relevant
and representative of a tradition in theoretically-grounded empirical research on
armed conflict, based on cross-national (and, to a more limited degree,
cross-temporal) data for all nations. Both these analyses place the analysis of
resource and environmental variables squarely within a multivariate perspective.
Both studies do indeed find an effect of such variables—population growth in one
study; deforestation, land degradation, and low availability of fresh water in the
other. Since all these predictor variables are traditionally associated with poverty,
this raises the issue if the association between conflict and environmental load (as in
the Tir and Diehl study) or conflict and environmental degradation (in Hauge and
Ellingsens’s work) may be primarily an underdevelopment problem. Highly
developed (or even ‘overdeveloped’) countries also have environmental problems
(traffic noise, industrial pollution, etc.) but there is no evidence that such envi-
ronmental issues generate armed conflict, internally or externally. In this sense,
perhaps environmental conflict should be analyzed as a development issue? At least
this is an avenue worth further exploration.

A striking feature of the existing empirical studies is the problem of gathering
valid and reliable data on the environmental behavior of nations or smaller geo-
graphical units. Environmental accounting is miles behind national economic
accounting. The environmental variables used in the Tir and Diehl and Hauge and
Ellingsen studies, and in Midlarsky (1998), are not very highly correlated overall. Is
this mainly caused by low data reliability, or because they tap different dimensions
of what might be called environmental performance? In order to answer this
question, and to move forward in relating environmental studies and the study of
armed conflict, we need major improvements in systematic data collection—a
Correlates of War project for the environment.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 7
Double-Blind but More Transparent

Journal of Peace Research has now introduced ‘double-blind’ or ‘masked’ review pro-
cedures. In other words, the author’s name and affiliation are removed from the manuscript.
This article explains why we make this change now, why we did not make it before, and
why the decision was not obvious. The main argument in favor of blinding is that the
reviewer should judge the article on the basis of its merit rather than on the basis of the prior
reputation or record of the author. However, the empirical evidence whether or not blinding
makes any difference is mixed, and the practice varies greatly among quality journals. We
make this change mainly because double-blind seems to be the accepted standard among
journals that cater to the same readers and authors, and because we do not want there to be
any doubt as to the journal’s commitment to peer review. At the same time, we reiterate our
commitment to transparency, by permitting referees to sign their reports if they want to, by
letting the authors see all the referee reports, by copying the editorial correspondence to the
reviewers, and by strengthening our data replication policies.

From the beginning of 2002, Journal of Peace Research has introduced
double-blind review procedures. That is, not only will the identity of the reviewer
normally be unknown to the author, but we will also keep the name of the author
from the referee.1

When JPR adopted external peer review in late 1983—before that time the
articles were reviewed only by members of the editorial committee—it was thought
impractical and unnecessary to anonymize the articles. We have always protected
the identity of those reviewers who would like to be anonymous; reviewers have the
option of signing their referee report if they wish to be identified, but they are under
no pressure to do so. Hiding the identity of the author from the referee is a slightly
trickier issue. In many cases, it is quite easy for an experienced reviewer to identify
the author, particularly when an earlier version of the article has been presented at a
major conference. With the increasing posting of papers on conference websites and
personal homepages, and the common software feature of filing the name of the
document creator with the document, it has become even easier for a curious
reviewer to establish the identity of the author. For an author to identify the
reviewer is a great deal more difficult, although one can sometimes have a fair

1I am grateful to the editorial committee of JPR for an interesting discussion on these issues at its
meeting on 11–12 January 2002, to Lars Wilhelmsen for assistance, and to Pehr Enckell, John
Langdon, and Sally Morris for comments and information. This article was first published as an
editorial in Journal of Peace Research 39(3): 259–262, 2002.
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guess. Journals that now circulate referee reports in electronic form would do well
to take note of the less-known features of their computer software.

The main argument in favor of blinding (or masking) the article to a reviewer is
straightforward and quite compelling: the reviewer is asked to judge the article on
the basis of its merit rather than on the basis of the prior reputation or record of the
author. It is not obvious that a high-status author will necessarily get kinder
treatment from anonymous reviewers—some junior scholars enjoy the opportunity
of trashing the work of a pillar of the profession, while remaining anonymous
themselves. But the idea is simply to avoid irrelevant considerations in the editorial
process. Moreover, the argument that removing the author’s identity from a man-
uscript is time-consuming is less relevant in the age of word processing.

Nevertheless, we have felt that since a good proportion of the reviewers were
likely to guess the identity of the author, it was better to be certain that they knew.
When a review is hostile (or friendly) in excess of its substantive argument, and
irrelevant considerations seem to be at work, one can adjust for that in the editorial
judgment. Making decisions is, after all, the responsibility of the editor. Outside
reviews provide advice, but the editor cannot pass the buck. At the level where the
decision is made, the identity of the article’s author is known.

Like most academic traditions, peer review is a practice that originated in the
natural sciences. The British Medical Journal used it over 150 years ago (Lock
1986: 3). But double-blind reviewing is by no means a universal practice.2 Most
medical journals do not use it (Davidoff 1998). Neither do the journals of the Royal
Society in the UK,3 but it is ‘a common practice in educational research journals’
(Abell 1994: 225). Some management journals are reported to practice a severe
form of blind review, where referees are requested to disqualify themselves if they
know who the authors are, causing one analyst to speculate that ‘only those ignorant
of the literature would be able to provide reviews for leading researchers’
(Armstrong 1997: 70). My own informal survey and personal experience as an
author indicate that in political science and international relations, double-blind
reviewing is very much the norm—provided the journal is peer reviewed in the first
place.

The guidelines for referees in the Science Editors’ Handbook published by the
European Association of Science Editors take an agnostic position on anonymity
generally.4 The publication manual of the American Psychological Association, a
book that does not shy away from detailed instructions to authors and editors, is
neutral with regard to masked review (APA 1994: 248). The most substantial

2Foundations dealing with grant applications play a gate-keeping function similar to that of aca-
demic journals. Peer review is common, but I am not aware that applications are ever blinded to
the referees.
3Pers. comm. from John Langdon, Editorial Coordinator, Royal Society, 6 February 2002.
Langdon cites concerns about blinding articles that are similar to those I have discussed above.
4‘If the question of concealing … either the author’s or the referee’s name comes up, the editor …
must be very careful’ (Enckell 1999: C6: 1). The author is the Managing Editor of Oikos, an
ecology journal that does not use masked reviewing (Enckell, pers. comm., 5 February 2002).
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evidence on editorial practice is found in a survey of 200 journals from all fields
conducted in 2000, which found that only 40 % concealed the author’s identity
(while 90 % concealed the referee’s identity from the author).5 Among the natural
sciences, there was a clear majority (2:1) against blinding the article, while in the
social sciences, law, and the humanities, there was an even clearer majority in favor
(3:1).6

I can only speculate about why double-blind reviewing is more common in the
social sciences than in the natural sciences. Perhaps the lack of widely accepted
theoretical and methodological paradigms in the social sciences leaves them more
exposed to partial and irrelevant judgments. Social scientists may also be more alert
than natural scientists to issues of fairness and the social functions of evaluation
systems.

There is a small experimental and empirical literature on the effect of blind
reviewing, but the evidence is mixed (Armstrong 1997; Lock 1986). Some studies
find blind reviews to be fairer, others find little difference, and some have even
found that blinding harms quality.

At the end of the day, the strongest argument for introducing double-blind
procedures in JPR is probably that they are so widely accepted in comparable
journals. Any journal that does otherwise will easily be seen as a deviant. We have
heard very few objections by authors to our practice, but several reviewers have
found it unusual and a few have complained. We cannot exclude the possibility that
some authors may have avoided submitting to JPR because of our excessive
openness. We do not want this issue to raise any doubt about the commitment of
JPR to peer review and impartial quality control. Therefore, we have decided to
make articles anonymous before sending them out for review. This change has
already been implemented.

We ask all authors to prepare a separate front page with their name and affili-
ation. This page will be removed before the manuscript is circulated to reviewers.
The brief biographical note, which will be required when a manuscript is accepted
for publication, should be on a separate, final page. Authors are welcome to keep
self-references to published work or conference papers, but should refer to them in
the third person rather than by such phrases as ‘our work’ or ‘we have shown
earlier’.

We are as strongly committed to transparency as we are to peer review. For that
reason, our standard practice has been to circulate to each referee a copy of our
letter to the author and all the referee reports. In this way, the referee can see what

5ALPSP/EASE (2000: 6, 9). This survey of peer review procedures was conducted on the website
of the Association of Learned and Professional Society Publishers www.alpsp.org and appears to
have proceeded by self-selection. The representativity of the survey is hard to judge. Journals that
use peer review are probably overrepresented (none of the journals responding said that they never
used it), but there is no obvious reason why this should bias the results on blind reviewing within
this group of journals. A wide variety of fields were represented.
6Sally Morris, Secretary-General of the ALPSP, supplied the survey data (pers. comm., 7 February
2002). The data are found on our data replication page www.prio.no/cscw/datasets.
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use we have made of his or her input to the editorial process, and in what way that
input is similar to or different from that of other referees. On this point, we have
actually had quite a bit of feedback from our referees, and it has been over-
whelmingly positive. We hope that this openness will contribute to even better
reviewing in the future. Although double-blind procedures are a little more cum-
bersome, we will maintain this practice. We will continue to copy the editorial
correspondence to the referees, but we will remove the name of the addressee and
take care to write the letter in a way that does not hint at the author’s identity.

Another way in which we promote transparency is through our replication
policy. Since 1998, we have required that authors of articles with systematic
empirical information make their data (and associated programming files) available
on the web or in a similar fashion. We have also established our own JPR data
replication page (at www.prio.no/jpr/datasets), where we provide links to the web
addresses where the authors have posted their data. Where the authors do not have a
suitable website, we post the data on our own website. As of 1 March 2002, this
page contains references to 79 datasets.

The profession has a long way to go before the replication norms are practiced
smoothly. Anyone who tests the links on our website will discover that some of
them lead nowhere; the author has moved, the web address has changed, or (in a
very few cases) the author has changed his or her mind or delayed posting the data.
In other cases, the data have been posted but only in a general form. The reader is
not privileged to know exactly what subset of data was used, and there is no
information on coding procedures or calculating routines. Other journals that pro-
fess to have a replication policy—and they include most of the journals that are
fairly similar to JPR in their approach to world politics—have similar problems
(Gleditsch/Metelits/Strand 2003).

We are slowly but deliberately strengthening our replication requirement.
Authors are asked to supply the data to the editorial office with the final version of
the manuscript. We will make the data available directly from JPR if the author’s
website fails to deliver the goods. We hope eventually to find the resources to inspect
the data, codebooks, and log files when submitted to us with a view to making sure
that replication is actually possible from what is available. We have not yet seriously
entertained the idea that replication data might be made available to referees. But we
will monitor the international discussion with a view to keeping JPR at the forefront
of the replication movement. We do this in the firm conviction that King (1995) was
right when he portrayed replication as benefiting not only the profession but also the
scholar who makes his or her data available. Having other people use your work is a
road to academic recognition and should be encouraged by authors as much as by
journals. In a study of citations to JPR articles in the period 1991–2001, we have
found that articles that provide data are more frequently cited, even when controlling
for a number of other relevant factors (Gleditsch/Metelits/Strand 2003). Although
our replication policy is primarily designed to serve the discipline as a whole, we
hope that authors who are given this extra burden of documentation recognize that it
is also likely to serve their own interests.
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Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 8
The Liberal Moment Fifteen Years On

Fifteen years ago, Charles Kegley spoke of a neoidealist moment in international relations.
This article examines how the number of armed conflicts has declined in the decade and a
half since Kegley’s presidential address and shows that the severity of war has been
declining over a period of over six decades. The number of countries participating in war
has increased, but this is in large measure due to coalition-building in several recent wars.
Overall, there is a clear decline of war. It seems plausible to attribute this to an increase in
the three factors identified by liberal peace theorists: democracy, trade, and international
organization. Four alternative interpretations are examined: the temporary peace, the
hegemonic peace, the unsustainable peace, and the capitalist peace. The article concludes
that the latter, while running close to the liberal peace interpretation, also presents the
greatest challenge to it. Indeed, we seem to be living in a commercial liberal period rather
than a world of neoidealism.1

8.1 Introduction

Fifteen years ago, exactly to the day, one of my predecessors as President of the
ISA, Charles Kegley, alerted us to what he perceived to be a liberal moment in
international relations. Or so I thought until I looked up the published version in
International Studies Quarterly (Kegley 1993).2 In fact, Kegley used the term

1This article was originally published in International Studies Quarterly 52(4): 691–712, 2008. It
is based on my Presidential Address at the 49th Annual Convention of the International Studies
Association, San Francisco, CA, 27 March 2008.
2I have been privileged to work in an environment full of bright young scholars, many of whom
have let me use our joint work or even pilfer their own. Halvard Buhaug, Han Dorussen, Håvard
Hegre, Håvard Strand, and Henrik Urdal deserve special mention here. Thanks to the same people
plus Kristian Skrede Gleditsch, Ragnhild Nordås, and Gudrun Østby for commenting on an earlier
version and, of course, to the members of the Association for electing me. I would also like to
record my gratitude to the Research Council of Norway for support for the research reported here,
as well as sponsorship of the reception following the Presidential Address. Sage Publications Ltd
and PRIO also contributed to the reception. A PowerPoint presentation accompanied the delivery
of this address at the convention. The talents of Siri Camilla Aas Rustad are visible in every slide.
The presentation can be found, along with references to the data sources, on www.prio.no/cscw/
datasets.

© The Author(s) 2015
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‘neoidealist’ rather than liberal, and there was a question mark in his title.3 I cannot
tell this particular audience that this proves the value of not destroying a good story
by checking your sources. But I will stick with my own version for the time being,
and return to the question of idealism at the end.

Whether under the heading of idealism or liberalism, it was quite visionary
15 years ago to talk about an emerging international order that might give us a more
humane and peaceful world. The Cold War had just ended. But rather than pro-
ducing peace in Europe, this had reopened old wounds in the Balkans and in the
Caucasus. The long-standing armed conflicts in Northern Ireland, Kurdistan, and
the Basque territory remained unsolved. In addition, Romania, Moldova, Turkey,
Nagorno-Karabakh, Azerbaijan, Chechnya, Moscow, and three places in Georgia
saw armed conflict over just a few years at the end of the Cold War.

Three armed conflicts broke out in former Yugoslavia, including the war in
Bosnia, which was the bloodiest in Europe since the Greek civil war in the late
1940s. Srebrenica, with the murder of over 7,000 Bosnian men, was still two years
down the road (Brunborg et al. 2003). Realists were warning that this was merely
the beginning. We were going ‘back to the future’ or perhaps more appropriately,
forward to the past. French-German rivalry would once again play up. The Germans
were advised to acquire nuclear weapons to deter the French force de frappe
(Mearsheimer 1990). Several contentious issues had arisen between Russia and
newly independent Ukraine—the territory of Crimea, the Russian diaspora, the fate
of the Soviet Navy, and last but not least, the nuclear arsenal. The realist advice to
Ukraine was to hang on to some of the Soviet nuclear weapons in order to deter the
Russians (Mearsheimer 1993). On a smaller scale, trouble was brewing between
Hungary and several of its neighbors, which host a Hungarian diaspora some 25 %
of the population of Hungary itself—in particular with Romania, which under
Ceauşescu had actively persecuted them. A minor ‘water war’ was foreseen
Hungary for and Slovakia over the Gabcikovo-Nagymaros dam project on the
Danube. Figure 8.1 displays the actual and potential hotspots.

More generally, the number of ongoing state-based armed conflicts4 had reached
a peak in the two years prior to Kegley’s address, with 52 armed conflicts active in
38 countries (Gleditsch et al. 2002; Harbom et al. 2008). The number of new
conflicts also peaked in the early 1990s.5 The world did not look like a peaceful
place.

3Although ISI Web of Science has left out the question mark.
4Unless otherwise specified, all data on the number of armed conflicts are from the UCDP⁄PRIO
data set. In line with the terminology of the UCDP (Uppsala Conflict Data Program),
‘‘state-based’’ armed conflicts are conflicts over government and territory with at least 25
battle-related deaths in a given year, between two or more organized parties, at least one of which
is a government. Thus, the numbers include interstate wars, extrastate (colonial) wars, and civil
wars (including internationalized civil wars), but not one-sided conflicts (genocide, politicide) or
nonstate conflicts (communal conflicts, intergroup conflicts where government forces are not a
party to the fighting). Cf. www.pcr.uu.se/research/UCDP/.
5Harbom et al. (2008) and Elbadawi et al. (2008).
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8.2 Less Conflict

No sooner had Charles Kegley announced a possible neoidealist moment than the
number of conflicts started to decline, eventually settling to around 30, a level lower
than at any time since the mid-1970s (Fig. 8.2).6 Many conflicts hover just around
the threshold of 25 battle deaths per year, so the list of conflicts is not stable from
one year to the next, but the number remains about the same. However, after World
War II there was a major expansion in the number of independent countries—‘the
interstate system’ in the words of another presidential predecessor, J. David Singer.
Internal conflicts in non-independent territories are generally ignored in compila-
tions of armed conflict, so we can easily get an inflated picture of the rise of armed
conflict during the Cold War. If we divide the number of armed conflicts by the
number of independent countries, we get a much less steep increase up to 1991 and
a steeper decline since then, to a level not observed since the early 1960s. The

Fig. 8.1 Actual and predicted conflicts in Europe at the end of the Cold War. Sources Actual
armed conflicts 1989–94 (*) are from the UCDP/PRIO conflict data, cf. Gleditsch et al. (2002) and
www.prio.no/cscw/armedconflict. The predicted conflicts (x) are based on my own reading of
various media sources at the time. The figure was created by Siri Rustad.

6Thirty-four armed conflicts occurred in 25 countries in 2007. The total number of armed conflicts
is fairly stable but the 2007 figure stands five above the lowest number (in 2003). But the number
of wars (i.e., armed conflicts with more than 1,000 battle deaths in a year), was down to just four in
2007—the lowest in over 50 years.
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number of wars, in the sense of armed conflicts with a minimum of 1,000 battle
deaths in a given year, has declined to a quarter of the peak level. There are very
few very violent conflicts, but some long-standing low-violence insurgencies per-
sist.7 In the words of John Mueller (2004), it is mostly ‘remnants of war’ that are
left—opportunistic predation by criminals, bandits, and thugs. The year 2007 was
also the fourth year in a row with no recorded interstate conflicts.

Another encouraging sign is that the number of entirely new conflicts has
declined even more drastically, to the point where no new conflicts started in 2005
or 2006 (Elbadawi et al. 2008, Fig. 8.2).8 It is possible, of course, that the remaining
conflicts, many of which are decades old, are harder to end than the others.
However, as expressed so well in the title of a book by Fred Iklé ([1971] 1991),

Fig. 8.2 The development of conflict, 1946–2006. Sources Number of conflicts and the number of
countries participating in conflict based on the UCDP⁄PRIO data, see Gleditsch et al. (2002) and
www.prio.no/cscw/armedconflict. Number of battle deaths (so far updated only until 2005), see
Lacina/Gleditsch (2005) and www.prio.no/cscw/cross/battledeaths. The three graphs are set to
100 % in 1975, corresponding to 29 conflicts, 37 countries in conflict, and 135,653 battle deaths.
Figure created by Siri Rustad.

7For other contributions to the argument about ‘the waning of war,’ see Maoz/Gat (2001) and
Väyrynen (2006), in particular the skeptical chapter by Wallensteen (2006). Another skeptical
voice is Østerud (2008).
8In 2007, two new conflicts started in Niger and DRC, in the sense that they were fought by new
actors. However, both countries had experienced armed conflict within the past 10 years.
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Every War Must End. This may take time, but as long as a war that ends is not
replaced by a new war,9 we will continue to see a decline in belligerence.

Several alternative measures of conflict show essentially the same picture. For
instance, there is also a decline in the share of countries affected by war in their
territory. However, one measure appears at first glance to give a different picture.
This is the number of countries participating in armed conflict, also plotted in
Fig. 8.2. A recent survey of armed conflict (Hewitt et al. 2007) makes a point of
this.10 The main reason why this indicator has not declined and has actually reached
a historical peak is the coalition-building in the Gulf War of 1991, the Kosovo War
of 1999, and the more recent wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. These four conflicts
have from 20 to 36 participants. Compared to the Korean War with 20 participants,
and the Vietnam War with just nine participants, these seem like very large wars. At
36 participants, the Iraq War is comparable to the two World Wars using this
measure of size. Any other measure, of course, shows otherwise. Many of the
participants in the recent wars, such as Iceland or Tonga,11 have probably joined
more as a matter of political solidarity than because they can make a real military
contribution. Some of them have suffered no casualties.

Two of these wars, the Gulf War and the Afghanistan War after 2001, were
sanctioned by the United Nations. The other two were not, but the United States
still went to great lengths to acquire institutional backing from NATO in the case of
Kosovo and from a more informal ‘coalition of the willing’ in the Iraq War. It
would certainly be a stretch of imagination to characterize the invasions of
Afghanistan in 2001 and Iraq in 2003 as ‘peacekeeping.’ However, for most of the
countries now participating in military operations in these countries, the peace-
keeping or peacemaking perspective is probably dominant. In that sense the rise in
the number of countries nominally ‘at war’ is a questionable indicator of a resur-
gence of war. It is more consistent with the concurrent increase in international
peacekeeping that we have seen in the same period (Fig. 8.3), an increase almost
wholly due to a rise in peacekeeping activities in internal conflicts. The number of
personnel participating in such missions has also risen remarkably. But it is hardly
reasonable to interpret this as increasing global warfare.

A more pertinent indicator of warfare is the severity of war, or the number of
people killed in battle. The trend for the 20th century is completely dominated by
the two world wars (Lacina et al. 2006: Fig. 8.2). The severity of war clearly peaked
in the first half of the 20th century. After World War II the battle deaths continue to
be heavily influenced by individual wars, but the peaks are declining (Fig. 8.2). The
first peak is the Chinese civil war closely followed by the Korean War; the second
is mostly due to the Vietnam War; the third represents the added effects of the

9Contrary to what is argued in the literature on ‘new wars’ (Kaldor 1999), these wars are not really
new in any important sense (Kalyvas 2001).
10Again, if we look at the share of countries participating in armed conflict rather than the number,
the curve is less steep.
11Tonga joined the multinational force in Iraq on 18 August 2007 (Miles 2007) and thus comes in
addition to the 36.
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Iran-Iraq War and the Soviet Afghanistan War; and in the fourth, we find the
internationalized civil wars of the Democratic Republic of Congo. Figures for war
casualties are often highly disputed. The Iraq War is a case in point. An extensive
WHO survey (IFHS 2008) puts the number killed at 150,000 for the period March
2003-June 2006.12 Iraq Body Count (www.iraqbodycount.org), which records
published deaths, tallied 48,000 in the same period. The WHO figure probably
includes some deaths from types of violence that have not been included in the
numbers for earlier wars.13 But even if we use the WHO figure as battle deaths, they
do not reverse the long-term trend toward a lower lethality of war. Currently
(Spring 2008), according to the Iraq Body Count’s tally of recorded civilian deaths,
violence in Iraq seems to be declining. Nevertheless, it remains the most violent
enduring war anywhere. Perhaps the Iraq conflict will settle into something like a
much more violent version of Northern Ireland. In any case, it is certainly a great
tragedy for those involved, as are the conflicts in Darfur, in Colombia, and in the
other 30 plus locations. But none of them represents a reversal of the waning of war

Fig. 8.3 The growth of peacekeeping, 1948–2008. Sources Figure created by Siri Rustad based
mainly on data from Heldt/Wallensteen (2007), supplemented by Han Dorussen with data from the
United Nations. The figures are compiled on a monthly basis, and we have used the January figures
for each year

12An earlier survey published in The Lancet (Burnham et al. 2006) gives a much higher median
estimate of 600,000 for the same period. For a critical comment on the Lancet study and references
to the wide-ranging debate about its results, see Munro/Cannon (2008).
13The very controversy over the number of civilian deaths in Iraq signals a change in the nature of
war reporting and probably in attitudes to war in developed societies.
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after the end of the Cold War. In the longer-term perspective, it still seems more
appropriate to talk of a world climbing down from a peak of armed violence in the
middle of the 20th century.14

Statistics of state-based armed conflicts and their consequences in terms of
battle-deaths do not tell the full story of human violence. I will leave out violent
crime,15 but deal briefly with three other missing elements. The first concerns
indirect deaths in war. ‘Civil wars kill and maim people—long after the shooting
stops,’ as another former President of ISA, Bruce Russett, and coauthors said in a
seminal article (Ghobarah et al. 2004). Such effects include: revenge killings in the
wake of the war; destruction of physical and human capital; slow economic growth;
weaker social norms and political chaos; weapons proliferation and crime;
increased flows of refugees and internally displaced persons; and environmental
destruction including the littering of the landscape with landmines and cluster
weapons. A major World Bank study (Collier et al. 2003) aptly characterized civil
war as ‘development in reverse.’ And such consequences do not only affect the
countries at war, but frequently also their neighbors.

But such indirect effects of war are not new to our age. The influenza epidemic
that followed in the wake of World War I claimed some 40 million lives, more than
the war itself (Riley 2001). The war contributed to the spread and lethality of the
disease by increasing geographical mobility and by lessening resistance to illness,
but we cannot say with any accuracy how many would have died if the war had not
contributed. The same problem applies to more recent wars such as those in the
DRC and in Sudan. It is possible that indirect effects of war are now greater relative
to battle deaths because most armed conflicts take place in poor societies with weak
health facilities. But we have no reliable time-series data to back up such a con-
jecture. The efforts of the international community to ban certain types of weapons,
most recently cluster munitions,16 may also reduce some of these indirect effects in
the future.

A second omission is non-state conflict, organized groups fighting each other but
without the state being a direct party to the conflict. The Uppsala Conflict Data
Program records roughly the same number as for state-based conflicts, but they
generally involve far fewer fatalities.17 We do not have comparative data over a
long period to establish clear trends, but in sub-Saharan Africa (where most of them
occur) both their number and their lethality dropped substantially over the period

14Terrorism is often portrayed as an exception, but Mack (2008: 1–7) argues persuasively that if
Iraq is kept apart (and the killing of civilians in other armed conflicts is usually not included in
statistics on terrorism), international terrorism is in fact declining.
15Well, not quite. Eisner (2001) shows that crime rates have declined in Europe over several
centuries. And Payne (2004) argues that crime as well as war has declined as part of the same
civilizing process.
16The ban is supported by 111 nations, but its significance is reduced since the opponents include
China, India, Israel, Pakistan, Russia, and the United States (Burns 2008).
17The UCDP Non-State Conflict Data set covers the period 2002–05 as of 10 August 2008. See
Eck/Hultman (2007) and www.pcr.uu.se/research/ucdp/datasets/.
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2002–06 (Mack 2008: 36). Given their low severity, they do not appear to offer a
serious challenge to the idea of a waning of war.

The third and most serious omission concerns one-sided conflicts, that is,
genocides, politicides, and, more generally, fatal attacks on unorganized people by
governments and other organized groups. Many of these, such as the Holocaust or
the liquidation of the Kulaks, are extremely severe and rank with the largest of
wars. Most studies focus on individual conflicts or on a short time-range.18 The best
long-range data set is probably the one generated by Rudolph Rummel (1994,
1997) on what he calls democide, defined as ‘the murder of any person or people by
a government.’19 It includes ‘death by virtue of an intentionally or knowingly
reckless … disregard for life …’ Examples include deadly concentration camps,
medical experiments on humans, and famines or epidemics where the authorities
withhold aid or even act in a way to make the situation worse. Clearly, Rummel
includes deaths that in studies of war would be classified as indirect deaths. The
democide data therefore cannot be compared directly with battle deaths in war. But
assuming the criteria are reasonably consistent over time, his data show the same
inverted U-shaped curve as for battle deaths, peaking in the middle of the 20th
century (Rummel 1997: Table 23.1). Given the recent critical examination of
China’s ‘Great Leap Forward’ and other disasters under Maoism, it is possible that
the peak should be higher, and located later. But the downward trend in recent
decades would still hold. The genocides in Rwanda in 1994 and more recently in
Darfur, tragic as they are, also do not change the basic shape of the curve.

Tracking all sources of deadly violence is a tall order. Rather than analyzing
them one by one or trying to add the number of deaths from the different sources,
we may look to life expectancy as a good overall measure of lives not lost. Life
expectancy has increased steadily over the last 200 years and is expected to con-
tinue to increase for the next half-century (Goklany 2007; Riley 2001; UN 2007).
This applies to the world as a whole and to all regions but two: The exceptions are
sub-Saharan Africa (mainly because of the AIDS epidemic), and Eastern Europe
(because of Russian lifestyle diseases and economic collapse), though the UN
projects increasing life expectancies for these regions as well.

The world average for life expectancy has increased from 26 years in the early
19th century to over 65 today (Maddison 2001). In this way, the world has gained
many more years of life than lost through war and genocide. And our lives are not
only longer, but also healthier (Goklany 2007: 40).

Historians and anthropologists, not to mention archeologists, will be dissatisfied
with any reference to data from just the 20th century as ‘long-term.’ Although we
have a large literature on earlier wars, it is difficult to find hard data that would
enable us to do systematic comparisons over time. The Correlates of War Project

18The UCDP One-Sided Violence Data set covers the period 1989–2005 as of 10 August 2008, cf.
www.pcr.uu.se/research/ucdp/datasets/. See also Mack (2008: 36).
19For more details and discussion, see Rummel’s homepage, www.hawaii.edu/powerkills/DBG.
CHAP2.HTM. For a critical discussion of some of Rummel’s figures, see Dulić (2004a, b) and
Rummel (2004).
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has taken data on wars and civil wars back to the Congress of Vienna in 1815, but
even simple comparisons of the number of wars and casualties become problematic.
The first four decades after the Congress of Vienna had very few battle deaths
according to the Correlates of War Project, but how meaningful is that information
when the interstate system in 1816 consisted of just 23 states (Small/Singer 1982:
47–50)? My immediate predecessor as President of ISA, Jack Levy, has informed
us that the number of great-power wars has declined in the last 500 years (Levy
et al. 2001: 20), indicating a longer trend in the decline of war.20 The mass murder
of civilians is not a new phenomenon either. Genghis Khan, who is the common
ancestor of 0.5 % of all males in the world, according to a recent genetic study
(Zerjal et al. 2003), is widely credited with killing over a million people in the
Muslim kingdom of Khwarezm in 1220—21.21

Judging the long-term development of massacres and wars becomes even more
difficult when we move to the pre-historical period. Several anthropologists have
argued, in my view convincingly, that the idea of the ‘peaceful savage’ must be
definitively discarded (Gat 2006; Keeley 1996; LeBlanc/Register 2003). Of course,
largely peaceful communities can also be found (Fry 2006). War is not intrinsic to
human nature, but neither is peace. The decline of violence may be much more of a
long-term phenomenon than our statistical data indicate. I am nevertheless inclined
to think that the peak of armed violence in the middle of the 20th century is real.
We have lived through a particularly lethal combination of the old perception of
war as a useful instrument of policy with the modern technological capability to
wage war effectively. Our technological skills have continued to improve, so we
could kill each other many times over if we applied the full range of human
ingenuity to that task. A single direct nuclear exchange between the two super-
powers would have changed the picture dramatically and created a more recent and
higher peak of war severity. If we do not kill each other at such a rate, it is because
our institutions and attitudes have changed. I conclude that we do seem to be
moving toward a more peaceful world. But is it a liberal peace?

8.3 The Liberal Peace

When Charles Kegley addressed the ISA 15 years ago, the slogan of a liberal peace
had not yet been coined, although the key liberal ideas about international relations
had reached a venerable age. Karl Deutsch, who surprisingly is not a former President
of ISA but whose name adorns one of our awards, had written about international
security communities, held together without the use or even the threat of force

20But in the second half of the 20th century, the bloodiest wars were not direct great-power
confrontations, but proxy wars fueled by the two superpowers (Westad 2005).
21See Man (2007: 180), who calls 1.25 million ‘a conservative estimate’. The widespread story
that Genghis Khan killed 1.7 million people in one hour (Clark 2008) should probably be regarded
as an urban legend.
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(Deutsch et al. 1957). By 1993, a systematic empirical research program on the
democratic peace had been under way for over a decade, initiated by Rummel (1983)
and Doyle (1983) and later followed up by Maoz/Russett (1993) in particular.22 The
first systematic empirical case for a liberal peace can be dated precisely to 1996
(Oneal et al. 1996) and has been developed at great length in a series of articles and in
a book by Russett/Oneal (2001). In fact, the Russett-Oneal project has become one of
the most sustained and wide-ranging empirical research efforts to be conducted in any
area of international relations. The two have always been very generous in sharing
their data, even before IR journals started making this a requirement for publication
(Gleditsch 2003). This has led to a number of new challenges to their work. Over the
years, then, we have seen improvements in their model, their empirical measures, and
their analyses. But they consistently find support for the liberal tripod: democracy,
economic integration, and international organization. The literature disagrees on the
relative importance of the three factors; some find that given democracy, trade has
little importance (Beck et al. 1998), whereas others conclude the opposite (Polachek
1997). But the joint importance of the three factors seems to be well established.23

Although the Russett-Oneal work in this area has focused on interstate war, in the
tradition of Norman Angell (1910), more recent studies have also established the
importance of democracy and trade for civil war (Blanton/Apodaca 2007;
Bussmann/Schneider 2007; Hegre et al. 2003).24 Democracies rarely experience
large-scale civil wars25; although, some have suffered long and drawn-out secession
conflicts at a lower level, particularly where they are fueled by the promise of riches
from oil and other raw materials or by religious and ethnic polarization. Much of the
popular literature about globalization has emphasized its divisive nature, creating
inequalities, and distributional conflict. But most empirical studies show that
globalization in fact reduces armed conflict, if not directly then indirectly through its
wealth-generating effects. Interestingly, even Katherine Barbieri, one of the first to
challenge Oneal and Russett on the interstate liberal peace (Barbieri 1996), has
found globalization to reduce the risk of civil war (Barbieri/Reuveny 2005). Since
the overwhelming number of conflicts today are internal conflicts, this bodes well for
the future of the liberal peace as long as the three liberal factors remain on the rise.

For interstate conflict we cannot as easily generalize from the dyadic to the
systemic level. Virtually all the work on the interstate liberal peace is at the dyadic
level. Russett and Oneal and others have shown that two countries that share a
democratic system trade more, and have more ties through international organiza-
tions are less likely to fight. But this does not necessarily mean that a world of more
democracies, higher trade, and a proliferation of international organizations

22The first quantitative study of the democratic peace, hardly noticed at the time, was Babst (1964).
23For reviews of this literature, see McMillan (1997), Schneider et al. (2003), and
Mansfield/Pollins (2003).
24Reports from the State Failure Task Force (Esty et al. 1995, 1998) have shown that economic
openness reduces state failure, including internal armed conflict.
25Most of the studies of democracy and civil war find an inverted U-shaped relationship
(Fearon/Laitin 2003; Hegre et al. 2001). For a recent survey, see Gleditsch et al. (2009).
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will produce world peace. In theory, countries could refrain from fighting fellow
democracies and their most important trading partners while still maintaining a high
level of conflict involvement. In that case the liberal peace would imply a dis-
placement rather than a reduction of warfare. Studies of the systemic effects of
democracy provide an ambiguous answer. Of course, if democracies never fight one
another, a world with 100 % democracies should have eliminated war. But at lower
levels of global democracy the relationship is not so obvious (Gleditsch/Hegre 1997;
Mitchell et al. 1999). In a world, or even a region, with no democracy, the emergence
of a single democracy might in fact lead to more conflict. The process of democ-
ratization itself can also lead to instability and conflict (Mansfield/Snyder 1995;
Ward et al. 1998). On the other hand, Mitchell (2002) finds that an increasing
proportion of democratic states in the international system promotes the use of
democratic norms even by nondemocratic states.

In a rare study of trade relations at the systemic level, Maoz (2006) found that
trade interdependence has a consistent dampening effect on the amount of systemic
conflict.26 Lacina et al. (2005) found a statistical relationship between the three
liberal factors and the decline in the severity of war, including fatalities in interstate
as well as civil wars.27 However, studies at the system level have few control
variables. Generally, the liberal interstate peace is the least well established pre-
cisely at the level where it is most important. This has not prevented a range of
policy makers from Ronald Reagan to Kofi Annan from embracing the liberal
peace, and particularly the democratic peace component. They are probably correct,
but it would be reassuring to have more studies at the system level.

Figure 8.4 graphs the development of the three liberal factors over time, nor-
malized around the level in 1973. IGO membership has been increasing almost
linearly since the end of World War II. Trade as a share of GDP has also increased
most of the time but has exploded since the early 1970s. Finally, democracy has
gone through its ‘waves’ (Huntington 1991) and is now at a level never exceeded,
whether measured as the fraction of states under democratic rule or the percentage of
world population living in a democracy (Gleditsch/Ward 2006). The rise of the three
liberal factors is consistent with the recent decline in the number of wars and the
longer decline in the severity of war. But these five curves do not match each other in
any simple or convincing way for the entire period since 1945. In the 15 years since
Kegley’s presidential address, the three liberal factors have gone up and conflict has
gone down. But they did not turn around at the same time. The liberal factors were
also increasing in the 15 years before his address, while the number of conflicts was
rising. The growth of the liberal factors, with a partial exception for democracy, is
more consistent with the long-term decline in the lethality of war.

26Souva/Prins (2006) have also found some evidence for a monadic liberal peace: trade depen-
dence, foreign investment, and democracy reduce a state’s propensity to initiate militarized
disputes.
27Lacina (2006) and Gleditsch et al. (2009) have documented a very clear reduction in the severity
of civil war with increasing democracy.
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Despite the widespread acceptance of the idea that the decline of war is related to
a liberal peace, there are also a number of alternative interpretations, some of them
considerably less optimistic. I will examine four of them here.28

8.4 Four Challenges to the Liberal Peace

8.4.1 The Realist Challenge: The Temporary Peace

The major challenge to the liberal peace still comes from the realists. Indeed, Kegley
(1993: 143) ended his talk by advocating ‘development of a principled realism
emphasizing liberal ideals.’ For realists, the international system remains anarchic,
and its ups and down are determined by the state struggle for survival. Hence the
most important variables are the economic and military strength of major powers and

Fig. 8.4 The growth of the liberal factors, 1946–2004. Source For each of the four indicators,
1973 = 100 %. Sources For data on democracy: Marshall/Jaggers (2003). Polity IV Project, www.
systemicpeace.org/, for trade⁄GDP: Gleditsch (2002), and for IGOs: Pevehouse et al. (2004).
Original graph created by Bethany Lacina for Lacina et al. (2005), updated by Kristian Skrede
Gleditsch

28Apologies to another predecessor, J. Ann Tickner (1997), for not including a feminist challenge:
that the liberal peace is a male peace. I believe, however, that increasing gender inequality rather
than challenging the liberal peace will reinforce it. I find some support for that view in the work of
Caprioli (2000) and other empirical feminists.
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the patterns of alliances. Periods of greater or lesser peace will be explained in terms
of the variation of these factors. Realists can argue that the post-World War II period
was more peaceful than the previous decades because of its bipolar nature, making a
direct confrontation between two blocs armed with nuclear weapons too dangerous.
Instead, rivalries were channeled into proxy wars on behalf of the two major blocs.
Realism is also sufficiently flexible to account for the decline in global warfare after
the Cold War as a result of an even more stable unipolar order, where there is no real
challenge to the hegemon. In the words of Fukuyama (1989: 4), democracy and the
market economy were ‘the final form of government’ and thus defined the ‘end of
history.’ But of course the realist factors cannot account in any direct way the ups
and downs in the number of conflicts since World War II. Even leaving that aside,
the more interesting question is how a real challenge could emerge to the seemingly
hegemonic liberal system. It is simple enough to predict the slow relative decline of
the United States as the one and only hegemon. Demographic factors and the phe-
nomenal economic growth of China and India dictate that at some point the US
economy will be overtaken and other countries will be able to purchase a more
powerful military if they so desire. But predicting the slow relative decline of the
United States is not the same as predicting the fall of the liberal peace. All the major
challengers seem to have embraced the market economy. In three decades, China has
moved from being a warfare state, internally as well as externally, to being a trading
state, in the words of Richard Rosecrance (1986), another former ISA President.
Politically, it has remained a one-party state, with frequent violations of human
rights, but without the excesses of the Great Leap Forward or the Cultural
Revolution. It seems to be experimenting with competitive elections at the local level
and the wisdom of the party leaders is regularly questioned. Corruption is rampant,
but corrupt leaders are also regularly being exposed (Thornton 2008). The time when
China will be a reliable partner in a democratic peace with its neighbors seems
distant, but the economic incentives for maintaining peace appear very robust. Its
undemocratic leaders benefit as much from the present trading boom as does the
general public, if not more.

Where else canwe find a challenge to the hegemony of themarket economy? In the
remnants of communism in North Korea or Cuba? In the gerontocracy of Zimbabwe?
Or among former military coup-makers like Hugo Chavez who can afford to play
democrats as long as they can use abundant oil income to boost their position? Such
regimes and rulers may have considerable nuisance value to the hegemonic states, but
can hardly present a coherent global challenge to the hegemonic system in the same
way that communism and fascism did from the 1920s onwards.

The major challenge seems to be found not in traditional economic or military
power but in spiritual and cultural power, backed by historical memories. In that
sense, it is not a head of state but an opposition leader, Osama bin Laden, who is the
main challenger to the international order. Ethno-religious conflict was one of the
leading candidates to fill the gap left by the end of the Cold War (Kaplan 1994).
Gurr (1994), in the ISA presidential address following Charles Kegley’s, referred to
a surge in ethnopolitical conflict after the end of the Cold War. However, he did not
think there was a strong global force for the further proliferation of such conflicts,
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and a few years later he proclaimed that ethnic warfare was on the wane (Gurr
2000). Mueller (2000) dismissed the increased concern with ethnic conflict as
‘banal.’ The general ‘clash of civilizations’ predicted by Huntington (1993), with
the civilizational fault lines largely determined by religion, has hardly been a
dominant factor of world politics (Russett et al. 2000) and certainly has not reversed
the waning of war. Nevertheless, a number of the major ongoing conflicts, such as
the ones in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Sudan, have an important religious element.
Indeed, Fig. 8.5 shows that since 1990 an increasing share of the world’s armed
conflicts have involved Muslim countries, Islamic opposition movements, or both.
But this is not due to an absolute increase in what we might call ‘Islamic conflicts’;
their number remains relatively constant. It is the decline of other types of conflict
that creates a relative rise of Islamic conflicts. In other words, in the general trend
toward more peace, Muslim countries and Islamic opposition groups seem to be
lagging behind, just as Muslim countries in general (and Arab countries in par-
ticular) are lagging behind in the rights of women and human rights more gener-
ally,29 in democracy, in the eradication of illiteracy, and in the second demographic
transition (UNDP 2005).

This is not a clash of civilizations. Most of these ‘Islamic conflicts’ pit Islamic
opposition movements against the governments of Muslim countries. Although the
Iraq War of 2003 was an invasion of a Muslim country by a coalition composed
largely of Christian nations, the government of Iraq was a secular, not a religious
dictatorship. The Gulf War started because one Muslim country invaded another, as
did the Iran-Iraq War. The specter of a mutual crusade or Jihad between Christians
and Muslims certainly exists in the minds of many people. We may even fear that it
becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy, but it remains a very incomplete description of
today’s global pattern of conflict. Moreover, there is no evidence that religious
conflicts are bloodier than other armed conflicts (Nordås 2007).

Perhaps the greatest realist challenge is what Russett (2005) has called ‘bush-
wacking the democratic peace’. The peace between liberal states has tempted major
liberal powers to attempt to help the process along by force. Democracies tend to win
the wars in which they participate, and when autocracies lose wars there’s a high
probability of regime change, which frequently will go in the direction of greater
democracy. In a sense, liberal and realist motivations become one and the same. If
the West could democratize the Middle East, the liberal audit would be favorable,
but so would a traditional security calculation of how to reduce the fear of spreading
conflict and the threat to local allies. In this regard, liberals have regarded with some
trepidation the lip service paid to the democratic peace by Margaret Thatcher and a
series of US Presidents. With the invasion of Iraq in 2003, the worst fears of many
liberals seemed to have come to pass. Early empirical work on forced democrati-
zation did actually find that military intervention by democracies resulted in some

29Toft (2007) also finds that Islam was involved in a disproportionate number of civil wars,
compared with other religions. However, de Soysa/Nordås (2007) show that Catholic countries
scored higher than Muslim countries on political terror in the period 1980–2000.
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democratization (Hermann/Kegley 1998; Meernik 1996; Peceny 1999). Research
conducted after the Iraq invasion, including that of another former ISA President
(Bueno de Mesquita/Downs 2006; see also Pickering/Peceny 2006), has been more
skeptical. Forced democratization usually fails to bring the new democracies to a
very high level; rather, they tend to end up in the semi-democratic category where
political instability and internal conflict is higher than in autocracies (Gleditsch et al.
2007). In the Iraq case, there is an additional reason for skepticism: Even if
democratization had been successful, the new democracy would have been sur-
rounded by nondemocracies, a mix for which democratic peace theory does not
predict a peaceful future. The only way to overcome that problem would be to extend
the policy of forced democratization to Iran, Syria, and others, further strengthening
the alliance between liberalism and realism.

One reason why democracies are good at winning wars when they join them is
that they are usually more successful than the other side at building alliances, as
noted earlier. Even the Iraq War, opposed by many US allies, gathered a ‘coalition
of the willing’ of no less than 36 countries. For liberals, the dilemma is that such
coalitions usually include many illiberal states. This is a continuous theme from the
Western wartime alliance with Stalin, who killed more people than Hitler, to the US
alliance with Saudi Arabia, whose rejection of liberal values is just as firm as those
of the enemies of the United States in the region. As Franklin D. Roosevelt
reportedly remarked about Rafael Trujillo, dictator of the Dominican Republic, ‘He
may be an SOB, but he’s our SOB.’ (Paterson et al. 2005: 157).30

Fig. 8.5 The number and share of armed conflicts involving Muslim countries or Islamic
opposition movements or both, 1960–2006. Source Figure created by Halvard Buhaug on the basis
of the UCDP/PRIO conflict data and his own coding of Islamic conflicts

30Similar formulations have been attributed to John Foster Dulles and William Casey. I am grateful
to Geir Lundestad for aiding my search.
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8.4.2 The Radical Challenge: The Hegemonic Peace

A second challenge to the liberal peace is the radical interpretation. It agrees with
the realist view in interpreting the current decline of conflict as mainly a result of an
overwhelming hegemony on the part of the West in general and the United States in
particular. Thus, the current peace is a hegemonic peace or an imperial peace
(Barkawi/Laffey 1999). Unlike realism, the radical view focuses on social and
economic inequalities within and between societies. In this view the current peace is
the peace of the successfully run plantation where the slaves go about their business
without questioning their circumstances. Dependency theory has depicted economic
relationships between the center and the periphery as exploitative, where elites on
both sides ally against the underdogs (Bornschier/Chase-Dunn 1985; Galtung
1971). Sooner or later, however, the downtrodden are going to rise against domestic
elites and international hegemons. In the 1990s, violent street demonstrations in
Seattle, Prague, and elsewhere signaled the solidarity of anti-globalization forces
with the global underclass. The Marxist states were largely gone, but Marxist
analyses of world politics were not.

Much of the anti-globalization literature builds on the premise that in the neo-
liberal world, inequalities have been rising within, as well as between, countries.
Indeed, Charles Kegley (1993: 140) noted in passing ‘the widening gap between the
world’s rich and poor.’ In fact, on a global basis, individual economic inequality
has undergone a massive decrease, thanks to the phenomenal economic growth of
poor countries like China, India, Vietnam, and many others (Firebaugh 2003;
Goklany 2007; Neumayer 2003). During this process inequality within these same
countries has increased, not through impoverishment of the masses, but because
while wealth is created many people remain left behind in poverty. Thus, we have
an unequal peace.31

At the global level, Paul Collier’s (2007) recent book The Bottom Billion argues
that the world is making major progress in promoting development, but that one
sixth or so of mankind are left out of this process. Around 60 countries suffer not
only from low GDP per capita but also low or negative growth. These countries
tend to be caught in one or several development traps: armed conflict, the resource
curse, being landlocked with bad neighbors, bad governance, or being too small.
Unfortunately, Collier will not reveal his list of countries,32 but by applying his
criteria, we find something like the map in Fig. 8.6. By superimposing the ongoing
armed conflicts for 2006, we see a certain overlap, but it is by no means perfect.

31The Centre for Global Research in Canada operates one of many websites www.globalresearch.
ca that disseminates such views.
32Paul Collier, pers. comm., 26 October 2007. Postscript 2014: The list was released in Collier
(2009: 240f).
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Perhaps if the bottom billion notion had taken more account of disparities within
countries, there might have been a closer fit.

The literature in political science and economics is divided on the effects of such
inequalities. The relative deprivation tradition has pointed to inequality as a cause
of conflict (Gurr 1970); although, some have argued that the evidence was
inconclusive (Lichbach 1989). Cross-national studies of overall income inequality
in a society (so-called vertical inequality) and civil war tend not to find any sig-
nificant relationship (Collier/Hoeffler 2004; Hegre et al. 2003). But some recent
work points to the importance of horizontal inequality in promoting conflict–that is,
socioeconomic or political inequalities between groups, such as ethnic or religious
groups in generating internal conflict (Østby 2008; Stewart 2002). With increasing
inequalities in many countries, this may well be an increasing source of internal
conflict. However, it is hardly the stuff of which major wars are made.

8.4.3 The Environmental Challenge: The Unsustainable
Peace

Many environmentalists take a dim view of the future and man’s exploitation of the
natural resource base. This is an old story that goes back to the Malthusian problem
of matching food production to population growth. Malthus (1798) thought that this
inevitably had to result in a lower birth rate through abortion, infanticide, and birth
control (all of which he regarded as sinful) or in a higher death rate through war,
famine, and pestilence. In one sense, Malthus was quite correct, since birth control
became a widespread way to control population growth, to the point where the UN
medium projection for world population shows a leveling-off and even possibly a

Fig. 8.6 The Bottom Billion countries and armed conflicts in 2006. Source The Bottom Billion
data were collected by Åshild Falch. The conflict map was created by Halvard Buhaug and Siri
Rustad
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decline (United Nations 2007). But, of course, attitudes have changed since his
time; what Malthus regarded as a sin is now widely regarded as a sensible way to
deal with a potential problem. Moreover, food production has increased far beyond
the limits that Malthus thought possible.

Despite the seeming irrelevance of the original Malthusian model, neomalthu-
sianism is in many ways the dominant discourse in the public debate on environ-
mental issues. Indeed, Charles Kegley (1993: 140) took for granted that there was
an ‘unabated deterioration of the global ecosystem.’ Neomalthusians argue that we
are living on borrowed natural capital, that our ecological footprint is excessive
(Wackernagel/Rees 1996), and that at some point the scarcities will become so
acute that drastic solutions are inevitable. Paul Ehrlich (1968: 11) announced
40 years ago that ‘the battle to feed humanity is over,’ and later, Ted Gurr (1985:
51) feared that that overpopulation, exhaustion of nonrenewable energy sources,
resource scarcity, and pollution would lead to a crisis of Western societies and more
broadly of the whole global system, resulting in greater inequalities, more
authoritarianism, and more widespread group conflict.

While Marxism tended toward technological optimism, today’s radicalism is to a
large extent fused with neomalthusian thought. Thomas Homer-Dixon (1999)
describes three forms of environmental scarcity: demand scarcity, supply scarcity,
and structural scarcity. The first two relate closely to the original Malthusian model
while the third refers to inequality.

While neomalthusian thought is very widespread, it is not unopposed.
Cornucopians, or technological optimists, argue that a resource crisis can easily be
averted by technological innovation, the substitution of resources, and market
pricing. Attitudes change and environmental values start taking precedence over
unrestricted economic growth once basic needs have been satisfied.33 So, as the
former Saudi Arabian Minister of Oil Sheik Yamani is reported to have said ‘… the
stone age came to an end not for a lack of stones, and the oil age will end, but not
for the lack of oil’ (Greider 2000). Of course, if the economic system is flexible
enough to adjust gradually to the threat of resource scarcity, there is no need to fight
over the scarcities. Therefore, ‘water wars’ and other major violence resulting from
resource scarcity tend to be in the future. There is very little evidence for a general
relationship between resource scarcity and civil war (Theisen 2008). Paradoxically,
empirical studies show that the higher our ecological footprint, the more peace
(Binningsbø et al. 2007). While a ‘water war’ rhetoric was very common 15 years
ago, it has now largely been replaced by an emphasis on the need for cooperation in
order to solve the very real problems of lack of clean fresh water in many areas of
the world (UNDP 2006). As Riley (2001: 146) argues, Malthus may have been
better at summing up the past than predicting the future.

33For powerful presentations of a more optimistic message, see Goklany (2007), Lomborg (2001),
Simon (1996), and—by the Norwegian Prime Minister—Stoltenberg (2006).
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Recently, the eco-war perspective has been revived in the debate about climate
change. Climate change is indeed a very serious challenge. This is in part because
of the accumulating evidence of probable physical effects of global warming, such
as changes in precipitation, increasing sea levels, melting of glaciers, and increases
in the number of violent weather events. Perhaps even more serious is the uncer-
tainty associated with climate change. The numerous anomalies and deviations
from the long-term trends illustrate the problem of making reliable short-term
forecasts. They also make it very difficult to design policies for the prevention and
mitigation of climate change.

It is evident that climate change will have consequences for human habitation,
but using the physical models to derive social effects remains very difficult. It is not
surprising, then, that projections for the social and economic effects of climate
change are even more controversial than the physical effects. Moreover, while the
IPCC summary of the physical effects are based on reviews of thousands of
peer-reviewed studies in academic journals, the social effects rest on a much shakier
scientific foundation. This is particularly true in assessing the possible security
implications of climate change. NGOs, two successive Secretary-Generals of the
UN, and numerous national politicians have surmised that climate change is a major
security issue, and that we are now seeing the first of many climate wars in Darfur.
But although climate change may have exacerbated the relations between herders
and farmers in Darfur, area experts cannot disregard the policies of the Sudanese
government, the ethnic and religious rivalries, the history of violence in the country,
or the role of neighboring conflicts. As for the role of climate change in conflict
more generally, there are very few peer-reviewed studies. Indeed, the IPCC (2007)
reports are fairly cautious in commenting on the implications for armed conflict.
But where they do, they rely on scattered and peripheral sources.

Had I been a neomalthusian addressing the issue of climate change and conflict
15 years ago, I might have been tempted to point out a disturbing covariation over
time between global temperature increases and armed conflict, since both had been
on the rise. In the most recent decade and a half, the variation is reversed; higher
temperatures are associated with less conflict. However, we can deduce very little
from two superimposed time trends, although much of the debate about the social
effects of man-made climate change is phrased in such terms.

It is not surprising that the apocalyptic nature of the climate change debate
should give rise to dystopias like Alan Weisman’s (2007) recent book The World
without Us, where the author concludes that without man earth would be in good
shape,34 and even fringe phenomena like the Voluntary Human Extinction
Movement (VHEM) and the Church of Euthanasia, with its four pillars of abortion,
suicide, sodomy, and cannibalism. For social scientists, however, a more pressing
issue is how earth cannot just survive with man, but even prosper.

34A movie version, Life after People, was aired on US television in January 2008. Other recent
films in the same genre include Cloverfield and I am Legend.
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8.4.4 The Commercial Challenge: The Capitalist Peace

The fourth and final challenge to the liberal peace comes from within the liberal
school. One of its origins is the old observation that a democracy has never been
established in a country that does not have a market economy. In other words, a
market economy is a necessary, but by no means a sufficient condition for
democracy.

Hegre (2000) has argued that the relationship between trade and conflict is
contingent upon development. With increasing economic development, the cost of
seizing and holding a territory increases, and the expected utility of conquest
decreases. Developed states are therefore more likely to be trading states. Mousseau
(2000, 2003a) found that both the democratic peace and the zone of democratic
cooperation are substantially limited to economically developed democracies (see
also Mousseau et al. 2003). Taking a further step backwards in the causal chain,
Weede (1995, 2005) argues that economic freedom, of which free trade is an
important component, promotes economic development and thus lays a foundation
for democracy and for peace. Mousseau (2003b; see also Mousseau/Mousseau
2008) argues that it is the rise of contractual forms of exchange within a society that
accounts for liberal values, democratic legitimacy, and peace among democratic
nations. Gartzke (2007) maintains that the existence of market freedom accounts for
the effects usually attributed to democracy and trade in analyses of the liberal peace.
McDonald (2007) also finds that greater quantities of publicly held assets lead
governments to pursue more aggressive foreign policies and increase the likelihood
that they will participate in military conflict. Thus, he argues, capitalism promotes
peace. Gartzke and Weede both use the term ‘the capitalist peace.’ There is some
disagreement in the literature as to whether the democratic peace should be seen as
a mechanism of the capitalist peace or as an alternative theory.

For someone who grew up with the idea that capitalism produces ‘merchants of
death’ (Engelbrecht/Hanighen 1934) who profit from war, the capitalist peace is a
difficult notion to swallow. But there would be little point to doing research if all the
answers were given ahead of time.35 I take refuge in the teachings of yet another
former President of the ISA, Kenneth Boulding (1989), who distinguished between
three forms of power: threat power, economic power, and integrative power. Threat
power builds on force and the threat of destruction. Economic power rests on
exchange and enlightened self-interest. Integrative power depends on legitimacy,
respect, or even love. An actor does something not because he or she is forced to, or
even because it is in his or her best interest, but because it is right. The family and
many organizations depend mainly on integrative power; although, there may also
be elements of force and exchange. Boulding argues that this is the most significant

35Russett (2009) asserts that Gartzke’s attempt to replace democracy with capitalism alone as a
cause of peace ‘has been refuted’, with reference to Dafoe (2008: 1), who writes that ‘the notion of
a capitalist peace deserves scholarly attention, but it must share the stage with the democratic
peace.’ The debate continues.
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of all forms of power; and in the long run, neither threat power nor exchange power
can be upheld without a minimum of legitimacy. Boulding described possible
futures rather than predicted one that was most probable. But he certainly viewed a
future where integrative power played the major role as the most hopeful scenario
for mankind. In the decade and a half since Charles Kegley’s Presidential Address,
the world has moved in large measure from a threat system to an exchange system.
Perhaps in the next 15 years we can discern a clear movement in the direction of an
international integrative system. Then, we can really speak of a neoidealist
movement in international relations, and I take the liberty of invoking in support of
this trend a popular slogan from my own youth: Make love not war! Meanwhile,
even if love does not yet govern the world, most of us will probably be pleased that
force has been replaced by commerce to such a large extent. Perhaps at this stage
we have to make do with a less radical slogan: Make money not war!

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 9
Whither the Weather?

Until recently, most writings on the relationship between climate change and security were
highly speculative. The IPCC assessment reports to date offer little if any guidance on this
issue and occasionally pay excessive attention to questionable sources. The articles pub-
lished in this special issue form the largest collection of peer-reviewed writings on the topic
to date. The number of such studies remains small compared to those that make up the
natural science base of the climate issue, and there is some confusion whether it is the effect
of ‘climate’ or ‘weather’ that is being tested. The results of the studies vary, and firm
conclusions cannot always be drawn. Nevertheless, research in this area has made consid-
erable progress. More attention is being paid to the specific causal mechanisms linking
climate change to conflict, such as changes in rainfall and temperature, natural disasters, and
economic growth. Systematic climate data are used in most of the articles and climate
projections in some. Several studies are going beyond statebased conflict to look at possible
implications for other kinds of violence, such as intercommunal conflict. Overall, the
research reported here offers only limited support for viewing climate change as an important
influence on armed conflict. However, framing the climate issue as a security problem could
possibly influence the perceptions of the actors and contribute to a self-fulfilling prophecy.

9.1 Introduction

Violence is on the wane in human affairs, even if slowly and irregularly (Goldstein
2011; Pinker 2011).1 In recent years, however, pundits and politicians, along with a
few scholars, have raised the specter that this encouraging trend towards peace

1This article was originally published in Journal of Peace Research 49(1): 4–9, 2012.
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might be reversed by environmental change generally and by climate change
specifically.2 In his acceptance speech for the Nobel Peace prize, for instance,
President Obama (2009) warned that ‘[t]here is little scientific dispute that if we do
nothing, we will face more drought, more famine, more mass displacement—all of
which will fuel more conflict for decades’. He would have been more accurate had
he said that there is little if any scientific agreement about these points.

Despite the increasing certainty about global warming and the man-made con-
tribution to it, the two central premises of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), uncertainty continues about many of the physical consequences of
climate change and even more so about the social consequences. This uncertainty is
compounded by confusion about the definition of ‘climate’, an issue to which I
return below. The IPCC is not charged with the task of doing research; rather it
‘reviews and assesses the most recent scientific, technical and socio-economic
information produced worldwide’. In an area where little or no research has been
conducted, the IPCC has a poor basis for an assessment. Therefore, the two most
recent assessment reports (IPCC 2001, 2007) had little to say about the security
implications of climate change. Unfortunately, in the absence of peer-reviewed
sources, these reports fell prey to the temptation to cite occasional ‘grey material’,
particularly in the Africa chapter of the 2007 report (Nordås/Gleditsch 2009).
Indeed, a document explaining the principles for the preparation of its reports
(IPCC 2008) approves the use of non-peer reviewed sources in areas where few
peer-reviewed sources are available. In a wide-ranging examination of the IPCC,
the InterAcademy Council, an umbrella organization of national academies of
science, cited a study that found that while 84 % of the sources for IPCC’s Working
Group 1 on the physical science basis derived from peer-reviewed sources, it was
only 59 % for Working Group 2 on the vulnerability of socio-economic and natural
systems to climate change (IAC 2010: 16). It also acknowledged that some gov-
ernments, particularly in developing countries, had not always nominated the best
experts, that the author selection process suffered from a lack of transparency, and
that the regional chapters did not always make use of experts from outside the

2With a single exception (De Stefano et al. 2012) the articles in this special issue are based on
papers or presentations at the international conference on ‘Climate Change and Security’, held in
Trondheim, Norway, 21–24 June 2010 under the auspices of the Norwegian Royal Society for
Sciences and Letters, on the occasion of its 250th anniversary. A large ‘thank you’ is due to the
Society and its sponsors for the anniversary conferences: NTNU, Statoil/Hydro, and the
Norwegian Ministry of Education and Research. Generous additional financial support was pro-
vided by the Research Council of Norway. My fellow members of the organizing committee for
the conference, Ola Listhaug and Ragnar Torvik, helped to shape the program, raise funds, and get
the event off the ground. Rune Slettebak assisted the committee through the whole process,
including the selection of conference papers and presentations invited to submit draft articles.
Julien Bessière skillfully created and maintained the conference website. We are also grateful to all
the participants of the conference and the dozens of reviewers, who have greatly influenced the
contents of the special issue. Finally, most of the contributors to the special issue commented
critically and constructively on a draft of this introduction, as did Andrew Mack, William
Nordhaus, and Roger A. Pielke Jr. None of them share any responsibility for whatever errors
remain.
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region (IAC 2010: 18)—all of which sheds some light on the discussion of security
issues in the Africa chapter in the 2007 report.

In the introduction to the first special issue of an academic journal devoted to the
topic of climate change and conflict, Nordås/Gleditsch (2007) found little support
for the climate-conflict nexus in the academic literature and outlined five priorities
for future research in this area:

• a disentangling of the causal chains between climate change and conflict
• a tighter coupling of climate change models and conflict models
• a reconsideration of the kind of violence expected to result from climate change
• a balance of positive and negative effects
• an increased focus on the Third World where climate change will matter most.

Meanwhile, a number of studies relevant to the climate-conflict nexus have been
published and this special issue adds 16 more. What have we achieved in terms of
the five goals outlined in 2007?

9.2 Disentangling Causal Chains

Virtually all the articles in this special issue try to disentangle the causal chains
between climate change and conflict.3 By far the largest number of studies in the
literature generally and in this issue look at how climate variability and specifically
changes in precipitation may affect conflict through adverse effects on rainfed
agriculture or cattle herding.4 Adano et al. (2012: 77), for instance, find for two
districts in Kenya that ‘more conflicts and killings take place in wet seasons of
relative abundance’ and Theisen (2012: 93), who also studies Kenya, concludes that
‘years following wetter years [are] less safe than drier ones’. Butler/Gates (2012)
derive a similar conclusion from a formal model. Benjaminsen et al. (2012: 108)
state on the basis of the Mopti region of Mali, at the heart of the Sahel, that there is
‘little evidence supporting the notion that water scarcity and environmental change
are important drivers of inter-communal conflicts’.5 Hendrix/Salehyan (2012)
conclude on the basis of a new database of social conflict in Africa, that rainfall
deviations in either direction are associated with conflict, but that violent events are
more responsive to heavy rainfall. Of course, while providing water in abundance,
heavy rainfall can also produce subsequent scarcities through the damage caused by
flooding. Raleigh/Kniveton (2012), on the basis of data from East Africa, also find
that rainfall deviations in either direction are associated with conflict, but argue that

3For a model of possible causal pathways from climate change to conflict (see Buhaug et al. 2010:
Fig. 6).
4Although the importance of agriculture is assumed rather than measured in terms of employment
or production.
5Theisen et al. (2011–12), who use disaggregated data for Africa, also find no relationship between
drought and civil war.
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civil war is more likely in anomalously dry conditions whereas wet conditions are
more likely to be associated with non-state conflict. Koubi et al. (2012) investigate
whether climate variability may influence armed conflict through its effect on
economic development. Although their literature review leads them to hypothesize
that climate variability should affect economic growth, they do not find (either in a
global study or in a separate analysis for sub-Saharan Africa) any statistically
significant impact of climate variability on growth. There is no general link between
climate variability and conflict through economic growth, although autocracies may
be more vulnerable to conflict through this mechanism. A few articles also have
data on variations in temperature, a possible climate driver of conflict that has
received considerable attention in a prominent cross-disciplinary journal (Burke
et al. 2009; Buhaug 2010).

Two of the articles here (Slettebak 2012; Bergholt/Lujala 2012) look at natural
disasters as a cause of conflict, although the latter article also uses disasters as an
instrument for economic shocks. While Slettebak concludes that there may be an
increasing trend in climate-related natural disasters, he sharply contradicts earlier
research on the link between natural disasters and conflict (e.g. Nel/Righarts 2008)
and finds support for an argument derived from crisis sociology that people tend to
unite in adversity. Bergholt and Lujala find that natural disasters have a negative
effect on economic growth, but that this does not translate into an increased risk of
conflict. In a scenario study for sub-Saharan Africa, Devitt/Tol (2012) find that the
impact of civil war and climate change on economic growth in Africa has been
underestimated.

Despite much public concern about the effects of sea-level rise,6 this is not yet a
theme that has received much attention in the conflict literature. Neither are there
any articles on possible adverse security effects of possible countermeasures to
climate change—the effect of biofuel on agricultural prices and possibly on food
riots could have provided an interesting case.7

9.3 Climate Models

Climate research provides an important source of data for much of the research on
security effects. The majority of the articles in this issue make use of systematic data
on levels and change of precipitation. Most of them use empirical data for the past
few decades and assess the empirical regularities that can be assumed to continue at
least in the near future. Only two of the articles (Bernauer/Siegfried 2012; De
Stefano et al. 2012) cite projections from climate models as well, while Devitt/Tol
(2012) use economic projections from IPCC’s Special Report on Emission

6In a wide-ranging review of possible security implications of climate change, Scheffran/Battaglini
(2011) include sea-level change as a source of potential conflict in South Asia.
7For an ethical argument along these lines, see Gomiero et al. (2010).
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Scenarios. While our models of conflict are certainly imperfect, and the ability of
social scientists to make predictions is limited (Schneider et al. 2010; Ward et al.
2010), current climate models and even data for the past few decades leave much to
be desired in terms of forecasting accuracy and geographical precision.

9.4 Types of Violence

Traditionally, research on armed conflict has concentrated on interstate war and
civil war. By far the largest killer in the 20th century, however, was one-sided
violence (including genocide and politicide) and environmental change has already
been linked by some to major episodes of such violence in Rwanda and Darfur.8

While so far there is not much evidence that robustly links climate change to major
armed conflict of any of these three types, there is a more plausible argument that it
may influence intergroup violence below the state level, ‘nonstate violence’ in the
language of the Uppsala Conflict Data Program9 or intercommunal conflict in the
language of Benjaminsen et al. (2012).

The bulk of the articles, however, deal with internal conflict. Although some of
them focus exclusively on state-based civil conflicts, others examine non-state
conflicts in a rural setting, or both types. None of the articles examine urban conflict
or one-sided violence. Five of the articles in this issue examine aspects of interstate
conflict, though for the most part at a lower level of violence—militarized disputes
rather than major war. Water resources, in the form of shared rivers or aquifers, play
a key role in four of these studies. De Stefano et al. (2012) assess the 276 inter-
national river basins for changes in water variability and institutional resilience.
They map the basins most at risk for hydropolitical tension and discuss how to
target capacity-building to strengthen resilience to climate change and the devel-
opment of mechanisms for cooperation and conflict resolution. Tir/Stinnett (2012)
find that water scarcity increases the risk of militarized conflict, but that institu-
tionalized agreements can offset the risk. Bernauer/Siegfried (2012) examine the
Syr Darya catchment, a promising candidate for a neo-malthusian conflict over
international water resources, but conclude that a militarized interstate dispute is
unlikely. Another worst case in terms of the potential for water conflict, the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, is discussed by Feitelson et al. (2012). They conclude
that it is unlikely that climate change will directly influence the conflict, although
the securitization of the water issue may affect the negotiating positions of the
parties.

8For skeptical discussions of the impact of climate change on the violence in Darfur, see Brown
(2010) and Kevane/Gray (2008).
9www.pcr.uu.se/research/ucdp/datasets/ucdp_non-state_conflict_dataset_/.
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9.5 Balancing Effects?

None of the articles in this issue focus on possible positive effects of climate
change. In theory, despite the many pessimistic predictions about global food
security under global warming,10 local or regional improvements in the conditions
for food production might offset current food insecurity in some areas and help to
lower the risk of local scarcity conflict. But this remains to be studied. Gartzke
(2012) argues that economic development, which drives climate change, also
lowers the risk of interstate conflict. Therefore, even if climate change drives
conflict, the effect may not be visible if it is overshadowed by the peacebuilding
effect of economic development. Perhaps the overriding concern with economic
development in the Third World can also explain a surprising finding in Kvaløy
et al. (2012). Using worldwide public opinion data, they observe widespread
concern about global warming, but lower rather than higher in countries that are
expected to be more seriously affected.

9.6 Where It Matters?

There is indeed a focus on the developing world. Apart from the articles with a
global scope, there is a strong concentration on Africa, particularly south of the
Sahara, while one article deals with the Middle East and another with central Asia.
The bloodiest wars in the second half of the 20th century occurred in East and
Southeast Asia, but by the turn of the century there were fewer conflicts in these
areas and those that remained were at much lower levels of severity. The scholarly
community may have seen climate-related conflicts as more likely to arise in Africa
because of that continent’s heavy dependence on rainfed agriculture. But in view of
the public concern about the effects of sea-level rise and the melting of the
Himalayan glaciers, the impact of climate change for conflict in Asia also seems
like a worthwhile topic for future research.

10IPCC (2007: WG2, Chap. 5, Sect. 5.8.1 Findings and Key Conclusions) concludes with high
confidence that ‘[p]rojected changes in the frequency and severity of extreme climate events will
have more serious consequences for food and forestry production, and food insecurity, than will
changes in projected means of temperature and precipitation’, that ‘[c]limate change increases the
number of people at risk of hunger’ but that ‘[t]he impact of chosen socio-economic pathways
(SRES scenario) on the numbers of people at risk of hunger is significantly greater than the impact
of climate change’, and that ‘[c]limate change will further shift the focus of food insecurity to
sub-Saharan Africa’ (so that ‘[by] 2080, about 75 % of all people at risk of hunger are estimated to
live in this region’), and (with medium confidence) that ‘moderate warming benefits crop and
pasture yields in mid- to high-latitude regions’. Collier et al. (2010) argue that the grave conse-
quences of climate change for agriculture in Africa should be countered by industrialization,
urbanization, and new agricultural technology (including genetically modified organisms).
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9.7 Other Concerns

Some case study-oriented researchers (Homer-Dixon 1994; Kahl 2006) have argued
that many case studies find support for a scarcity model of conflict while large-N
statistical research generally fails to do so (see e.g. Theisen 2008). However, other
case studies (e.g. Benjaminsen 2008) are closer to the skeptical position. In this
issue, and in the current literature generally, there is no systematic difference
between case studies and statistical investigations. While some of the case study
literature has been criticized for studying only the conflict cases (Gleditsch 1998), it
can also be faulted for relatively shallow case description and theoretical myopia.
More recently, the large-N conflict literature has moved away from an exclusive
reliance on the ‘country-year’ approach, towards geographical and temporal dis-
aggregation (Cederman/Gleditsch 2009). The ambition is to measure conflict as
well as explanatory variables for short time intervals and for subnational regions or
territorial grid cells. This approach seems particularly appropriate to the study of
effects of variables such as climate change that do not vary along national
boundaries, and it may help to bridge the gap between case studies and large-N
studies.

One of the lessons that the large-N community could learn from proponents of
case studies is the emphasis on interaction effects. Homer-Dixon (1994) and Kahl
(2006) do not argue that environmental change generally and climate change
specifically have a major impact on conflict—the effect plays out in interaction with
exogenous conflict-promoting factors (Buhaug et al. 2008, 2010). Koubi et al.
(2012) and Tir/Stinnett (2012) take a step in this direction in testing for interactions
with institutions and regime type respectively. Kofi Annan (2006: 9–10) argued in
one of his last reports as UN Secretary-General, that ‘pollution, population growth
and climate change are … occurring now and hitting the poorest and most vul-
nerable hardest. Environmental degradation has the potential to destabilize already
conflict-prone regions, especially when compounded by inequitable access or
politicization of access to scarce resources.’ Here, he is invoking an interaction
effect of climate change with no less than three other variables. Unfortunately, it
seems unlikely that case study researchers or large-N scholars will launch a sys-
tematic investigation of such complicated interaction patterns any time soon.

In reviewing an article for this issue, William Nordhaus11 was rather critical:
‘this is a paper about weather, not climate’. The Glossary in IPCC (2007) defines
climate as ‘average weather’, usually over a 30-year period.12 Most of the studies
reported here operate over shorter time periods, so this criticism has considerable
substance, although Hendrix/Salehyan (2012) and Koubi et al. (2012) measure
climate variation as deviations from long-term averages. A few recent studies take a
very long-term perspective (e.g. Zhang et al. 2006 for China and Tol/Wagner 2010

11Review, 16 November 2010; permission to cite by name, personal communication, 4 November
2011.
12For a critical discussion of different definitions of climate change, see Pielke (2005).
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for Europe). With data for a whole millennium,13 they conclude that war was more
frequent in colder periods. However, Tol and Wagner add that the relationship
weakens in the industrialized world. A plausible interpretation of this is that agri-
cultural production suffers in the cold periods, but that with increasing industrial-
ization the world moves away from malthusian constraints. The conflict data used
in these studies have not been well tested and for obvious reasons there is a lack of
control variables. Based on regularities observed by historians in the distant past
and using UCDP/PRIO conflict data for the period 1950–2004, Hsiang et al. (2011)
argue that the El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) has a significant influence on
the onset of civil conflict. The link to global warming is tenuous and questions have
been raised about the robustness of this finding. But if it holds up, it provides
another indication that armed conflict may be related to the climate even in the
modern age. In any case, better integration between the long-term climate studies
and the studies of ‘weather’ changes reported here, is a priority item on the research
agenda.

9.8 Conclusions

Climate change is the world’s first truly global manmade environmental problem14

and a firm warning that human activities can influence our physical environment on
a global scale. The range of possible consequences of climate change is so wide,
even for the limited temperature changes foreseen in the IPCC scenarios, that it is
difficult to sort out the main priorities. Obviously, if a reversal of the trend towards
a more peaceful world was one of these consequences, it should have a prominent
place on the policy agenda. Based on the research reported here, such a pessimistic
view may not be warranted in the short to medium run. However, as noted by
Feitelson et al. (2012) and Salehyan (2008), framing climate change as a security
issue may influence the perceptions of the actors in local and regional conflict and
lead to militarized responses and thus perhaps contribute to a self-fulfilling
prophecy.

The study of the relationship between climate change and conflict has advanced
noticeably in the past five years. With regard to how changes in precipitation may
influence internal conflict, the one area where we now have a fair number of studies,
the dominant view seems to be that rainfall abundance is associated with greater
risks than drought and that in any case other conflict-generating factors are more
important. Studies of how climate change may promote interstate conflict over
water resources also seem to point in the direction of a weak or a null

13Or even two, as in Zhang et al. (2010).
14As distinct from international environmental problems such as transboundary pollution (acid
rain, pollution in international rivers). The depletion of the ozone layer was another global
problem. But it was solved quite rapidly through a mix of unilateral action and an international
agreement, although it will take a few generations for the ozone layer to recover completely.
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relationship. In other areas, the number of studies is still very low, so it is premature
to offer a summary. On the whole, however, it seems fair to say that so far there is
not yet much evidence for climate change as an important driver of conflict. In
recent reviews of this literature, Bernauer et al. (2012) and Gleditsch et al. (2011)
conclude that although environmental change may under certain circumstances
increase the risk of violent conflict, the existing evidence indicates that this is not
generally the case.

While we primarily hope that the studies presented here will have an impact on
scholarly research in this area, they could also have an influence on policymaking.
The IPCC is currently working on its Fifth Assessment Report, scheduled for
release in 2013. For the first time, this report will have a chapter on the conse-
quences of climate change for human security, including armed conflict (IPCC, no
date). We hope that the studies reported here will contribute to a balanced
assessment by the IPCC, built on the best peer-reviewed evidence.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 10
The Decline of War—The Main Issues

The debate on the waning of war has recently moved into higher gear and this symposium
contributes to the debate. This introductory article outlines briefly some of the major issues:
nature versus nurture, the reliability of the data, how broadly violence should be defined,
whether there is more agreement on the phenomenon than on its causes, and finally whether
the future will be like the past.

10.1 The Waning of War Debate

Although several authors have announced a ‘waning of war’ in recent decades
(notably Mueller 1989; Payne 2004), this literature has moved into a higher gear
with the recent spate of literature on this topic.1 Historians (Gat 2006, 2013;
Muchembled 2012) and political scientists (Goldstein 2011; Lacina et al. 2006)
have entered the fray, along with a science journalist (Horgan 2012), a web designer
(Richards 2010)—and, of course, a cognitive psychologist with a massive 800-page
tome (Pinker 2011). Despite the breadth of this literature, this is not the end of the
argument, but rather the start of a long debate, to which we hope to make a modest
contribution with this forum.2 It includes a statement on human nature and violence
(Pinker 2013) and continues with two contributions that are more skeptical to what
has become known as the ‘declinist’ literature (Levy/Thompson 2013; Thayer
2013). Here, I will attempt to summarize some of the main issues that have emerged
in the debate so far.

1This article was part of a symposium (Gleditsch et al. 2013), which originated in a panel at the
54th Annual Convention of the International Studies Association, San Diego, CA, 1–April 2012.
I am grateful to Azar Gat, discussant on the panel, for his comments. Useful suggestions were also
offered by the journal’s editor and referees. My work was supported by the Research Council of
Norway. The other contributors to the symposium were Steven Pinker, Bradley A. Thayer, Jack S.
Levy, and William Thompson.
2Another excellent review is provided in Mack (2013).
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10.2 Nature Versus Nurture

Given the extensive polemics against ‘the blank slate’ in Pinker (2002), one might
have expected that he would base his argument relating to violence strongly on
changes in human nature. However, Pinker (2011, 2013) argues that human nature
continues to hold a potential for violence as well as a potential for peace, and that
environmental factors must be taken into account if we are to understand how we
curb our tendency to resort to violence. Thayer (2013) agrees with this, although he
argues that Pinker underestimates the difficulty in suppressing our inner demons.

10.3 Data

For the recent decline of war, Pinker, Goldstein, and others rely heavily on the
UCDP/PRIO data (Gleditsch et al. 2002) and the PRIO battle deaths data
(Lacina/Gleditsch 2005). These data are constantly being challenged. For instance,
Obermeyer et al. (2008) argued that it is more appropriate to look at a broader set of
war deaths, and that there is no evidence of a decline in war deaths over the past
50 years. Spagat et al. (2009), however, found that to reach this conclusion, they
had to ignore data for the periods after 1994 and before 1955, base their time trends
on extrapolations from a biased convenience sample of only 13 countries, and rely
on an estimated constant that is statistically insignificant. Gohdes/Price (2013)
argue that while the PRIO battle deaths dataset currently offers the most compre-
hensive assembly of such data, the information used to establish the dataset is
neither sufficient nor of appropriate quality to offer a clear answer as to whether
battle deaths have decreased or increased since the end of the Second World War.
Lacina/Gleditsch (2013) respond that very strong assumptions must hold in order
for measurement errors to explain the trend in battle deaths and conclude that the
waning of war is real. This debate is not a sign of weakness. On the contrary, if the
data can withstand multiple challenges, our confidence in the real nature of the trend
can only increase. Of course, short-term changes like a half-dozen decrease in the
number of ongoing armed conflicts in 2010 and a corresponding increase in 2011
(Themnér/Wallensteen 2012) reflect mainly how a number of conflicts hover
around the threshold of 25 annual deaths. Such fluctuations should be ignored in the
debate about the long-term waning of war.

10.4 What Kinds of Violence Should Be Included?

For a long time, the statistical study of war was focused almost exclusively on
interstate war (Singer/Small 1972). While civil war had been the dominant form of
conflict in terms of the number of ongoing conflicts since the 1950s, the
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cross-national study of civil war did not really take off until the late 1990s
(Collier/Hoeffler 1998; Hegre et al. 2001; Fearon/Laitin 2003). Despite the high
overlap of war and one-sided violence (genocide, politicide), these phenomena have
generally been studied separately. Homicide has hardly been studied by conflict
scholars. Payne (2004) and Pinker (2011) have broken with this tradition and offer a
unified view of human violence, which is even broadened to include painful
interrogation, physical punishment of children, and the like. In terms of the overall
human propensity for violence, the wider approach seems justified—both one-sided
violence and homicide kill more people than wars and civil wars. But, putting too
many forms of violence into the same category runs the risk of undermining our
ability to find causal explanations, although broad conceptualizations such as
‘motive versus opportunity’ (Collier/Hoeffler 1998) run through the literatures on
international war and civil war as well as crime. Levy/Thompson (2013), however,
remain skeptical of our ability to come up with theoretical explanations that will
capture the various forms of violence at the different levels of social organization.

10.5 Absolute Numbers or Rates?

A key point in the controversy in the waning of war literature is the use of relative
rather than absolute numbers. While World War II certainly claimed more lives than
any individual war in the nineteenth century and possibly more lives than in any
human-induced disaster ever, its victims made up a smaller fraction of world pop-
ulation than several earlier conflicts. On this basis, the common characterization of
the twentieth century as the world’s most violent century becomes questionable (Gat
2013). This simple point invites opposition, even anger. The present writer was
pointedly asked in a newspaper interview3 whether a repetition of the Holocaust
today would be a smaller crime because world population has more than doubled
since that time. Most people would probably agree that the answer to this question is
‘no’. On the other hand, the fact that we have not had two or more Holocausts in
recent decades can still be seen as an indication of progress toward the reduction in
violence. In any case, from World War II until today, the number of people killed in
armed conflict and genocide has been in decline, whether you look at absolute or
relative figures. More demanding is Thomas Pogge’s critique—that human progress
is less than its potential.4 It is certainly arguable that by 2013, we ought to have come
further in our reduction in violence as a tool in human affairs. But, it would be hard
indeed to establish a baseline over time for our potential to do so.

3Klassekampen (Oslo), 14 July 2012.
4Interview in Klassekampen (Oslo), 24 July 2012; Pogge (2010).
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10.6 More Agreement on Phenomenon than
on Explanations

Despite the various critiques, there is wide agreement on the decline of war and
other forms of violence. For instance, Levy/Thompson (2013) do not dispute the
analyses of trends in war in Pinker (2011), and Thayer (2013) also finds that he
‘convincingly demonstrates’ the decline in violence. However, the reasons for the
decline are less clear. Levy/Thompson (2013: 412) would ‘give a greater causal role
to material than cultural factors’, and Thayer (2013: 405) finds that the cause (or
causes) for the decline are less obvious than the decline itself and that ‘each major
theory of international relation offers an explanation.’ In other words, there is not a
lack of explanations, but we are unable to choose between alternative plausible
theories. That there is greater agreement on the existence of a phenomenon than its
explanation is not uncommon in the social sciences, as the literature on the inter-
state democratic peace illustrates (see for example, Schneider/Gleditsch 2013).
Indeed, even in modern medicine, there is frequently greater agreement on the fact
that something works than on why it works.5

10.7 Will the Future Be Like the Past?

Even if the trend toward a reduction in violence is accepted, that trend cannot
necessarily be extrapolated into the future. Both Thayer (2013) and
Levy/Thompson (2013) are skeptical of the declinist thesis for this reason. Thayer
argues that there is a lack of ‘better angels’ outside the West and that even the West
may backslide. Moreover, he feels that Pinker underestimates the importance of the
international system and the distribution of power. The rise of China is of particular
concern. Levy & Thompson argue that a panel in 1912 could have extrapolated
from current trends toward a decline of war, completely missing the factors that
soon led to World War I.

While Thayer (2013) sees US primacy as a stabilizing force (and the challenge of
China as a threat to the stability), almost the direct opposite view is found in ‘left’
critiques of the declinist view. For instance, Herman/Peterson (2012) argue that
world domination by the United States has led to a series of wars and worldwide
repression that take the world in the wrong direction and which eventually must
lead to a counter-reaction. Another skeptical school of thought is found in envi-
ronmentalist writing about the destructive effects of environmental change in
general and climate change in particular. Pundits and politicians have raised the
specter of a warming world ridden by scarcity conflicts, but so far, there is little
systematic evidence that points in this direction (Gleditsch 2012; Scheffran et al.

5See, for instance, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aspirin. Accessed 29 January 2013.
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2012; Theisen et al. 2013). A more optimistic note is struck by Hegre et al. (2013),
who find that the factors robustly linked to civil war in the past (such as poverty,
ethnic dominance, unfavorable neighborhood) are projected to decrease in the
period 2010–50, leading these authors to predict a halving of the proportion of the
world’s countries that have internal armed conflict.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 11
The IPCC, Conflict, and Human Security

The publication of the report from Working Group II of the Fifth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) on 31 March 2014 was accompanied
by considerable media publicity, some it suggesting that the world was facing an era of
violent upheaval. However, the main discussion of conflict, which is found in the chapter
on human security, is moderate in tone and cautious in its conclusions. Other chapters in the
WG II report use more dramatic language, while a methods chapter completely dismisses
the link between climate change and conflict.

The day after the publication of the most recent report from the UN’s
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) on the effects of climate
change, the Norwegian daily newspaper Dagsavisen was able to report that
Norway’s Minister for Climate and Environment now envisaged a future world
with more conflicts.1 This is in line with claims made earlier by the Norwegian
Nobel Committee. Against this background, I embarked with some anticipation on
the report’s 2,679 pages. I found that each of the four chapters that address this
question gives a slightly different answer.

The question is discussed most thoroughly in the chapter on human security.
This IPCC report is the first to contain such a chapter. The report defines human
security broadly, in my opinion far too broadly, but a separate sub-section is
devoted to violent conflict. This latter subject was mentioned sparsely in the pre-
vious two IPCC reports (published in 2001 and 2007), to some extent on the basis
of weak sources. This time the scope of the sources is wider, but at the same time
more stringent. The chapter concludes that while some studies associate warming
and variable precipitation with violent conflict, other studies do not. Accordingly,
there is no basis overall for one to conclude that there is a strong connection. This
view is consistent with previous summaries of the literature.

The chapter also points out that climate change is generally believed to influence
a number of factors that are frequently associated with violent conflict, such as
poverty, poor economic growth and misgovernment. This theme recurs in several

1First published in Norwegian in the Norwegian daily Aftenposten, 11 April 2014, www.
aftenposten.no/meninger/kronikker/Klimaendringer-og-krig-7535918.html#.U5618yhqPd7.
Translation by Fidotext. The English translation was first published at http://blogs.prio.org/2014/
04/climate-change-and-war/. A more extensive examination of the IPCC report is found in
Gleditsch/Nordås (2014).
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other chapters. As long as nothing more precise can be said about the strength of the
connection in each of the two causal stages (from climate change to risk factors, and
from risk factors to violent conflict), we cannot conclude with any certainty about
the role of climate change in violent conflict.

In the 2007 report, the chapter on Africa was the source for the most dramatic
assertions about possible connections between climate and violent conflict. The
tone is more cautious this time. Although there are several references to the pos-
sibility of an increase in violent conflict, the report also highlights the disagreement
that exists between researchers.

A methodological chapter, under the somewhat dry heading ‘Detection and
attribution of observed impacts’, gives an extremely critical assessment. The
chapter builds on all the others, and evaluates whether the available material pro-
vides a basis for robust conclusions about a connection between climate change and
its presumed effects. The authors point out that all phenomena that are believed to
be influenced by climate change are also influenced by many other factors for which
it may be difficult to control.

When the authors come to the question of conflict, little is left standing. First,
there is a pervasive uncertainty in the literature regarding the empirical findings.
And secondly, most empirical research has focused on annual variations in tem-
perature and precipitation instead of deviations from long-term averages. Thus,
these studies are more about variations in the weather than about climate change.
Hence, this chapter concludes that we cannot say anything certain about the exis-
tence or magnitude of climate-change effects on violent conflict. This conclusion is
repeated in its entirety three times: first for civil war, then for small-scale communal
violence, and finally for violent individual crime.

A chapter on ‘emergent risks’ is more alarmist. This chapter presents climate
change as a potentially significant factor for future conflict. But once again there is
an emphasis on the fact that there is ‘low confidence’ as to the existence of any
documented effect of climate change—as oppose to climate variations—on conflict.

I was anxious to see what use the report would make of a controversial article
that appeared in Science last autumn. That article, which was published just before
the IPCC’s literature cut-off date, asserted in broad terms that climate in general,
and warming in particular, was a significant factor in conflict at all levels, from
individual aggression during a heat wave to international warfare and regime col-
lapse on a millennial scale. The article claimed to be the first ‘meta-study’ of the
field, or in other words, the first comparative statistical assessment of results from
all relevant previous studies. Most of the authors whose studies were summarized,
however, found it hard to recognize the presentation of their own work. A collective
response from 26 researchers (including the author of this article) is now in press.
But since the response will not appear in print until several months after the IPCC’s
literature cut-off date, it is obviously not referred to. Nevertheless, the authors of the
chapter on human security would have been aware of the debate—among other
things, the article was heavily criticized by several leading German climate
researchers in a wide-ranging report published in Der Spiegel on 1 August last year.
In the human security chapter, the controversial Science article is treated as one of
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several summaries of the literature. By contrast, the chapter on ‘emergent risks’
(which is co-authored by one of the three authors of the Science article) presents the
article as a contribution with a higher status.

Two summary chapters, the Technical Summary (TS) and the Summary for
Policymakers (SPM), contain formulations that are close to those used by the
chapter on human security. Regarding conflict, the TS refers to several of the other
chapters, but not to the methodological chapter. There is also a significant linguistic
nuance in that the TS claims that climate change will increase risks of violent
conflict, while the SPM claims that climate change can increase such risks. The use
of word such as ‘can’ or ‘may’ in academic writing is extremely problematic, as it
provides no basis for evaluating the probability of an event, beyond the fact that it is
not zero.

The TS and the SPM are no doubt the most politically influential parts of the
report. Shortly before the report was made public, it emerged that one of the two
coordinating lead authors of the chapter on economic effects, Richard Tol, had
withdrawn from further work on the SPM because he thought that the summary
articulated a pessimism for which there was no basis in the individual chapters.

The IPCC’s view as to the risks of climate change leading to violent conflict thus
depends to some extent on the chapter one chooses to rely on. In my opinion, the
methods chapter is the most solidly based, but like the authors of last year’s
controversial Science article, I am not an impartial observer. In any event we can be
confident in saying that the IPCC report does not put forward a consensus that
climate change will lead to more wars.

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Peace Research Institute Oslo

Independent—International—Interdisciplinary

The Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) conducts research on the conditions for
peaceful relations between states, groups and people. Researchers at PRIO work to
identify new trends in global conflict, as well as to formulate and document new
understanding of and response to armed conflict. They seek to understand how
people are impacted by, and cope with, armed conflict, and we study the normative
foundations of peace and violence.

PRIO’s purpose is to conduct research for a more peaceful world. In pursuit of
this, the institute cultivates academic excellence, communicate with communities of
scholars, policy-makers, practitioners, as well as the general public, and engages in
shaping the global peace research agenda.

PRIO strives to be at the cutting edge analytically as well as in the impact of
peace research on policy and practice.

About PRIO

Founded in 1959, the Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) is an independent
research institution known for its effective synergy of basic and policy-relevant
research. PRIO also conducts graduate training and is engaged in the promotion of
peace through conflict resolution, dialogue and reconciliation, public information,
and policymaking.

People at PRIO

PRIO has an international staff of approximately 75 (counted in person-years), of
which more than 50 are researchers, including doctoral candidates. The institute
maintains an administrative/support staff of 15. Within the Norwegian setting,
PRIO staff stand out for their high levels of professionalism and their academic
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productivity. The Institute’s governing board consists of five external appointees
and two staff members. PRIO is an equal opportunities employer and values staff
diversity.

Research at PRIO

Research at the Institute is multidisciplinary and concentrates both on the driving
forces as well as the consequences of violent conflict, and on ways in which peace
can be built, maintained and spread. Projects carried out at the Institute are orga-
nized within thematic research groups, and researchers at PRIO are in addition
organized in three administrative departments and the PRIO Cyprus Centre. From
2002 through 2012, PRIO hosted the Centre for the Study of Civil War (CSCW), a
long-term, interdisciplinary initiative that was awarded Centre of Excellence status
and core funding by the Research Council of Norway. The diversity of disciplines
at PRIO creates a thriving research community that attracts both scholars and
funding from around the world.

Journals at PRIO

The Institute owns and hosts the editorial offices of two international peer-reviewed
journals—Journal of Peace Research and Security Dialogue—both of which are
edited at PRIO and published by Sage Publications in London. In addition, PRIO
houses the editors of International Area Studies Review and the Journal of Military
Ethics. The Institute also publishes reports and policy briefs. Institute researchers
maintain high levels of productivity in the form of peer-reviewed articles in top
international journals and books with reputable academic publishers.

Research and Engagement

At PRIO, academic research and engagement in peace processes go hand in hand:
all peacebuilding engagements are rooted in solid research competence and feed
into ongoing research—and ultimately to published academic work. The Institute’s
policy-relevant findings are in high demand among international bodies (the UN,
the World Bank), NGOs, the media and governments, including a number of
Norwegian ministries.

Oslo and Nicosia

The Institute is located in modern research facilities in central Oslo. It maintains a
separate office in Nicosia: the PRIO Cyprus Centre (PCC). The PCC is committed
to research and dialogue aimed at contributing to an informed public debate on key
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issues relevant to an eventual settlement of the Cyprus problem. Researchers
attached to the PCC include both Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots.

Economy and Funders

Budgeted turnover for PRIO as a whole in 2015 is approximately 120 million
Norwegian kroner (equivalent to roughly €13 million or $16 million). The Institute
has a bottom-up and project-based budget model, where all research engagements
depend on the acquisition of external funding. PRIO staff are skilled at combining
research innovation with project-development initiative. Major sources of funding
include the Research Council of Norway, Norwegian government ministries, the
European Comission and a variety of international organizations and foundations.
Website: www.prio.org/
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Norwegian University of Science
and Technology, Trondheim

The Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) is a public research
university located in the city of Trondheim, Norway. NTNU is the second largest of
the eight universities in Norway, and has the main national responsibility for higher
education in engineering and technology. In addition to engineering and the natural
and physical sciences, the university offers advanced degrees in other academic
disciplines ranging from the social sciences, the arts, medicine, architecture, and
fine art.

NTNU was formed in 1996 by the merger of the Norwegian Institute of
Technology (NTH), the Norwegian College of General Sciences (AVH), the
Museum of Natural History and Archaeology (VM), the Faculty of Medicine
(DMF), the Trondheim Academy of Fine Art and the Trondheim Conservatory of
Music (MiT). Prior to the 1996 merger, NTH, AVH, DMF, and VM together
constituted the University of Trondheim (UNiT), which was a much looser orga-
nization. However, the university’s roots go back to 1760, with the foundation of
the Trondheim Society, which in 1767 became the Royal Norwegian Society of
Sciences and Letters. In 2010 the society, and NTNU, as the society’s museum now
is part of the university, celebrated its 250th anniversary to commemorate this
history. NTNU itself celebrated the 100th anniversary of the foundation of NTH in
the same year.

NTNU is governed by a board of 11 members. Two of the members are elected
by and among the students.

The university consists of seven faculties with a total of 48 departments and has
approximately 22,000 students:

• Faculty of Architecture and Fine Art
• Faculty of Engineering Science and Technology
• Faculty of Humanities
• Faculty of Natural Sciences and Technology
• Faculty of Information Technology, Mathematics and Electrical Engineering
• Faculty of Medicine
• Faculty of Social Sciences and Technology Management

Academic and administrative staff contribute 5,100 person-years of which 3,100
are in education and research. NTNU has more than 100 laboratories and is at any
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time running some 2,000 research projects. Students and staff can take advantage of
roughly 300 research agreements or exchange programs with 58 institutions
worldwide.

NTNU’s overall budget in 2011/2012 was 673 million euros, most of which
came from the Norwegian Ministry of Education. Funding from the Research
Council of Norway (NFR) totaled 82 million euros.

The university is home to four of 21 Norwegian Centers of Excellence. These are
the Centre for Ships and Ocean Structures, the Centre for the Biology of Memory
and the Centre for Quantifiable Quality of Service in Communication Systems. The
Centre for the Biology of Memory is also one of four Kavli Neuroscience Institutes.
In 2012 Prime Minister Jens Stoltenberg opened the Norwegian Brain Centre one of
the largest research laboratories of its kind anywhere, an outgrowth of NTNU’s
Kavli Institute for Systems Neuroscience.

To increase open access publishing, NTNU has established a publishing fund. In
2008 NTNU’s digital institutional repository was founded. The intention was to
establish a full-text archive for the documentation of the scientific output of the
institution, and to make as much as possible of the material available online, both
nationally and internationally. In addition to research articles and books, intended
for academics and researchers both inside and outside the university, NTNU dis-
seminates news to the public about the institution and its research and results.

NTNU specializes in technology and the natural sciences, but also offers a range
of bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral programmes in the humanities, social sciences,
economics and public and business administration, and aesthetic disciplines. The
university also offers professional degree programmes in medicine, psychology,
architecture, the fine arts, music, and teacher education, in addition to technology.

NTNU had 84,797 applicants in 2011 and a total student population of 19,054,
of whom 9,062 were women. There were 6,193 students enrolled in the Faculty of
Social Sciences and Technology Management, 3,518 in the Faculty of Engineering
Science and Technology, 3,256 in the Faculty of Humanities, 3,090 in the Faculty
of Information Technology, Mathematics, and Electrical Engineering, 2,014 in the
Faculty of Natural Sciences and Technology, 1,071 in the Faculty of Medicine, and
605 in the Faculty of Architecture and Fine Art. About 3,500 bachelor and master
degrees are awarded each year, and more than 5,500 participate in further education
programmes.

NTNU has more than 300 cooperative or exchange agreements with 60 uni-
versities worldwide, and several international student exchange programmes. There
are, at any given time, around 2,600 foreign students at the university.

Scientists at NTNU have so far been awarded four Nobel Prizes: Lars Onsager in
Chemistry (1968); Ivar Giæver in Physics (1973) and Edvard Moser and May-Britt
Moser in Medicine or Physiology (2014).

Source http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norwegian_University_of_Science_and_
Technology and for detailed topical information: www.ntnu.edu/
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NTNU’s Department of Sociology
and Political Science

The Department of Sociology and Political Science at NTNU (ISS) offers bachelor
and master studies in sociology, political science, and sports science, as well as
master studies in media, communication, and information technology (MKI) and
PhD programs in sociology and political science. Studies in sociology include
courses in organisation and working life, social inequality and welfare, and media.
Studies in political science include courses in international and comparative poli-
tics, public policy and administration, political theory, and political behaviour.
Studies in sport science include courses in sport as activity and practical area, sports
sociology, and child and youth sports. MKI is a multidisciplinary programme of
study combined of courses from sociology, political science, media, psychology,
educational science, and information technology. All programmes of study include
courses in research methods. ISS has an active research environment consisting of
several research groups working on local, national, and international projects. This
department cooperates with national and international partners, as well as other
departments at NTNU and research institutes in Trondheim. ISS emphasizes contact
and collaboration with external institutions, such as industry and commerce, the
public sector, and voluntary organisations. The Department has had close collab-
oration with PRIO for many years. In addition to Nils Petter Gleditsch, Scott Gates
and Halvard Buhaug have for many years held joint positions at the two institutions.
For more information, see www.ntnu.edu/iss/
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About the Book

This book presents Nils Petter Gleditsch, a staff member of the Peace Research
Institute of Oslo (PRIO) since 1964, a former editor of the Journal for Peace
Research (1983–2010), a former president of the International Studies Association
(2008–09) and the recipient of several academic awards as a pioneer in the scientific
analysis of war and peace. This unique anthology covers major themes in his
distinguished career as a peace researcher. An autobiographical, critical retro-
spective puts his work on conflict and peace into a broader context, while a
comprehensive bibliography documents his publications over a period of 50 years.
Part II documents his wide-ranging contributions on globalization, democratization
and liberal peace, on international espionage, environmental security, climate
change and conflict and on the decline of war and more generally of violence as a
tool in conflict.

• As Editor of Journal of Peace Research for 27 years, former President of the
International Studies Association and the recipient of several academic awards,
he has a high profile in peace research and international relations

• Addresses key topics in peace research
• This book is the only one of its kind—there will be no Festschrift or

autobiography
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